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RARE BOOK AUCTION
WEDNESDAY 10th AUGUST 2016
Commencing at 11 noon.

VIEwINg
Sunday 7th August 2016 11.00am to 4.00pm
Monday 8th & Tuesday 9th 9.00am to 5.00pm. 
And morning of sale.

MID YEAR RARE BOOK AUCTION FOR 2016

This sale features several interesting and diverse collections, including:
1. Rare and early documents and letters relating to New Zealand’s colonial history and the New Zealand wars.
2.   The Natural History section offers a superb collection of ornithological books which includes 1st and 2nd editions of Walter 

Lawry Buller’s ‘History of the Birds of New Zealand’ with the Supplements as well as several volumes of ornithological notes and 
pamphlets in beautiful bindings from Buller’s personal library. 

3. A.N. Vaillant [Atlas] – Voyage autour du monde, execute pendant les annes 1836-1837 sur la corvette La Bonite. Paris: ca 1840. 
4. Original watercolours by J. G. Keulemans.
5.	 	First	edition	Antarctic	titles	by	Amundsen,	E.H.	Shackleton,	R.F.	Scott,	Taylor	Griffiths,	Borchgrevinck,	Bull,	James	Clarke	Ross,	

Bernacchi, Reginald Ford and others.
6. A number of pamphlets and printings relating to William Colenso.  
7. M.G. Cassini  - La Nuova Zelanda. [map 1798]
8.	 Captain	George	Vancouver	–	A	Voyage	of	Discovery	to	the	North	Pacific	Ocean	and	Round	the	World.	Ln:	1798.
9.		 The	rare	first	edition	of	Janet	Frame’s	“The	Lagoon”	in	dust	jacket.	
10.  Man Ray & Eluard Paul – Les Main Libres [The Hands Free]. Paris 1937.

This	sale	of	450	lots	also	features	large	sections	on	photography,	first	edition	New	Zealand	histories
and Private Press and illustrated books.

I	am	now	accepting	entries	for	Art	+	Objects	final	rare	book	auction	this	year	to	be	held	in	December,	entries	are	invited.

All Inquiries : Pam Plumbly
Phone [09] 354 4646 Mobile 021 448 200
Email: pam@artandobject.co.nz
Art and Object
3 Abbey Street
Newton
Auckland 1141

Cover: Illustration from Lot 401
253



Absentee & Phone Bid Form
Auction No.  95  Rare Book Auction 
  Wednesday 19 August at 12 noon

This completed and signed form authorises ART+OBJECT to bid on my behalf at the above mentioned 
auction for the following lots up to prices indicated below. These bids are to be executed at the lowest 
price levels possible.

Minimum acceptable bid is $20.

I understand that if successful I will purchase the lot or lots at or below the prices listed on this form and 
the listed buyers premium for this sale (18.5%) and GST on the buyers premium. I warrant also that I have 
read and understood and agree to comply with the conditions of sale as printed in the catalogue. 

Payment and Delivery ART+OBJECT will advise me as soon as is practical that I am the successful bidder of the lot or lots described above. I agree to pay immediately 
on receipt of this advice. Payment will be by cash, cheque or bank transfer. I understand that cheques will need to be cleared before goods can be uplifted or dispatched. I 
will arrange for collection or dispatch of my purchases. If ART+OBJECT is instructed by me to arrange for packing and dispatch of goods I agree to pay any costs incurred 
by ART+OBJECT. Note: ART+OBJECT requests that these arrangements are made prior to the auction date to ensure prompt delivery processing.

Please indicate as appropriate by ticking the box:    PHONE BID    ABSENTEE BID 

MR/MRS/MS

FIRST NAME:   SURNAME: 

ADDRESS: 

HOME PHONE:   MOBILE: 

BUSINESS PHONE:   EMAIL: 

Signed as agreed: 

To register for Absentee or Phone Bidding this form must be lodged with ART+OBJECT prior to the day of the auction in one of three ways::

1. Email a printed, signed and scanned form to ART+OBJECT: info@artandobject.co.nz 
2. Fax a completed form to ART+OBJECT: +64 9 354 4645 
3. Post a form to ART+OBJECT, PO Box 68 345 Newton, Auckland 1145, New Zealand

ART+OBJECT 3 Abbey Street, Newton, Auckland, New Zealand. Email info@artandobject.co.nz, Telephone +64 9 354 4646, Freephone 0800 80 60 01

Lot no. Lot Description Bid maximum in New Zealand dollars 
  (for absentee bids only)
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lottIng InformatIon
Information on lots appear in the following sequence: 
Lot number, author, title, edition, publisher, date of publication, number of volumes, pagination (where applicable), 
Bagnall citation, condition, other notes, estimated price (for some lots only).

abbrevIatIons & cItatIons
AEG – All edges gilt
AF – With all faults
DJ – Dust jacket
DJR – Dust jacket repaired
EPs – Endpapers
FEP – Front end paper
BEP – Backend paper
Frontis – Frontispiece
IA – Inscribed by author
HC – Half calf binding
ND – No date

Rep – Reprint
SLF – slight foxing
SA – Signed by author
TP – Title page
W & T – Whitcombe and Tombs
OUP – Oxford University Press
ODT & Witness- Otago Daily Times and Witness
PC – Paper/Card covers
HMSO – Her Majesty’s Stationary Office
D.I.A. – Dept of Internal Affairs
TNZI – Transactions of the New Zealand Institute
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Pacific History  156 - 164
New Zealand Wars  165 - 170 
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Children’s Books  406 - 414
Antiquarian Books & Bindings  415 - 426
Illustrated Books & Private Press  427 - 433
Bibliography  434 - 440
Tourism, Souvenirs, Periodicals   441 - 449
Science and Technology  450 - 455

Please Note: Telephone bids are accepted on items over $500, we presume you have inspected the items or consulted 
the advice of staff regarding condition, please register in advance by contacting our office for this service. We accept no 
responsibility if for any reason we are unable to contact you during the auction.



regIonal HIstory

1 adams, c. Warren 
A Spring in the Canterbury Settlement:
London: Longman, Brown, Green etc 1853. viii, 92p, xip., 32p adverts, 
frontis, 4 fldg plates, [one trimmed, no loss]. 21cms. Text has some 
soiling and light foxing, hinges cracked, bound in original blue cloth 
with gilt titles, margins and spine discoloured and light wear. 
Bagnall 41
$200 - $250

2 anon 
 Latest Information from the Settlement of New Plymouth, on the 
coast of Taranaki, New Zealand.
London: Smith Elder and Co 1842. 57p, [1]p, application form, [2]p 
[advs], frontis. 19cms, original paper covers with titles. Light wear and 
marks, VG copy.
Note on title page: ‘Published under the direction of the West of 
England Board of the New Zealand Company’. Bagnall 3928.
$100- $150

3 barr, james 
The Old Identities: Being Sketches
and Reminiscences during the First Decade of the Province of Otago, 
N.Z. Dn: Mills, Dick and Co 1879, 1st edition. iv, 395p, frontis, some 
foxing. 18.5cms, in original full black leather binding. blindstamped 
and with decorative gilt and titles, leather scuffed but complete and 
unbroken. VG.
$60

4 beale, g.a. 
Te Tarata - The Tattooed Rock
Contemporary Accounts of the Thermal Terraces at Rotomahana. 
Cadenza Press/G.A. Beale, London 1971. Ltd ed of 150 copies. 110p, 
23.5cms, bound in brown cloth with gilt spine titles, in plain white DJ 
with gilt title to spine. Spine discoloured one or two light marks, VG 
copy of a rare book.
$150

5 butler, fred b. 
Early Days, Taranaki [Plus one]
Published by author 1942, signed Fred B. Butler on title page. 122p, 
3 l., [index]. 21.5cms, bound in wallpaper wrappers as usual. chips at 
spine.
2.  W.H. Skinner - Reminiscences of a Taranaki Surveyor. New 

Plymouth: Thomas Avery & Sons 1946. 122p, frontis, fldg map and 
plates. Signature front endpaper, name blacked out on top fore 
edge, 21.5cms, in DJ.

6 butler, Peter 
Opium and Gold [Plus]
Martinborough: Alister Taylor 1977. 119p, illustrated, 29.5cms, paper 
covers, small chip spine end edges lightly rubbed. G+.
2.  Peaches Eaton - In the Nick of Time. Brief story of the breaking up 

of the Red Jacks Dredge Pontoon. No publication details [1976], 
21cms, cover titles, 13p, illustrated booklet. Signed Peaches.

7 byrne, t.b. 
The Riddle of the Kaipara. [Plus]
Auck: Author 1986. 94p, map and illustrated, 22.5cm DJ, near fine.
2.  Wallace Badham - The Iron-Bound Coast. Karekare in the early 

Years. Auck: Libro 2009.. 200p, illustrated, 24.5cms, DJ near fine.
3.  J. Chisholm - Brind of the Bay of Islands. Some readings and notes 

of thirty years in the life of a whaling captain. Also Brind Amplified. 
Well: Author 2009. 136p, illus, 27cms, card covers, fine.

8 darlIngton, t 
Edwin Bainbridge. A Memoir
Ln: Morgan & Scott [ca 1887]. 125p, [3], 4p of adv. frontis [port], 11 
fill page illustrations [1 double page], 18.5cms, in original pictorial 
publishers cloth with gilt titles. American publisher’s slip tipped in at 
title page.
Edwin Bainbridge worked as a Missionary in New Zealand and was 
killed in the eruption of Mt Tarawera, 1886.
$50 - $100

9 dIrectory 
Cleaves Auckland Provincial, Commercial
Municipal and General Directory April 1923 to March 1924. 1979p, 
134p, adverts thoughout, includes a large fldg map of the city 
and suburbs of Auckland; a Cleaves map of Gisborne and Suburbs 
[detached and torn, no loss]; Cleaves street map of the Thames and 
Suburbs [ torn and badly folded, no loss]. 21.5cms, original red cloth 
binding with gilt titles, worn.
$200 - $300

10 dIrectory 
Cleaves Auckland Provincial, Commercial,
Municipal and General Directory April, 1929 to March 1930. 2184p, 
adverts throughout, no maps. 22cms, original red cloth, faded, 
appears to be complete.
$150 - $200

11 genealogy, [2 titles] 
Macraes to New Zealand
compiled by Molly J. Akers. Genealogies of Clan Macrae families 
in New Zealand up to 1990. xxvi, 448p, illustrated, 31cms, blue 
leatherette with gilt, DJ . VG.
2. Ian Clapham - Pukehou. The Frasers of Lower Rangitikei. Family tree 

of the descendants of Duncan and Marjory Fraser 1795-1995. 436p, 
illustrated. 30cms, card covers, faded and corners rolled.

12 gIlKIson, robert 
Early Days in Central Otago [Plus]
Dn: ODT and Witness 1930. 215p, frontis and illustrations. 18.5cms, 
original pebble cloth with gilt titles. VG.
2.  Robert Fulton - Medical Practice in Otago and Southland in the 

Early Days. Dn: ODT and Witness 1922. 304p, illustrated. 22cms, 
original dark green cloth, gilt titles, spine faded fraying spine ends, 
G+

$80 

13 godley, joHn robert 
Selection from the Writings and Speeches of John Robert Godley.
Collected and edited by James Edward Fitzgerald. ChCh: ‘Press’ Office 
1863. 330p, frontis [port], sprinkle of foxing on front and back pages. 
22cms, bound in quarter plum leather with purple boards, gilt spine 
titles. Cloth mottled else VG. Scarce. Bagnal 2146
$200

14 HaWKes bay 
Almanac and Directory for 1879.
Napier: Dinwiddie, Walker and Co [1879 ]. Includes yearbook, diary 
and local guide. Includes Alphabetical directory of people in the 
district; garden calendar; local guide etc. Bound in original yellow 
paper covers, faded, cover titles, VG. Ex Queensland Parliamentary 
library, 
$250 - $350

15 HaWKes bay 
Almanack and Business Directory for 1897.
Napier: Dinwiddie, Walker and Co [1897]. Includes yearbook, diary and 
local guide. Includes alphabetical directory of people in the district; 
garden calendar; local guide etc. Bound in original beige paper covers, 
faded, cover titles, VG. Ex Queensland Parliamentary library, 
$250 - $350

16 HaWKes bay 
Almanack and Business Directory for 1899
Napier: Dinwiddie, Walker and Co [1899] 
Includes yearbook, diary and local guide. Includes alphabetical 
directory of people in the district.; garden calendar; local guide etc. 
Bound in original pale green paper covers, faded, cover titles, VG. Ex 
Queensland Parliamentary library, 
$250 - $350

17 HIstorIcal journal 
Auckland - Waikato
An interrupted run from No.20 April 1972 to No 54 April 1989. 24 
issues in total. All VG in original paper covers.

18 Host, emIly 
Thomas Brunner, His Life and Great Journeys.
Nelson: Nikau Press 2006. 288p, illustrated. 25cms, illustrated 
laminated boards, fine.



19 jubIlee souvenIr 
Gabriels Gully Jubilee
Reminiscences of the Early Gold Mining Days. Dn: ODT & Witness 1911. 
51p, illustrations and protraits. original orange paper covers, back 
cover detached chips and fading.
$40

20 Keene, HoWard 
Going for Gold.
The Search for Riches in the Wilberforce Valley. ChCh: Dept of 
Conservation 1995.112p, illustrated, 24cms, card covers, VG. Scarce.
$40 - $50

21 Kerr, I.s. 
Campbell Island
A History. Reed 1976. xii, 182p, illustrated. 22cms, DJ, VG.

22 leys, tHomson W. 
The Volcanic Eruption at Tarawera.
With an Account of the Thermal Springs District of New Zealand. 
Auckland: H. Brett 1886. 55p, 29 plates coloured and Black & White, of 
Tarawera, pink and white terraces and surrounds, before and after the 
eruption. Bound in original limp decorative brown cloth with black 
titles, a few light marks, VG.
$60 - $80

23 martIn, sIr W. 
The Taranaki Question
London: W.H. Dalton 1861, second edition. 146p, 21cms, bound in 
later quarter brown leather with tan cloth boards and decorative gilt 
and titles to spine. A VG copy.
A detailed and impartial examination of the land question and the 
crown’s purchase against the wishes of Wiremu Kingi. Bagnall 3434
$200 - $250

24 mcnab, robert 
Murihiku
A History of the South Island of New Zealand and the Islands adjacent 
and lying to the South from 1642-1835. Well etc: W & T 1909. xiv, 1 
l., 499p, frontis plates, light sprinkle of foxing, Recased in original 
binding with new endpapers, worn at hinges and spine ends. 
$80 - $100

25 mcnab, robert 
Murihiku
A History of the South Island of New Zealand and the Islands adjacent 
and lying to the South from 1642-1835. Well etc: W & T 1909. xiv, 1 l., 
499p, frontis plates, neat signature and date front endpaper. 22cms, 
bound in original green marl cloth with gilt titles, VG copy. 
$100 - $150

26 naPIer 
Harding’s Almanac 1886
Napier: R. Coupland 1885. Includes Diary, Yearbook, East Coast 
Directory abd Local Guide. In original yellow paper covers, VG. VG.
$250 - $300

27 naPIer 
Harding’s Almanac for 1887
Napier: R. Coupland 1886. Includes Diary, Yearbook, Garden Guide, 
East Coast Directory and Local Guide. In original yellow paper covers, 
VG. 
$250 - $300

28 otago 
Otago Provincial Almanac for the Year 1899
and Directory. Mills Dick and Co with which are incorporated Rose’s 
Almanac, Wise’s Almanac, Mackay’s Almanac. Dunedin: Mills Dick and 
Co. Includes Goldmining Diary, Town and Country Directories, many 
adverts, original paper covers with cover titles, VG. Ex Queensland 
Parliamentary library, 
$250 - $350

29 otago 
Otago Provincial Almanac for the Year 1900
and Directory. Mills Dick and Co with which are incorporated Rose’s 
Almanac, Wise’s Almanac, Mackay’s Almanac. Dunedin: Mills Dick and 
Co. Includes Goldmining Diary, Town and Country Directories, many 
adverts, original paper covers with cover titles, VG. Ex Queensland 
Parliamentary library, 
$250 - $350

30 PyKe, vIncent 
History of Early Gold Discoveries in Otago.
Dunedin: ODT and Witness 1887. vii, 151p, frontis [double page of 
Gabriels Gully 1862] and plates. 23cms, original maroon cloth with gilt 
titles, worn complete copy. 
$100

31 seffern, WIllIam H. j. 
Chronicles of the Garden of New Zealand
known as Taranaki. New Plymouth: Ptd for the author at the Taranaki 
Herald 1896. 5 l., 222p, 2p [advs], folding frontis, and plates, 22 cms. 
Sprinkle of foxing and some light browning. Inscribed and dated by 
author front endpaper.
Bound in original pebbled mustard cloth with gilt spine title, some 
edge wear, VG. Bagnall S558
$150

32 sHortland, edWard 
The Southern Districts of New Zealand;
a journal, with passing notices of the customs of the aborigines. 
London: Longman, Brown, Green etc 1851, first edition. xiv, 315p, 
errata, 32p [advs], [8] leaves of plates, illus and maps, genealogy 
tables. 21cms, original green cloth with blind rules and gilt titles, light 
wear and fading. VG copy.
“...Much on Ngai tahu, Maori custom, health, population trends, 
the Greenwoods and others at Banks Peninsula, the Otago whaling 
stations...” Bagnall 5162
$500 - $600

33 slocombe, stanley [compiler] 
The Riversdalians 
Riversdale Centennial Committee 1973. 240p, illustrated.22cms, DJ in 
plastic covers, VG.
$40

34 soutH seas exHIbItIon 
Dunedin
1.  Special Pictorial History New Zealand & South Seas Exhibition 

1925-26. Dn: Coulls Somerville Wilkie. 
2.  G.E. Thompson - Official Record of the NZ and South seas, 

International Exhibition. Coulls, Somerville 1925. 25cms, blue cloth, 
VG.

3.  Souvenir New Zealand & South seas, International Exhibition 
Dunedin 1925-26. Phorographic View Album. Coulls Somerville. 

4.  The NZ and South Seas International Exhibition 1925-26 - 
Catalogue of Photographs exhibited in the special annexe of the 
Gallery of Fine Arts. d10p.

5.  G.J. Griffiths et al - Otago Boys High and its Historic 
Neighbourhood. Otago Heritage Books 1983. Card covrs.

6.  Random Recollections by Octogenarian. ODT & Witness. 
All in original covers and VG.

35 WaKefIeld, edWard gIbbon 
The Founders of Canterbury:
being letters from the late Edward Gibbon Wakefield to the late John 
Robert Godley, and to other well-known helpers in the foundation of 
the settlement of Canterbury in New Zealand. Christchurch: Stevens 
and Co 1868. xvi, 352p, 21cms, original green paper covers, a few light 
marks and chips spine ends, note to subscribers, re the binding tipped 
in. A VG copy
$150 - $200

36 WellIngton 
Wellington Almanack 1886.
Wellington: J. Chantrey Harris . Adverts. Includes travellers guide, 
garden guide, principal events of the previous year, directory of 
residents. Ex Queensland Parliamentary library, original pink paper 
covers, chips. VG.
$250 - $300

37 WellIngton 
Wellington Almanack for 1883
Wellington: J. Chantrey Harris . xiv, 2 l., 365p. adverts. Includes 
travellers guide, garden guide, principal events of the previous year, 
directory of residents. Ex Queensland Parliamentary library, original 
blue paper covers, VG. 
$250 - $300



38 WIllIams, bIsHoP W.l. 
East Coast [NZ] Historical Records. [Plus]
Gisborne: Herald Office [1932]. 92p, 25cms, original paper covers, VG.
2. J.A. Mackay - Historic Poverty Bay and the East Coast, N.I., N.Z. 

Gisborne published by author 1949.xix, 471p, illus, map at end. 
22cms, DJ light soiling else VG.

3.  Evelyn Stokes - A History of Tauranga County. Palmerston North: 
Dunmore Press 1980. 489p, maps, plates and tables. 21cms, DJ, 
fine.  

neW Zealand & PacIfIc 
HIstory

39 anon 
Annals of the Diocese of New Zealand
London: Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge 1847. x, 247p, 
frontis and engravings, fld map of New Zealand by the Diocese of 
New Zealand 1841. Inscriptions front endpapers, one reads ‘Rev G. 
Martin, St Bernards To Mary Anne Philp on leaving England for New 
Zealand 13 November 1861’. 17cms, original green blind stamped 
cloth with gilt spine titles, cloth soiled and worn.
$100 - $150

40 asHby, ted 
Phantom Fleet: The Scows and Scowmen [Plus 1]
of Auckland. Reed 1975, signed by author. 167p, illustrated. 26cms, 
previous owners signature on flyleaf. 26cms, DJ, with small edge 
chips.
2.  Seafarer [Capt W. Manning] - Below and Above the Waterline. 

ChCh: W & T nd, [ca 1909] Inscribed by author “To A.C. Hanlon, Esq 
with the Authors Compliments, ‘Seafarer’ T.S.S. Maori Dec 16th 
1916”. Bound in green pictorial publishers boards with black titles. 
Lacking half title, else VG.

A.C. Hanlon was a long time member of the NZ Supreme court. 
$60 - $80

41 aylmer, mrs j.e. 
Distant Homes; Or the Graham Family
in New Zealand. London: Griffiths and Farran 1862. vii, 199p, 32p 
[advs] [4] l., of plates. some foxing and fingermarks throughout, 
contemporary inscription verso of title page. Rebacked with green 
leather, raised bands and gilt titles, using original decorative green 
cloth, rubbed, with edge wear.
$150

42 baInes, WIllIam mortImer 
The Narrative of Edward Crewe;
or Life in New Zealand. London: Sampson, Low, Marston 1874. iv, 
288p, frontis, 18cms, text generally clean, book plate with some glue 
residue front endpaper.
Bound in publisher’s decorative russet cloth, light wear and inside 
gutters cracked. Attractive copy.
Account probably in part autobiographical describing voyage to New 
Zealand of Sir Edward Paget, 1850 and life in Auckland province... 
Bagnall 245
$100

43 barraud, cHarles decImus 
New Zealand Graphic and Descriptive.
The illustrations by C.D. Barraud, Edited by W.T.L. Travors. London: 
Sampson, Low, Marston, Searle and Rivington 1877. 40p, 25 colour 
chromlithograph plates, including frontis, map, 19 lithographs, 
woodcuts, some wear and light soiling, some small losses to one or 
two corners. Original endpapers and half brown leather with russet 
cloth and decorative gilt. Some old damp damage to front board. 
$600 - $800

44 beagleHole, j.c. 
The Death of Captain Cook.
Wellington: Alexander Turnbull Library Endowment Trust 1979, first 
edition. Printed at the Hawk Press, Number 21 of a limited edition 
of 50 copies. Designed and printed by Alan Loney. 32cms, bound in 
quarter leather with textured cloth boards in original slipcase, fine.
$300

45 beagleHole, j.c. 
The Journals of Captain James Cook [Plus]
On His Voyages of Discovery. Vol.I. The Voyage of the Endeavour 1768-
1771. Vol. II. The Voyage of the Resolution and Adventure 1772-1775. 
Vol. III, Part One. The Voyage of the Resolution and Discovery 1776-
1780. Vol. III. Part Two. The Voyage of the Resolution and Discovery 
1776-1780. Sydney: Hakluyt Society 1955 - 1967. 
All bound in blue cloth with gilt portraits and titles, all in DJs. Vol.III 
parts I & II. spines discoloured and foxed down inside gutters, else VG.
Together with the folio containing Charts and Views, drawn by Cook 
and his Officers and reproduced from the original manuscripts. 
Sydney: Hakluyy Society 1955. A few light marks, in folder VG.
2.  J.C. Beaglehole - The Life of Captain James Cook. London: Adam & 

Charles Black 1974 rep. DJ, spine faded & rubbed.
$800

46 blaIr, davId 
The History of Australasia
Glasgow, Melbourne & Dunedin: McCready, Thomson and Niven 1878. 
xxvi, 1 l., 711p. maps and illustrations, some foxing. 31cms, bound in 
full leather, bevelled boards, blindstamped and with decorative gilt. 
VG.
$80 - $100

47 brees, s.c. 
Pictorial Illustrations of New Zealand
London: John Williams and Co 1847. A complete unbound copy with 
the original boards housed in a purpose made box. Pages, are frayed 
and rubbed at the edges, some spotting, soiling and light tide marks. 
Contemporary signature on the frontis and the title page. 
$400

48 broWn, WIllIam 
New Zealand and its Aborigines:
Being an account of the aborigines, trade and resources of the colony; 
and the advantages it now presents as a field for emigration and the 
investment of capital... London: J & D.A. Darling, 1851, second edition. 
viii, 302p, 8p, advertisement booklet at end. 21cms, bound in original 
blindstamped blue cloth, gilt titles, spine a little darkened and cloth 
hinges cracking, wear and some light marks. Stamp of Kings Inn 
Library, Dublin on title page verso and final page. 
Reissue of the first, [1845] “... a postscript on the New Zealand scene 
in July 1845 and a reprint of the three letters from Hanson Turton to 
Selwyn attacking what Brown considers to be the Bishop’s devisive 
policy in respect of the Wesleyan Missions. Bagnall 708a
$250 - $350

49 buIcK, t. lIndsay 
The French at Akaroa [Plus]
Well: New Zealand Book Depot 1928. xvi, 420p, illustrations, large fldg 
map of Akaroa at end. 21.5cms, Library stamp on front endpaper, no 
other marks, original green cloth VG.
2.  Old Manawatu or The Wild days of the West. Palmerston North: 

Buick & Young 1903. 7 l., 407p, adverts at end, illus. 22.5cms, red 
cloth, spine faded.

3.  New Zealand’s First War or The Rebellion of Hone Heke. Well: 
W.A.G. Skinner 1926. 4 l.,304p, illus, maps. 22cms, Original green 
cloth.

$100 - $120

50 buller, j. 
Forty Years in New Zealand:
including a personal narrative, an account of Maoridom, and of the 
Christianization and Colonization of the Country. London: H & S 1878, 
first edition. viii. 503p, frontis, 16 plates, fldg map. 21.5cms, original 
pictorial publisher’s boards, rebacked with blue leather, decorative 
gilt and titles, new endpapers. Boards rubbed and worn at edges, 
sprinkle of foxing and fingermrks. Old gift inscription tipped onto 
verso of frontis. Tidy copy. 
‘.... Buller’s most valuable contribution is within the first 152 
pages, where he recalls his initial posting as Wesleyan missionary 
to Maungungu [Hokianga] from 1836 until his founding of the 
Tangiteroria [Kaipara] mission in 1838’ Bagnall 748
$100 - $125



51 buller, rev. james 
New Zealand: Past and Present
Ln: H & S 1880. [5]p [advs], 2p, [4]p [advs], frontis [fldg map, neat 
repair]. 19cms, in original decorative publishers cloth, spine 
discoloured and wear at hinges and spine ends. Owners name front 
endpaper and title page, inside gutter cracked.
“General description with historical background, of the country, the 
Maori, missionaries, progress of the colony and land laws ...” Bagnall 
750.
$100 - $125

52 camPbell, davId Paton 
Rae Budding or Slums in New Zealand
Ingill: Craig Ptg Co 1934. 79p, illustrated. Original brown card covers 
with yapp edges, small chips and minor loss overall VG.
$60 - $80

53 carter, c.r. 
Life and Recollections of a New Zealand
Colonist. London: [C.R. Carter] 1866-1875, first editions. 3 volumes. 
xvii, 361p; vii, 420p, lxxx; viii, 418p] all illustrated, 18-19cms. Text 
mostly clean some light browning and a few spots, small abrasions on 
endpapers.
Vol.1. bound in blue cloth. Vol. II bound in maroon cloth [spine faded], 
and Vol.III bound in red cloth, all blindstamped and with gilt titles 
some light marks and edge wear, overall a nice set.
$400 - $600

54 cooK, caPtaIn james 
The Journal of HMS Resolution 1772 - 1775
England: Genesis Publications in association with Hedley Fine Art 
Books 1981. No 332 of 500 copies. 35cms, plates, charts, maps, 
facsimiles. Bound in three-quarter maroon leather and cloth with gilt, 
in original maroon slipcase, some light soiling to the paper title label, 
else fine copy. 
$300 - $400

55 cooK, lIeutenant james 
The Journal of H.M.S. Endeavour 1768-1771
England: Genesis Publications in association with Rigby Ltd 1977. 
No 325 of 500 no’d copies. 35cms, illustrations, plates and facsimiles, 
bound in half leather with green cloth boards and gilt. In original slip 
case, paper title label browned else fine copy. 
$300 - $400

56 craIK, george l. 
The New Zealanders
London: Charles Knight etc 1830. 2 p.l., iv, 424p, illustrated, map. 
17.5cms, bound in original blue cloth boards, attractively rebacked 
with in blue leather, raised bands with gilt titles. Sprinkle of foxing, A 
nice copy. 
“Written round the experiences of John Rutherford ‘the white chief’ 
, who, after shipwreck on the East Coast of the North Island, was 
adopted by a Maori tribe, tattooed, given wives and rank”. Bagnall 
1476
$150 - $200

57 cruIse, rIcHard a. 
Journal of a Ten Months Residence in New Zealand [1820] [Plus].
Chch: The Pegasus Press 1957, No. 290 of 650 copies. Reprint of 
the original published in 1823. Signature on endpaper and light 
browning. DJ, VG.
2.  T.L. Buick - New Zealand’s First War or the Rebellion of Hone Heke. 

Capper Press reprint 1976 DJ, VG.

58 fItton, edWard broWn 
New Zealand :
its present condition, prospects and resources: being a description 
of the country and general mode of life among New Zealand  
colonists, for the information of intending emigrants. London: Edward 
Stanford 1856. vi, 358p, [2]p, [advs], fldg map. 18cms, a few spots on 
endpapers. Bound in green blindstamped cloth with gilt titles, light 
wear, VG.
Comprises outline history and description with chapters on Auckland, 
Wellington, Nelson, Taranaki, Otago, and Canterbury, farming, 
domestic life and the voyage out. Fitton was a Canterbury settler. 
Bagnall 1938.
$100

59 fuller, francIs 
Five Years Residence in New Zealand;
or Observations on Colonization. London and Edinburgh: Williams 
and Norgate 1859. xvi, 266p, 21cms. Sprinkle of foxing and fore 
edges soiled. Rebacked in blue leather on raised bands with gilt titles, 
original blind stamped blue boards, light edge wear else nice copy.
Land prices, investment of capital, squatting, commercial affairs and 
something on Canterbury problems, although as Hocken pointed out, 
very little about Canterbury where the author settled. Bagnall 2071
$400-$500

60 furKert, f.W. 
Early New Zealand Engineers
Well: Reed 1953, 1st ed. 309p, illus. Newspaper clippings inserted 
front and rear, bound in red cloth with black titles, DJ, VG.
$40 - $50

61 HarrIson P; locKstone b., anderson a. 
The Golden Age of New Zealand Flying Boats
Random House 1997. Signed by all three authors and a letter tipped 
into front endpaper from Andy Anderson regarding a meeting with 
Stephen Sharpe to discuss the history of the Flying Boats. 320p, 
illustrated throughout. 30cms, DJ, VG.
Stephen Sharpe served as a navigator on Catalinas in the Pacific 
with the RNZAF, his details on the front endpaper also laid on is the 
Random house publicity flyer. 
$50 - $100

62 Hodder, edWIn 
Memories of New Zealand Life.
London: Longman Green etc 1862, first edition. viii, 232p, 20cms 
bound in purple publishers cloth with gilt vignette and titles. Shelf 
faded with light wear, VG copy. Book plate of Percy James Hoyland 
White front endpaper. Bagnall 2629
$200

63 jameson, r.g. 
New Zealand, South Australia
and New South Wales: A record of recent travels in these colonies with 
special reference to emigration... London: Smith Elder and Co 1842, 
reissue of 1841 edition. xii, 372p, frontis, plate and two fldg maps 
[closed tears]. 21cms, original green blindstamped cloth with gilt 
titles, rebacked retaining original spine and boards, new endpapers. 
Rubbing and wear to spine ends, contents clean. G copy.
‘... describing impressions from visits in November 1839 and March 
1840, Bay of Islands, Kororareka, Treaty of Waitangi, Busby, Pompallier, 
Coromandel, Thames etc’. Bagnall 2863
$300 - $400

64 Kerry-nIcHolls, j.H. 
The King Country
or Explorations in New Zealand. A narrative of 600 miles of travel 
through maoriland. London: Sampson, Low etc 1884. xx, 379p. 
frontis, plates and fldg map [repair], some foxing and soiling, hinges 
reinforced. Rebacked, old half tan leather retained, raised bands, 
original title label. 
‘... The text covers mainly his notable journey with John Turner, a 
half caste guide from Wairakei to the volcanoes then round to the 
Waimarino, West Taupo. the upper waipa and past Te Kooti’s camp to 
the aukati line at Whatwhatihoe’ Bagnall 2984
$200

65 macdonald, gordon 
The Highlanders of Waipu [Plus 3]
or Echoes of 1745. A Scottish Odyssey. Dn: Coulls Somerville Wilkie 
1928. 192p, illustrated. 19cms, original card covers, spine discoloured, 
VG.
2.  William Gisborne - New Zealand Rulers and Statesmen 18401885. 

Ln: Sampson Low etc 1886, 1st ed. Original dark green cloth, gilt 
titles. VG.

3.  Augustus Earle - A Narrative of Nine Months’ Residence in New 
Zealand in 1827. Ch: W & T 1909 rep. Bound in original dark green 
cloth, with gilt titles, light wear, VG.

4.  Jubilee Memorial Volume or Fifty Years of Primitive Methodism in 
New Zealand. Auck: D.J. Wright 1893, 1st ed. Grey cloth boards, VG.

$80 - $100
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66 manIng, frederIcK edWard 
Old New Zealand
A Tale of the Good Old Times by a Pakeha Maori. Auckland: Robert 
Creighton & Alfred Scales 1863. xiv [xv-xvi], 239p, 22cms. Original 
purple cloth, faded and worn, gilt titles, some foxing and staining 
throughout. Contemporary inscription front endpaper. Serviceable 
copy.
‘Maning first settled at Kohukohu, Hokianga in 1833, moving four 
years later to Onoke, home for most of his subsequent life. The book 
describes the experiences and impressions of his first decade as 
trader, timber and general merchant before his appointment as judge 
of the native land court...’ Bagnall 3344
$100 - $150

67 meade, Herbert 
A Ride through the Disturbed Districts of New Zealand; 
together with some account of the South Sea Islands. London: John 
Murray 1870, first edition. x, 375p, colour frontis and 3 colour plates, 
2 maps one fldg, illus in text. 22cms, rebound in half vellum with 
marbled boards and title label to spine, pages trimmed, fingermarks, 
edge of one or two pages frayed at edges. A serviceable copy.
“ ...the New Zealand section of the book describes the situation at the 
end of the Waikato campaign, when the Paimarire cult was spreading 
through the districts in their path” Bagnall 3477
$200 - $300

68 mInIster of lands 
Crown Lands guide [3 issues]
April 1881, No.III; February 1883. No.V; and December 1888, No. IX. 
Well: Govt Ptr. Original paper covers with titles, No.III lacks back cover. 
Some chips and light marks.
‘The object of this publication is to afford, more especially to persons 
who may have recently arrived in New Zealand, and to other who 
may be ignorant of the land system of the Colony, such general 
information as to the character and localities of Crown Lands...’

69 morley, WIllIam 
The History of Methodism in New Zealand
Well: McKee & Co 1900. xvi, 510p, frontis and many images from 
photographs. 28cms, bound in full leather, with gilt blocked titles, VG.
Much on early New Zealand history.
$100 - $150

70 mcnab, robert 
Historical Records of New Zealand
Well: Govt Ptr 1908 and 1914. Uniformly bound in original brown cloth 
with gilt titles. Wear at edges, ex lib copies, G+.
$50

71 mcnab, robert 
Historical Records of New Zealand.
2 volumes. Well: John Mackay, Govt Ptr 1908 - 1914. xv, 779p; xxii, 
650p; facsimiles, 22cms. All edges gilt, marbled endpapers. Bound in 
full red morocca de luxe bindings on raised bands with gilt titles and 
rules. A VG near fine set.
Covers the period 1642-1842. The first volume consists of references 
to New Zealand contained in the printed and unprinted records of 
New South Wales. The second volume consists of Tasman and Cook 
papers and transcripts of navigators’ logs in New Zealand waters. 
Bagnall M565
$200 

72 neW Zealand 
PAMPHLETS
1.  George Grey - Old Books. Auckland: Puriri Press 1998, No 11 of 100 

copies.
2.  H.D. Skinner - Maori ‘Godsticks’ [Whakapakoko Rakau] Govt Ptr 

1922. NZ Journal of Science and Technology. 168 - 172p. Paper 
covers.

3.  Tunes for Mission Hymns. 1885. Auck: Wilsons and Horton. 4 l., 
paper stapled.

4.  David Calder - A Maori Girl and Her Gospel. 4p pamphlet. 
5.  Samuel Butler Records and Memorials. Cambridge, Private 

Circulation 1903. Signed on title page by O. T Alpers who wrote the 
tribute to Butler which appeared in ‘The Press’, Christchurch 28th 
July 1902. 56p, bound into card covers.

6.  Brieg History of St John Baptist Church 1831-1968 Te Waimate. 
Card covered booklet.

7.  The Book of Order or Rules and Forms of Procedure of the 
Presbyterian Church of New Zealand 1887. 

73 neW Zealand 
Political - 7 items
1.  G.G. Stead - The Man and the State. ChCh: Press Companys Office 

1891. 40p, 21.5cms, cover titles, fine.
2. David Herron - Alsatia or Utopia?. New Zealand Society and Politics 

in the Eighteen Fifties. From Landfall 13 [1959]. 324 - 340. Bound in 
pink paper covers. fine.

3.  The Dook’s Visit to the Land of the Moa, the Maori, and “The Miner”. 
Well: Tait and Co [1901]. A skit by E.F. Hiscocks and W. Reuben 
Watts. Illustrations and one folding leaf. 28cms, cover title. 28cms, 
yapp edges short tears and chips.

4.  Unauthorized Biography Sir Joseph Ward, Premier of New Zealand. 
Paper covers, worn and creased.

5.  The Story of Michael Joseph Savage. Well: NZ Labour Party 1940. 
Illustrated, 30cms, card covers, cord ties, VG.

6.  POSTER - Labours Liberty Campaign. Right Hon. R.J. Seddon’s Last 
Message to Labour. The Brett Printing and Publishing Co reprinted 
from Auckland Star 1919. 310 x 535cms. VG.

7.  Bank of New Zealand - London Weekly Diary of Social Events. June 
1968.

74 neW Zealand PamPHlets 
Political - they include
1.  W. Colenso - A few Brief Historical Notes and Remarks Concerning 

the Early Christian Church. .. Napier: Daily Telegraph Office 1889. 
14p, foxing, rebound in grey cloth boards with original paper cover 
laid on. 

2.  W.L. Rees - The Coming Crisis... Auck: Reed and Bretts 1874. 
3.  E. Fairburn - Ships of the Future. Auck: Upton and Co [1906] fldg 

plan at end.
4.  RDL Duffus - The Financial Depression. Auck: Bretts 1886.
5.  Proceedings of the Twelth Synod of the Diocese of Waiapu NZ. 

Napier: Dinwiddie 1891. 
6.  T Denniston - Ireland’s Wrongs Righted. Ingill: Southland Times 

1888. 
Rev.F. Redwood - Reminiscences of Early days in New Zealand. Well: 
Banks Ptrs, nd. 
Plus nine others of political and religious bent.

75 new Zealand 
The Southern Magazine February 1864
Vol.1. No.12. Auckland: Robert H. Creighton & Alfred Scales. 
649-722p, includes lithograph of Ngaruawahia and the Waikato River 
by J. Varty and adverts at end. Also an early article on Gold Discoveries 
in New Zealand. Browning, lacking back cover and front cover 
detached but complete.
$100

76 Petre, H.W. 
An Account of the Settlements of the New Zealand Company, 
from personal observations during a residence there. London: Smith 
Elder and Co 1841, second edition. 94p, [4]p [advs], frontis [fldg map], 
2 plates [both with tide marks] 21cms, bound in original cloth covered 
card, blindstamped and with gilt titles, some old damp marks to inside 
covers, no damage to outer covers or text. Overall a nice copy. 
“Chiefly an account of Port Nicholson and Wellington from February 
1840 when Petre arrived in the ‘Oriental’ until his temporary return to 
England 13 months later” Bagnall 4545
$100 - $150 

77 Pratt, W.t. 
Colonial Experiences;
or Incidents and Reminiscences of Thirty-Four Years in New Zealand. 
Ln: Chapman & Hall 1877. 288p, frontis [fldg map], internal gutters 
cracked.19.5cms, brown cloth, blindstamped with original gilt titles. 
VG.
$80

78 ryan, j.s. 
Charles Dickens and New Zealand [Inscribed]
Selected from the periodical publications of Charles Dickens. With 
historical and biographical notes by A.H. Reed. Well etc: Reed 1965, 
No. 3 of 750 No’d copies. Inscribed to Miss Fache and dated by A.H. 
Reed. 22cms, bound in full red leather one of 4 presentation copies 
specially bound. Loosely enclosed two letters written by A.H. Reed 
to Miss Fache and one by Brian McPherson who helped with the 
publication. 
$80 - $100



79 stevens and bartHolomeW’s 
New Zealand Directory for 1866 - 67
Included Wellington, Auckland, Dunedin, Christchurch, Nelson 
[etc] also the various townships in their vicinity. Combined with 
the Runholders’ Directory for Canterbury, Otago, Hawkes Bay, and 
Marlborough Provinces for 1866 - 67.... xxxiv, 3 l., 322p, 73p, adverts 
front and back pages. 22cms, original brown cloth with gilt titles, 
faded and worn, complete. Rare
$400 - $600

80 sWaInson, WIllIam 
New Zealand and its Colonization
London: Smith Elder and Co 1859, first edition. viii, 416p., 24p [adv], 
frontis [fldg map]. 23 cms, rear gutter clumsily repaired, some soiling, 
and pencil annotations to endpapers, original blindstamped red cloth, 
gilt titles, rubbed and and short split in cloth front hinge. 
$250 - $300

81 taylor, rIcHard 
The Past and Present of New Zealand;
with its prospects for the future: London: William Macintosh 
Wanganui: Henry Ireson Jones 1868, first edition. viii, 331p, [7] leaves 
of plates, illus. 23cms, one section detached, original brown cloth with 
light edge wear and small hole in front hinge. Overall a nice copy.
Bagnall 5488
$150 - $200

82 tHomson, artHur s. 
The Story of New Zealand:
past and present savage and civilized... London: John Murray 1859. 2 
volumes. ix, 331p; vii, 368p, illus and maps. 21cms, New endpapers, 
some soiling and foxing to text and plates. Owners stamp on half 
titles and abrasions, closed tears to fldg map, rebound in later quarter 
maroon leather with marbled boards, title label and gilt.
Reissue of first edition, without erratum note on pix. Bagnall 5538
$300 - $400

83 tHomson, artHur s. 
The Story of New Zealand: [Plus one]
Past Present - Savage and Civilized. In two volumes. Ln: John Murray 
1859. Complete with illustrations and maps including fldg map. Both 
volume rebound in brown cloth, and gilt titles, trimmed. Very tidy set.
2.  Lady Barker - Station Life in New Zealand and Station Amusements 

in New Zealand. Bound as one and published Bernhard Tauchnitz 
1874, Leipzig. Lacking the final page of the second book, rebound 
in brown cloth.

$100 - $150

84 tHomson, mrs cHarles 
Twelve Years in Canterbury, New Zealand
with visits to the other provinces, and reminiscences of the route 
home through Australia etc. Ln: Sampson Low etc [1867]. xiv, 226p, 
frontis, 17cms. All edges gilt, some light marks on endpapers, text 
clean, glue residue to front endpaper. 18cms, bound in original 
decorative blue cloth, discoloured and wear at edges. 
Only first few pages refer to Canterbury, most describes visits to other 
parts of the country before her departure in 1865. Dunedin [and 
the Exhibition] Wellington, Hutt Valley, Nelson, New Plymouth and 
Auckland...Bagnall 5540
$100

85 tHomson, mrs cHarles 
Twelve Years in Canterbury, New Zealand
with visits to the other provinces, and reminiscences of the route 
home through Australia etc. Ln: Sampson Low etc [1867]. xiv, 226p, 
frontis, 17cms. All edges gilt, some light marks on endpapers, text 
clean. 18cms, bound in original decorative red cloth with gilt, small 
chip head of spine else VG copy. 
Only first few pages refer to Canterbury, most describes visits to other 
parts of the country before her departure in 1865. Dunedin [and 
the Exhibition] Wellington, Hutt Valley, Nelson, New Plymouth and 
Auckland...Bagnall 5540
$120

86 trolloPe, antHony 
Australia and New Zealand
Melbourne: George Robertson 1873. Authorized Australian Edition. vii, 
690p, [1]p. 22 cms 19th century HC binding with
gilt rules, title label and marbled boards. Some foxing on endpapers, 
contents mainly clean, edge wear. VG attractive copy.
$300 - $400 

87 vogel, julIus [editor] 
The Official Handbook New Zealand
A collection of papers by experienced colonists, on the Colony as a 
Whole and on the Several Provinces. London: Wyman & Sons 1875, 
first edition. 272p, all plates, photographs and maps present as called 
for. 21cms, original paper covers, with black titles and brown cloth 
spine, some discolouration and small chips, a few pages, unopened. A 
VG copy of a fragile item. Bagnall 5756
$300 - $400

88 WaKefIeld, edWard gIbbon 
The British Colonization of New Zealand
being an account of the principles, objects, and plans of the New 
Zealand Association; together with particulars concerning the 
position, extent, soil and climate, natural productions, and native 
inhabitants of New Zealand: with chart and illustrations. London: 
John W. Parker 1837. xvi, 423p, [1], 8p [advs], frontis, plates and 
maps [including fldg maps]. Bound in original dark blue cloth, neatly 
rebacked using original spine and endpapers, a few light marks, some 
pages unopened. A VG copy. Bagnall 5787
$200 - $250

89 WaKefIeld, edWard gIbbon 
The Founders of Canterbury
Volume 1 being letters from the late Edward Gibbon Wakefield to 
the late John Robert Godley, and to other well-known helpers in the 
Foundation of the Settlement of Canterbury in New Zealand. Chch: 
Stevens and Co 1868. xvi, 352p, 20.5cms, original paper covers with 
titles, front cover detached. 
$80

90 WaKefIeld, edWard jernIngHam 
Adventure in New Zealand [Plus two]
from 1839-1844. With some account of the Beginnings of the British 
Colonization of the Islands. ChCh: W & T 1908. 
Bound in original breen cloth.
2.  Alfred Simmons - Old England and New Zealand: The Government, 

Laws, Churches, Public Institutions, and Resources of New 
Zealand... with an Historical Sketch of the Maori Race. Ln: Edward 
Stanton 1879. 

Folding map
Original green cloth binding blindstaped titles. 
3.  Ewen William Alison - A New Zealander Looks Back. Auck: Gordon 

& Gotch 1946, 1st ed. Signed and inscribed by author. Bound in 
green cloth.

91 WaKefIeld, edWard jernIngHam 
The Hand-Book for New Zealand:
Consisting of the Most Recent Information compiled for the Use 
of Intending Colonists. .. by ‘A Late Magistrate of the Colony who 
resided there during four years’. London: John W. Parker 1848. 
Original blindstamped cloth, worn at hinges and edges, contents VG. 
Canterbury Assoc information dated 1850, laid on to front endpaper.
A valuable history of New Zealand its colonisation, settlements, 
manufactures, natural history and the NZ company, Hocken
$150 -$200

92 WIlls, joHn d. 
To Guard My People. [Plus 2]
Honours and Awards to the Police in New Zealand 1861-1995. 349p, 
illustrated+24.5cms, DJ, VG.
2. R.T. Hermes - Capital Coppers. Captured Memories, Images & 

History of the Wellington Police District. Colonial Associates 1985. 
56p, illustrated 28cms, card covers, VG.

3.  B. Thomson & R. Neilson - Land Police Sharing the Challenge. A 
Social and Pictorial History of the Christchurch Police District. 
Published by CH Police District History Book Committee 1989. 
369p, illu, 30cms, DJ, edge wear..

$50

71



93 yate, WIllIam 
An Account of New Zealand
and of the formation and progress of the Church Missionary Society’s 
mission in the northern island. London: Seeley and Burnside 1835. 
[viii] 310p, [10]p index, [11] leaves of plates [one colour], frontis, fldg 
map. Small amount of spotting, and wear 20.5cms, original brown 
cloth splitting along back hinge and board nearly detached.
Annotations and signature of Percy H. White and signature of George 
Coates [1836]. Security tag back endpaper. A good association copy of 
this important work. 
Includes”... extended treatment of the Maori, social life and customs, 
intertribal war, Hongi etc; the second half outlines the establishment 
of the mission...”
Bagnall 6206
$200 - $300

94 ZImmermann’s 
Account of the Third Voyage of Captain Cook
Well: Alexander Turnbull Library Bulletin No.2. 1926. 49p, fldg map 
and 2 plates of Cook’s death at end. In original card covers, bound into 
another card cover with title penned onto front. VG.
2.  Frances Porter - A Sense of History - A Commemorative Publication 

for John Cawter Beaglehole O.M. About James Cook’s Landing Sites 
in New Zealand. Well: Govt Ptr 1978. 90p, frontis and illustrations. 
24.5cms, in orange with silver titles, fine copy  

HIstory & exPloratIon

95 HaKluyt, rIcHard 
The Principal Navigations Voyages
Traffiques & Discoveries of the English Nation. Made by Sea or 
Overland to the Remote and Farthest Distant Quarters of the earth at 
any time within the compasse of these 1600 years. Glasgow: James 
MacLehose and Sons 1903 - 1905. This set is No 68 of 100 copies 
printed on Japanese hand made paper. Complete with plates and 
maps including folding. Uniformly bound in quarter vellum with blue 
cloth boards [lightly mottled] with decorative gilt to spines and titles, 
gilt device to front boards. Some browning and light foxing, the book 
plate of Sir Charles Grove on all endpapers. VG set
$1000 - $1500

96 orIgInal autHors, [59 volumes] 
Univerfal Hiftory from the earlieft Accounts
to the Present Time compiled from original authors. London: Bathurst, 
Rivington, Hamilton, etc 1780 - 1784.
45 Volumes - ‘The Modern Part of an Univerfal Hiftory’ and 14 volumes 
- ‘The Ancient Part of Univerfal Hiftory’. Engravings and folding maps 
in ‘The Ancient Part’. Internally there is some damp and mustiness, 
they have been stored badly, all are uniformly bound in contemporary 
full leather many with the original title labels, the leather is scuffed 
and worn at edges, all the boards are intact.
$500 - $700

97 sParrman, andreW 
A Voyage to the Cape of Good Hope,
Towards the Antarctic Polar Circle, and Round the World: but cheifly 
into the country of the Hottentots and Caffres...
Vol. I. [of two volumes] only. Dublin: White, Cash and Byrne 1785. 
xxxvi, 395p, 21cms, browning. Bound in contemporary full calf 
binding with title label. 
$200 - $400

98 vancouver, caPtaIn george 
A Voyage of Discovery to the North Pacific
Ocean and Round the World in Which the Coast of North West 
America has been Carefully Examined and Accurately Surveyed... In 
the ‘Discovery’ Sloop of War and Armed Tender ‘Chatham’. London: 
G.G. and J. Robinson 1798, three text volumes first edition. 17 
engraved plates and one engraved chart, some spasmodic browning 
and spotting. All uniformly bound in later 19th century attractive half 
calf bindings on raised bands with decorative gilt and titles.
Together with facsimile edition of the charts ‘Voyage to the North 
Pacific’ published Amsterdam: N. Israel & New York: Da Capa. 16 charts 
in original box.
First edition of the account of “one of the most important voyages 
ever made in the interests of geographical knowledge” [Hill], [with 
facsimle of the charts]. Vancouver a veteran of Cook’s second and 
third voyages, was placed at the helm of the expedition and charged 
with securing for Britain lands in the Pacific Northwest granted to it 
by the Nootka Convention, as well as with exploring the coastline 
the expedition made stops in New Zealand, King George’s Sound 
[discovered by Vancouver] Tahiti, the Hawaiian IslandsSan Diego, 
Menterey and San Francisco, among other places. 
$2000-$3000  

natural HIstory

99 bull, Henry graves 
The Herefordshire Pomona
Hereford: Jakeman and Carver 1876 - 1885. The illustrations drawn 
and coloured from nature by Miss Ellis and Miss Bull. Lacking all 
coloured plates, numerous black and white plates, some illustrations 
and portraits. Bound in one volume with a number of loose pages, 
? complete, 160 paginated pages of text with many pages of 
illustrations of apples and pears. Folio bound in one volume. 

100 darWIn, cHarles [2 titles] 
Geological Observations
on the Volcanic Islands and Parts of South America visited during the 
Voyage of H.M.S. Beagle. London: Smith Elder & Co 1876, 2nd edition. 
xiii, 647p, 2 fldg maps and 5 fldg plates, some foxing and light soiling, 
bound in original brown cloth, blindstamped and with gilt spine titles, 
small amount of damp damage to back board, inside gutters cracked 
but cords are intact. 
The signature of Geo M. Thomson, Dunedin Febry 1879 front 
endpaper. George Thomson was a prolific writer as well as teacher and 
scientist.
2.  Darwin Charles - The Structure and Distribution of Coral Reefs. 

London: Smith, Elder & Co 1874. xx, 278p, 6p [adv], 3 folding maps. 
Original green cloth worn and damp damaged.

$400 - $600

101 Haast, julIus von 
Geology of the Provinces of Canterbury
and Westland, New Zealand: a report comprising the results of official 
explorations. ChCh: Printed at “Times” Office 1879, first edition. ix, 
486p, [25] leaves of plates [some fldg] illus, maps. 22cms, bound 
in original maroon cloth, gilt titles, edgewear and spine faded, 
annotations in ink front endpaper, text clean. VG copy.
$800

102 Hector, sIr james 
Reports of Geological Explorations [Plus]
during 1892-93. With folding maps and sections. Well: Govt Ptr 1894. 
xliii, 127p, includes Westland and Hokianga. Original paper covers, 
tears. 
2.  Royal Society of NZ - Benham - The Skeleton of a Small Moa. 

September 1934. Read before Otago Institute 1933. 87 - 104p 
illustrated. Blue paper covers, VG.

3.  Bundle of five loose maps and plans, they include R. Campbells 
Station on the Otakaik River; Plan Illustrative of Report on Lines 
of Railway to Grey River Coal Mines. Plus 3 other, Otago and 
Southland.

4.  Rules of Nomenclature and List of Names. Bulletin 1. Honary 
Geographic Board of NZ. Welington 1934. 
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4.  Buller W. L. - Remarks on some Disputed Species of New Zealand 
Birds. [Ibis 1870]

7.  Buller W.L. - Notes on the Ornithology of New Zealand. [Ibis 1874]
8.  Buller W.L. - Notes on the Ornithology of New Zealand. TNZI]
9.  Finsch Otto - Notes on Some Species of Birds from New Zealand. 

Reprinted from Ibis 1869. [A critical response to Buller’s claims]. 
10. Buller W.L. -On the New Zealand Rat [1870]; A List of the Lizards 

inhabiting New Zealand; Critical Notes on the Ornithological 
portion of “Taylors, New Zealand and its Inhabitants”; Notes on 
a species of Megapode in the Auckland Museum; On Zosterops 
Lateralis in New Zealand with an Account of its migrations.; on the 
Structure of the Huia [plate]; On the Katipo or Venoumous Spider 
of New Zealand; Notes on the Genus Deinacrida in New Zealand; 
Further Notes on the Ornithology of New Zealand. [Plates]

11. Buller W.L. - Notice of a New Species of Moth in New Zealand 
[plate]

12. Buller W.L. - Notes on the Ornithology of New Zealand. TNZI 
1873. Notes on the Little Bittern of New Zealand [fldg plate by 
Keulemans]; Note on Platycerus Unicolour in the British Museum 
[1874]; Remarks on Captain Hutton’s notes on Certain Species of 
New Zealand Birds. [1874]; Notes by Captain Hutton on Dr Buller’s 
“Birds of New Zealand” with the authors replies 

Also 43 other papers and notes by W.L. Buller mostly on ornithology in 
New Zealand.
Walter Lawry Buller’s own copy.
$2,000 - $4,000

108 buller, Walter laWry 
Illustrations of Darwinism
Read before the Wellington Philosophical Society, 27th June 1894. 
T.N.Z.I. With 6 other lectures on New Zealand birds delivered by Buller 
in 1894. 75 - 142p, bound in paper covers with paper spine. 
$50 - $60

109 buller, Walter laWry 
Manual of the Birds of New Zealand.
Wellington 1882. xii, 107p, iiip, Original red gilt illustrated boards, VG. 
With 37 plates, photo lithographs from drawings by Keulemans from 
the authors ‘History of the Birds of New Zealand’, frontis, wood cuts in 
text. Some of the lithographs have been hand coloured. Walter Lawry 
Buller’s own copy.
$400 - $600

110 buller, Walter laWry 
Manual of the Birds of New Zealand.
Well: Govt Ptr 1882.xii, 107p, frontis and illustrations. Residue of book 
plate on front endpaper, sprinkle of foxing. Bound in original blue 
cloth with gilt kiwi and and titles, edgewear and rubbed.
$100

111 buller, Walter laWry 
Natural History Papers
Bound into contemporary full green morocco on raised bands with 
gilt titles, gilt dentelles and marbled endpapers, spine faded.
Papers include by W.L. Buller
1.  On a Species of Crested Penguin from the Auckland Islands. [1889], 

one hand coloured plate.
2.  Note on the Wandering Albatross. [1890]
3.  An Exhibition of New and Interesting Forms of New Zealand Birds 

with Remarks Therein [1890]
4.  On the Wandering Albatross with an Exhibition of Specimens, and 

the Determination of a New Species [1891]
5.  Notes and Observations on New Zealand Birds.
6.  Further Notes and Observations on Certain Species of New 

Zealand Birds [with Exhibits] [1891]
7.  On the Large Kiwi from Stewart Island. [1892] one plate.
8.  Notes Mus Maorium [Hutton] With Exhibition of Species.
9.  Note on the Bats of New Zealand. [1892]
10. Note on the Flightless Rail of the Chatham Islands. [1892]
11. Notes on New Zealand Birds [1892]
12. Further Notes on New Zealand Birds. [1863]
13. On a New Insectivorous Plant in New Zealand
14. Quatrefages. A. de. - Moas and the Moa Hunters. Translated from 

the French by Laura Butler. Communicated by Walter Lawry Buller 
[1893] 

Plus 22 other papers and articles, on Ornithology, Natural History and 
Maori.
Walter Lawry Buller’s own copy.
$2,000 - $3000

103 vaIllant, a.n. 
 Voyage autour du monde, execute pendant les annes 1836-1837 
sur la corvette La Bonite,
publie par ordre du Gouvernment sous les auspices du department 
de la marine. Historie Naturelle: Atlas Zoologique. Par Eydoux & 
Soulevet. Paris, A. Bertrand, nd [ca 1840’s]. Folio [48cms] 8p. 101 plates 
many finely hand coloured. Bound in contemporary half calf with 
cloth boards and gilt titles. Sprinkle of spasmodic foxing throughout, 
heavier on front and back pages not much throughout.
The complete zoological atlas of this famous French expedition, exploring 
various areas of the Pacific. “The principal aims of this voyage were 
political: to show the French flag in various areas of the Pacific, including 
the Hawaiian Islands, China and Cochin China; to extend protection to a 
number of French subjects; and to draw up comprehensive reports on the 
islands visited, including Brazil, Chile, The Marianas and the Philippines”. 
[Hill 752] 
$3000 - $5000  

ornItHology

Those books that were Walter Lawry Buller’s personal copies are 
annotated in pencil inside the front covers.  “From the Webster 
collection via Maggs, these are Buller’s copies of separates of his 
writings, from J.D. Enys [son in law] library”. 

104 buller, Walter laWry 
A History of the Birds of New Zealand
Second Edition. Two Volumes. London, Published for the Subscribers 
by the Author 1888. Vol.I. lxxxiv, 250p,, [6]p of reviews, illus 24 
coloured plates. Vol. II, xv, 359p, 26 plates [24 coloured]. Newspaper 
clippings to verso of title page, contemporary owners details on 
endpaper. Contents clean with a small sprinkle of spasmodic foxing, 
in publishers morocco backed green cloth boards with original gilt to 
spine and pictorial vignette covers. Some light wear, a VG attractive 
set.
$5000 - $6000

105 buller, Walter laWry 
A History of the Birds of New Zealand
London: John Van Voorst 1873. xxiii, 384p, [5]p of reviews and notices 
concerning a proposed issue of Supplementary plates, frontis, illus., 35 
hand coloured plates by J. G. Keulemans. 31.5cms, [page size], bound 
in green cloth with leather title label to spine, wear along hinges. 
Frontis is split along the fold mark neat paper repairs to title page, 
some light finger marks, very little spotting. Contents generally clean. 
Tipped on to front endpaper is a copy of H.Bretts, New Zealand Native 
Birds poster from the 1921 Christmas Annual. 
$4,000 - $5000 

106 buller, Walter laWry 
Catalogue of the Collections of New Zealand
Birds, Manor House, Letcomb Regis. A classified list of Mr S. Silver’s 
Collection of New Zealand Birds with short descriptive notes 
by Sir Walter L. Buller. London: E.A. Petherick and Co 1888. 96p, 
illustrated.25.5cms, bound in white vellum with green titles. The 
bookplate of Northbrook [Thomas George Baring] front endpaper. 
With a letter tipped in from Mr Silver to Lord Northbrook with a copy 
of the book which he hopes may be found worthy of a place in the 
library at Hamilton Place. dated 28.xii.89. Rare
S600

107 buller, Walter laWry 
Contributions to the Zoology of New Zealand
[1865 - 1889] Contemporary full green morcco, with decorative gilt to 
boards and spine, raised bands, gilt titles, gilt dentelles. All edges gilt 
and marbed endpapers.
Frontis plate - a fine hand coloured head of Notornis Mantelli.
1.  Buller.W. L. - Essay on the Ornithology of New Zealand. [NZ 

Exhibition 1865]. The rare first edition.
2.  Buller W.L. - Notes on Herr Finsch’s Review of Mr Walter Buller’s 

Essay on New Zealand Ornithology. TNZI.
3.  Buller W.L. - Notes on Some New Species of New Zealnd Birds [Ibis 

1869].
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112 buller, Walter laWry 
New Zealand Society
Contemporary half burgundy morocco, on raised bands, gilt titles, 
marbled endpapers. 23cms.
1.  Address of Sir George Biddell Airy, President of the Royal Society, 

1873, 
2.  Finsch Otto - On two apparently new species of Penguin from New 

Zealand. 
3.  Mantell Gideon Algernon - Notice of the Discovery by Mr Walter 

Mantell in the Middle Island of New Zealand, of a living speciman 
of the Notornis, bird of the Rail family, allied to Brachypteryx, and 
hitherto unknown to Naturalists except in a Fossil state.

4.  Gould John - Remarks on Notornis Mantell.
5.  Buller W.L - On the New Zealand Rat. TNZI 1870 [one plate]; A List 

of the Lizards Inhabiting New Zealand with Descriptions. [one 
plate]; Critical Notes on the Ornithological portion of “Taylors, New 
Zealand and its Inhabitants”; Notes on a species of Megapode in 
the Auckland Museum; On Zosterops Lateralis in New Zealand with 
an Account of its migrations.; on the Structure of the Huia [plate]; 
On the Katipo or Venoumous Spider of New Zealand; Notes on the 
Genus Deinacrida in New Zealand; Further Notes on th Ornithology 
of New Zeland. [Plates]; Further notes on the Ornithology of New 
Zealand [fldg plate]; 

Walter Lawry Buller’s own copy.
$600 - $800

113 buller, Walter laWry 
On the Moa
Three Papers, 22cms, bound into a contemporary half calf binding 
with marbed boards and gilt titles.
1. Hutton Frederick Wollaston - The Moas of New Zealand. From 

TNZI Vol XXIV, pp93-172, three plates including one fldg [Standing 
skeleton of a Moa and native] from the first edition of Buller’s Birds 
of New Zealand [1873] cut to fit this binding.

2.  Pyke Vincent - [Inscribed on the title to Major Mair by Vincent Pyke] 
- The Moa [Diornis] and the Probable Cause of its Extinction. Well: 
1890. 8pp

3.  Smith William Walter - On the Occurance of Moa and Other 
Remains at Albury. 60, nd. Reference to Buller.

Walter Lawry Buller’s own copy.
$400 - $600

114 buller, Walter laWry 
Pamphlets
Bound in full green morocco, raised bands, decorative gilt spine and 
titles, gilt decorated boards, and dentelles.
A large number of Notes, Remarks, and Essays by Walter Lawry Buller 
mostly on New Zealand Ornithology all bound together into this 
suburbly presented book.
Walter Lawry Buller’s own copy.
$2000 - $3000

115 buller, Walter laWry 
Papers on New Zealand Ornithology
Contemporary half crimson morocco, raised bands, gilt Decorative 
spine and titles. Marbled endpapers and all edges gilt. . 
Includes: one letter each bound in, to Buller from George Robert Gray 
[English Zoologist, author and head of the ornithological section 
of the British Museum] and Rev.O.P. Cambridge [English clergyman 
and zoologist, his main interest in spiders] in this he thanks Buller for 
sending him examples of the”Katipo” spider.
Plus Bound Papers: 
1.  Gray . G.R - A List of Birds of New Zealand and the Adjacent Islands 

[Ibis 1862]
2.  Buller.W. L. - Essay on the Ornithology of New Zealand. [NZ 

Exhibition 1865]. The rare first edition.
3.  Buller W.L. - Notes on Herr Finsch’s Review of Mr Walter Buller’s 

Essay on New Zealand Ornithology. TNZI.
4.  Buller W.L. - Notes on Some New Species of New Zealand Birds [Ibis 

1869].
5.  Buller W. L. - Remarks on some Disputed Species of New Zealand 

Birds. [Ibis 1870]
6.  Potts Thomas Henry - Notes on the Breeding Habits of New 

Zealand Birds. [1869-1870]; In two parts. Six black and white plates. 
Includes notes on an Egg of Alca Impennis [Great Auk]. The second 
part a complimentary copy inscribed from the author. 

7.  Buller W.L. - Notes on the Ornithology of New Zealand. [Ibis 1969]

8.  Buller W.L. -On the New Zealand Rat [1870]; A List of the Lizards 
inhabiting New Zealand; Critical Notes on the Ornithological 
portion of “Taylors, New Zealand and its Inhabitants”; Notes on 
a species of Megapode in the Auckland Museum; On Zosterops 
Lateralis in New Zealand with an Account of its migrations.; on the 
Structure of the Huia [plate]; On the Katipo or Venoumous Spider 
of New Zealand; Notes on the Genus Deinacrida in New Zealand; 
Further Notes on th Ornithology of New Zealand. [Plates]

9.  Hutton Frederick Wollaston - Catalogue of the Birds of New 
Zealand with Diagnoses of the Species.[1871] with bibliography 
and index to the English and Maori names.

Walter Lawry Buller’s own copy.
$2000 - $3000

116 buller, Walter laWry 
Supplement to the ‘Birds of New Zealand.’
London Published for the Subscribers by the Author. Two volumes. 
Vol.I. 1 l., 200p, frontis [port] five colour plates. Vol.II. 2 p.l., 178p, 1 l., 
illus., seven colour plates. Newspaper clippings to endpapers, and the 
original prospectus to the ‘Supplement’ loosely enclosed. 38cms, in 
red publishers cloth with gilt titles, some light browning and an old 
light tidemark to boards of Vol. II. A VG copy. 
$3500 - $4500

117 Keulemans, joHannes gerardus 
“Congress of Titmice” [watercolour]
Original framed watercolour featuring twelve titmice in a tree 
watching a caterpillar. 25.5 x 40.5cms. Signed and dated 1891. 
$1500 - $2000

118 Keulemans, joHannes gerardus 
‘Frozen Out’ [watercolour]
Framed original watercolour by J.G. Keulemans of a red robin on the 
side of a terracotta pot in the snow. 28.5 x 22cms framed. Signed.
$1200 - $1500

119 Keulemans, joHannes gerardus 
Scarlet Grosbeak [watercolour]
Original framed watercolour of two birds on a branch. 22.5 x 15.5cms. 
Signed.
$800

120 Keulemans, joHannes gerardus 
Sedge Warbler [Watercolour]
Original watercolour, signed. 21 x 14cms, In frame with gallery label 
verso ‘Sedge Warbler original watercolour for Lord Lifford’s Coloured 
figures... Vol. III Plate 20.’
$800 - $1000

121 Keulemans, joHannes gerardus 
Swallows on a Branch. [watercolour]
Original framed watercolour of five swallows perched on a branch and 
of one flying towards them. 22.5 x 44.5cms signed and dated 1898.
$1500 - $2000

122 natural HIstory booKlets 
4 items
1.  P.C. Bull - Common Birds of Garden and Farmland. Bulletin for 

Schools. Well: Govt Ptr 1968. 
2.  James Drummond - Feathered Friends of the Bush. ChCh etc: W & T 

[1907]. NZ Booklet Series No.1. 
3.  James Drummond - Romance of the Moa. W & T [1908]. 
4.  Various - New Zealand in Picture and Song. W & T, no details. 
5.  Edith Howes - Where Bell Birds Chime. W & T.
6.  B.E. Baughan - Uncanny Country. W & T. 
7.  B.E. Baughan - The Finest Walk in the World. W & T.
All illustrated and VG. in original card covers. 
$60

123 norman, geoff 
Buller’s Birds of New Zealand
The Complete Works of J.G. Keulemans. Well: Te Papa Press 2012. 
xii, 246p, colour plates, 36.5cms, bound in rust colour cloth with 
blindstamped Huia birds and gilt spine titles, in original slip case a fine 
copy.
$100 - $150



124  ornItHology 
Nine on Moa and Moa Hunter.
1.  Atholl Anderson - When All the Moa-Ovens Grew Cold. Otago 

Heritage Books 1983.
2.  Roger Duff - Pyramid Valley, Waikari, North Canterbury. Canterbury 

Museum 1949.
3.  Hutton - On the Moas of New Zealand. TNZI. Paper read before 

Philosophical Institute Canterbury [1891]. Bound copy.
4.  Ernest L. Eyre - Tales of the New Zealand Bush. An amateur 

bushranger - the valley of the moas. Aust, NSW - published by 
author 1929.,

5.  Rhys Richard - Which Pakeha ate the Last Moa. Paremata Press 
1986. 250 copies printed.

6.  Roger Duff - Moas and Moa Hunters. Well: Govt Ptr 1957.
7.  Eve Sutton - Moa Hunter. Hamish Hamilton 1978.
8.  Beverley McCulloch - No Moa. ChCh: Canterbury Museum 1987. All 

VG.
$80 - $100  

sPort & recreatIon

125 banWell, bruce 
The Red Stags of Rakaia
Well: Reed 1970. 165p, illus, 24cms, original red cloth and in DJ rubbed 
at spine ends. G+
$80. 

126 banWell, d bruce 
Great New Zealand Deer Heads
Auck: Halycon Pres 1986.176p, illustrated, 29cms, bound in white cloth 
with gilt titles, in DJ, VG near fine.
$80 - $100

127 banWell, d. bruce 
The Red Stags of Rakaia
Reed 1970. 165p, illustrated, 24cms, DJ top edge rubbed, else VG.
$100

128 banWell, d. bruce 
Wapiti in New Zealand.
A History of the Fiordland Herd. Reed 1966. 183p, illustrated, light 
marks, 24cns, DJ rubbing at edges, VG.
$80 - $120

129 beetHam, george 
The First Ascent of Mount Ruapehu,
New Zealand, and a holiday jaunt to Mounts Ruapehu, Tongariro, 
and Ngauruhoe. Ln: Harrison and Sons 1926. Privately Printed. 40p, 
2 photographic illustrations, presentation slip tipped in verso of title 
page “With the compliments of Mrs George Beetham, 7 Wetherby 
Gardens, London S.W.5”. 21.5cms, originaL grey publishers cloth with 
black titles, light wear at edges, VG.
Describes the author’s and J.B. Maxwells ascents of the mountains. 
Extracts from the tabloid pocket diary of the late George Beetham. 
Rare.
$200 - $300

130 beetHam, george 
The First Ascent of Mount Ruapehu,
New Zealand, and a holiday jaunt to Mounts Ruapehu, Tongariro, 
and Ngauruhoe. Ln: Harrison and Sons 1926. Privately Printed. 40p, 
2 photographic illustrations, 21.5cms, original grey publishers cloth 
with black titles, worn at hinges, VG.
Describes the author’s and J.B. Maxwells ascents of the mountains. 
Extracts from the tabloid pocket diary of the late George Beetham. 
Rare.
$150 - $200

131 carman, H.c. [etc] 
The Rugby Almanack of New Zealand [21 issues]
A long run of 21 issues. they are 1935, 1936, 1939, 1944-45, 1948, 
1949, 1951, 1952, 1953, 1954, 1955, 1957, 1958, 1959, 1960, 1961, 
1962, 1963, 1964, 1965 & 1966. All in original paper covers one or two 
with rust at staples, and small chips, mostly VG and some fine.
Plus
Three rugby programmes: New Zealand v South Africa, first test match 
Carisbrook Ground Dunedin 1956 [2 copies],
Otago V South Africa Carisbrook Dunedin 1956 [one copy. All VG.
$200 - $300

132 catalogue no 121 
McCarthy’s High Class Fishing Tackle [plus]
Stuart St, Dunedin and Dee St, Invercargill. Illustrated 48p catalogue 
with red paper covers, VG.
2. A & W McCarthy, Guns, Rifles, Cartridges and Outdoor Equipment. 

ND [ca 1930]. 28p, cover titles, illustrated. VG.
$50

133 colQuHoun, joHn 
The Moor and the Loch [PLus 2]
containing minute instructions in all Highland Sports. William 
Blackwood and Sons 1888, new edition. School prize label. Dark green 
cloth with gilt, VG.
2.  The Moor and the Loch. William Blackwood 1851, 3rd edition. 

Original binding worn and faded.
3.  James Greenwood - Wild Sports of the World. Ward Lock and Co nd 

[ca 1880]Original decorative green, black and gilt cloth binding. 
VG.

134 fIsHIng catalogues 
Alex Martin, Aberdeen
Three catalogues - 1938 edition. 136p, illustrated throughout, colour 
plate. 21.5cms, original covers, creases and tape at spine.
2. 1951 edition, loosely enclosed the Home Price list for 1951. 52p, 

illustrated, colour plates, original covers.
3. 1950 edition.48p, illustrations and colour plates, original covers.
$50 - $100

135 fIsHIng catalogues 
Hardy’s Guides
1.  Hardy’s Angler’s Guide. For export only. Hardy Bros, Alnwick [1949], 

144p, illustrated, colour plates. Original covers.
2.  Hardy’s Bros - Big Game Fish and Sea Fishing Catalogue. [1953]. 

54p, illustrated. Price lists loosely enclosed. 
3.  Hardy Brothers, Price Lists for 1949, 1963 and 1962/63.
$60

136 fIsHIng catalogues, [5 items] 
Malloch Tackle
P.D. Malloch, Perth Scotland. 152p, profusely illustrated. 3 or 4 pages 
have small pieces cut from them. Original card covers. 
2.  Foster Bros - [ca 1940’s]28p, illustrated, one fly cut from colour 

plate. Original paper covers, spine taped.
3.  Catch ‘em Alive - Fishing Tackle for River, Lake and sea Fishing. 

Obtainable at Woolworth’s Stores. 11p, illustrated. paper covers.
4.  To Cast a Trout Fly - A step by step Guide for the Modern Angler by 

Messrs. Farlow’s and Hardy Brothers... 36p, illustrated. Original card 
covers.

5.  Woodfield’s Anglers Guide - Fishing Tackle, April 1950. 36p, original 
covers.

$60

137 green, WIllIam sPotsWood 
The High Alps of New Zealand
or a Trip to the Glaciers of the Antipodes with an Ascent of Mount 
Cook. London: Macmillan and Co 1883. xiv,350p, [6]p, 32p [advs], 
frontis and two maps [one fldg]. 19cms, in original red cloth, black 
rules, and gilt titles, spine lightly discoloured, and light wear to edges, 
foxing to front and back pages. Contemporary stamp and name on 
prelims. VG.
Notable for being the first work concerning mountaineering in New 
Zealand. Bagnall 2313
$200



138 HarPer, artHur P. 
Pioneer Work in the Alps of New Zealand:
a record of the first explorations of the chief glaciers and ranges of 
the Southern Alps: wiith maps and illustrations... London: T. Fisher 
Unwin 1896, Colonial Edition. xvi, 336p, [41] leaves of plates [1 fldg] 
illus, map. 22cms, browning on endpapers & small sprinkle of foxing, 
bound in original maroon cloth, gilt titles, front and spine, light wear. 
VG copy. 
$400 - $500

139 Hofland 
The British Angler’s Manual [Plus one]
or the art of angling. Ln: Whitehead and Co 1839. xvi, 410p, numerous 
steel engravings and woodcuts, lacking front free endpaper. 23cms, 
original green blindstamped boards, rebacked in green cloth with a 
portion of the original title label.
2. Charles F. Holder - The Game Fishes of the World. Ln: H & S 1913. 

xvi, 411p, illustrations. Book plate of David Henry Graham front 
endpaper, original green cloth boards with gilt fish and titles, 
rebacked using a portion of original back strip.

$100 - $200

140 HuntIng 
6 Volumes
1.  Rex Forrester’s True Hunting Yarns. Whitcoulls 1980. DJ, fine.
2.  Keith Severinsen - Hunt the Far Mountain. Reed 1970 rep. DJ, VG.
3.  Kingsley Field - The Master Hunters. Viking Pacific 1991. Card 

covers, VG.
4.  Bill Axby - Along the Track. A collection of New Zealand hunting 

yarns. Collins 1991, DJ, VG.
5.  Newton McConochie - You’ll Learn No Harm from the Hills. Reed 

1966. DJ, VG.
6.  Charlie Janes - Hell for Leather. Reed 1992, card covers.
$50 - $100

141 HuntIng 
7 Volumes.
1.  Graeme Robson - Amuri Hunter. Reed 1998. Fine.
2.  Keith Severinsen - Hunt the Far Mountain. Reed 1970. DJ, VG.
3.  Tony Orman - Memories of New Zealand Deerstalking. Reed 1981. 

DJ, faded.
4.  Reg Carr - Diary of a Pig Hunter. Heinemann Reed 1990 rep. Card 

covers.
5. Snow Angen - Shooting with Snow. Reed 1982. DJ, VG.
6.  Neville Tohill - Spotlighting. Quoin Press 1999, card covers, VG.
7.  John Breen - River of Blood. Tales of the Waiatoto. Dn: Longacre 

Press 2009. Card covers, fine.
$80 - $120

142 mannerIng, g.e. 
Mountaineering - Mount Hutt in Winter [Plus]
Broadsheet. Written for ‘The Canterbury Weekly News’. Single sheet, 
written in four columns. 500 x 31.5cms. VG.
2.  W. Scott Gilkison - [2x] Earnslaw & Aspiring W & T 1957 and 1951. 

Both illustrated, original covers, short splits at hinges. 
3.  Tourism Brochures - Lovely Akaroa, the Riviera of Canterbury.ChCh: 

Andrews Baty nd, ca 1930. 
$60 - $80

143 mannerIng, george edWard 
With Axe and Rope in the New Zealand Alps.
London & NY: Longmans Green and Co 1891, first edition. viii, 
139p, 24p [advs], complete with plates and fldg map. 24cms, 
bound in original maroon cloth with wilt axe & rope and titles. 
Neat contemporary inscription on half title and name on title page. 
Bumping to spine ends, else VG.
Pioneer climbs on Mount Cook and elsewhere in the Cook district. 
Bagnall M772
$300

144 motorIng 
7 Books
1.  Hermann Lang - Grand Prix Driver. Ln: G.T. Foulis & Co 1954 [2nd 

ed]. DJ.
2.  Rudolf Caracciola Mercedes Grand Prix Ace. Ln: G.T. Foulis & Co 

[1955]. DJ.
3.  Paul Frere - On the Starting Grid. Ln: B.T. Batsford 1957 [ 1st English 

ed] DJ.
4.  Karl Kling - Pursuit of Victory.Ln: The Bodley Head 1956. DJ. 
5.  C.A. N. May - “Wheelspin” Abroad. Ln: G.T. Foulis 1949. DJ. 
All DJs in mylar covers, a few chips and creases.
6.  Prince Chula of Thailand - Wheels at Speed 1935. Ln: G.T. Foulis 

1949. DJ.
7.  C.A. N. May - Shelsley Walsh. Englands International Speed Hill-

Climb. Ln: G.T. Foulis & Co 1946. DJ. 
8.  Alfred Neubauer - Speed was my Life. Ln: Barrie and Rockliff 1960. 

DJ.
All volumes G to VG.
$200

145 myre, sandy 
50 Years on Track [signed]
A History of Motorsport in New Zealand. The People, the Cars, the 
Stories. Auckland: Hodder Moa Beckett. 240p, illustrated throughout. 
Signed by Sandy Myre, Paul Radisich, Craig Baird, Louise Baird, Larry 
Perkins, Steven Richards. 30cms, DJ, VG.
$30 - $50

146 mclaren, bruce 
From the Cockpit [PLus one]
Ln: Frederick Muller 1964. 278p, bound in brown cloth and in worn DJ.
2.  Phil Drackett Brabham: Story of a Racing Team. Ln: Arthur Baker 

1985. 184p, bound in blue cloth with DJ, VG near fine copy. 

147 PullIn, a.W. 
Talks with Old English Cricketers
LN: William Blackwood and Sons 1900, x, 344p, illustrated with small 
photos in text, one cartoon. 20cms, original blue cloth with white 
and gilt titles and white flower. Small amount of weevil damage back 
endpapers.
$50

148 reese, t.W. 
New Zealand Cricket 1841 - 1914
ChCh: Simpson & Williams 1927. 576p, frontis, illus, light sprinkle of 
foxing and browning on endpapers, 22.5 cms, in original green cloth 
with black titles, VG to near fine and in DJ with chips and losses. 
$100 - $200

149  rollett, f. carr 
Angling in New Zealand [Plus]
W & T nd [ca 1920’s]. VG.
2.  G.W. Johns - Where the Rainbow Rise. NZ: Rotorua Ptg House 

[1949]. Card covers, fine.
3.  Southland Anglers Club - Trout and Salmon Fishing in Southland, 

New Zealand. Ingill: Craig Ptg Co 1929. Card covers, near fine.
4.  Otago Angler’s Assoc - Trout and Salmon Fishing in Otago 

[including the Southern Lakes District]. [1948. illus, fldg map at 
end.DJ, VG.

5. Arthur - On the Brown Trout introduced into Otago. Art. XXIV. 
Paper read before Otago Institute [1878]. 25cms, Bound into green 
cloth boards.

150 ross, malcolm 
A Climber in New Zealand.
London: Edward Arnold 1914. xx, 316p, 8p [adv], frontis and plates, 
sprinkle of foxing. 23cms, green cloth, gilt titles, VG. 
The book plate of Tom Garnett, Clitheroe on front endpaper and 
inscribed by him on the title page regarding his appointment by the 
NZ Government to take charge of the Dominions NZ Commission 
during its visit,
$150 - $200

151 sPacKman, W.H. 
Trout in New Zealand
Where to Go and How to Catch Them. ChCh: Kiwi Publishers 2000. 
Facsimile copy of the original published in 1892. Folding map at 
end.21cms, bound in black leather with gilt spine titles, fine.
$50

165, 168, 202, 42



152 surrey county crIcKet club, KennIngton oval. 
Australia v South of England
Score card - Thursday, Sept. 11th, 1884, and following days. Mr W.G. 
Grace, No.1. Single card partially filled in with pictorial adverts verso of 
F.H. Ayres; Argosy Braces; John Piggott. VG. 
$300

153 tHe House of Hardy 
Fishing Tackle Guides.
Bundle of Hardys Catalogues from 1954, 1960, 1963 [2 x Angler’s 
Guide and Trade Catalogues] 1964, 1965, 1966, 1981 and 1984/85. All 
in original paper covers and G to VG.

154 vIntage fIsHIng booKs 
Box
1.  Eric Taverner [two titles] Trout Fishing from all Angles and Salmon 

Fishing. Both Londsdale Library, Seeley Service and Co. In DJs.
2.  W.A. Hunter - Fisherman’s Pie. Ln: A & C Black 1926.
3.  W. Earl Hodgson - How to Fish. Ln: A & C Black 1919
4.  Marquess of Granby - The Trout. Ln: Longman Green & Co 1898. Fur 

Feather and Fin Series.
5.  W.C. Stewart - The Practical Angler. Edin: A & C Black 1874.
6.  Dugald Mitchell - Tarbert Past and Present. Dumbarton: Bennett 

and Thomson 1886
7.  Michael Theakston - British Angling Flies. lacks title page and 

publication details. [ca 1890]
8.  William C. Vogt - Bait-casting. Longman Green and Co 19298. All 

vols in original bindings, G. to VG.

155 WIlson, major r.a. 
My Stalking Memories [Plus]
Published by author 1963, 2nd edition. Signature on title page, green 
cloth, VG, DJ with chips and small losses.
2. Joff Thomson - Deer Shooting Days. Reed 1963. DJ, rubbed.
3. Joff Thomson - Deer Hunter. The Experiences of a New Zealand 
Stalker. Reed 1959 rep. Signature verso half title. DJ, small chips VG.
$80 - $100  

PacIfIc

156 ‘sundoWner’ 
Rambles in Polynesia [
Ln: European Mail Ltd 1897. ix, 3p, 207p, 40p [advts]. Bound in 
publishers green pictorial cloth with gilt titles. Fine copy of an 
attractive book. 
$80 - $100

157 cayley-Webster, H. 
Through New Guinea and the Cannibal [Plus]
Countries. Ln: T.Fisher Unwin 1898. xvii, 387p, frontis, illustrations, fldg 
map. Sewing loose on one section, 24cms, bound in publishers cloth 
with gilt figure and titles. Light wear spine ends, and edges. G+
2.  J. Inches Thomson - Voyages and Wanderings in Far Off seas and 

Lands. Ln: Headley Brothers, nd [ca 1913]. 191p, frontis and plates. 
19cms, blue cloth, light wear, VG.

$50 - $75

158 cromar, joHn 
Jock of the Islands [Plus]
Early Days in the South Seas, the Adventures of John Cromas, 
Sometime Recruiter and Lately Trader of Marovo British Solomon 
Islands Protectorate told by himself. Ln: Faber & Faber 1925. x, 344p, 
frontis, plates, fldg map. Jarrol’s Circulating Library label front board 
and endpapers, else clean. 
2. William H.G. Kingston - A Yacht Voyage Round England. Religious 
Tract Society nd ca 1890’s. 320p, illustrated,sewing loose on one 
section. Red pictorial cloth.
$50 

159 ellIs, WIllIam 
Polynesian Researches,
During a Residence of Nearly Six Years in the South Sea Islands ... 
London: Fisher, Son & Jackson 1830. Two volumes. Vol.I. xvi, 536p, 
frontis, 2 maps, [one fldg], lacking one plate. Vol.II. viii, 576p, complete 
with frontis and plates. Some light spasmodic browning, 22cms, 
rebound in red cloth with gilt titles. Scarce.
$200 - $300

160 frIsbIe, joHnny [signed] 
The Frisbies of the South Seas.
How Robert Dean Frisbie Raised his Four Polynesian Children, NY: 
Doubleday and Co [1964] inscribed by author. 240p, illustrated by Tom 
Dunn. 22cms, some marginal browning and DJ rubbed at edges, and 
browned verso.
$40 - $60

161 lang, joHn dunmore 
Origin and Migrations of the Polynesian Nation. [Plus]
Demonstrating their original discovery and progressive settlement. 
Sydney etc: George Robertson 1877. xvi, 328p, frontis, 19.5cms, 
original maroon cloth spine faded, VG.
2.  Three volumes by Andrew Sharp
The Discovery of the Pacific Islands.Clarendon Press 1960 DJ.
Ancient Voyagers in Polynesia. Auckland Univ Press 1969 rep. DJ.
Ancient Voyagers in the Pacific. Well: Polynesian Society 1956. DJ, 
signed by author. All VG.

162 murray, HugH 
Adventures of British Seamen in the Southern Ocean, 
displaying the striking contrasts which the human character exhibits 
in an uncivilized state. London: Constable and Co 1827, first edition. xi, 
353p, frontis, title page vignette, 15cms. 19th century half calf binding 
with marbled boards and endpapers. Some foxing and light wear, VG. 
[323] - 353p “Particulars of the destruction of a British vessel on the 
coast of New Zealand; with anecdotes of some New Zealand chiefs”... 
Bagnall 3699
$80 - $100

163 routledge, mrs scoresby 
The Mystery of Easter Island
Ln: Sifton Praed & Co 1919. Printed for the author. xxi, 1 l., 404p, 
adverts at end, frontis, plates [some fldg], and illustrations, maps 
including 2 fldg. A few light marks, 23cms, rebound in green cloth 
with gilt titles. Tidy copy.

164 WIllIams, joHn 
A Narrative of Missionary Enterprises
in the South Sea Islands; with remarks upon the natural history of the 
islands, origins, languages, traditions, and usages of the inhabitants. 
London: John Snow 1837, first edition. x, 589p, publishers adverts 
at end, colour frontis by G. Baxter, fldg map and illustrations. Foxing 
mostly front and back pages, book plate of W.P. Clifford, Dunedin, 
rebound in red cloth with gilt titles. A good tidy copy.
$50 - $100  

neW Zealand Wars

165 fox, WIllIam 
The War in New Zealand:
with two maps and a plan. London: Smith Elder and Co 1866. xvi, 
268p, plan & 2 fldg maps. Contemporary signature on title page. 
20cms, original blindstamped green cloth, gilt spine titles, light wear, 
VG.
Fox surveys critically the reasons for the origin of the wars [Taranaki], 
and their conduct, with an outline of military operations to the 
Volkner killing and the conclusion of the 1865 East Coast Campaign. 
Bagnall 2037
$200 - $250
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166 general assembly 
 Papers Relative to Surrender of Rebel Natives and Expeditions in 
Search of Te Kooti. 
Presented to both houses of the General Assembly by Command of 
his Excellency. Wellington 1871. Cover titles, 51p, unbound. VG.
$100 - $200

167 gIlbert, tHomas 
New Zealand Settlers and Soldiers;
or The War in Taranaki: Being incidents in the life of a settler. London: 
A.W. Bennett 1861, first edition. iv, 220p, 24p [advs] plates and illus. 
20cms, original blindstamped maroon cloth with gilt titles, worn at 
edge and some foxing mostly front and back pages and foredges. 
Book plate and signature of Percy James Hoyland White on front 
pastedown. 
Graphic account of the outbreak of hostilities, much documentation 
in the appendix. Bagnall 2103
$600

168 gudgeon, tHomas W. 
Reminiscences of The War in New Zealand:
London: Sampson, Low etc, Auckland: E. Wayte 1879, first edition. xiii, 
372p, [13] leaves of plates, [1 fldg], illus, map. 20cms, decorative red 
publisher’s cloth, with gilt titles, showing wear with insect damage. 
Text block some soiling and wear, paper cracking front hinge. Bagnall 
2373
$100 - $125

169 smItH, s Percy 
Maori Wars of the Nineteenth Century:
The Struggle of the Northern Against the Southern Maori Tribes 
prior to Colonisation of New Zealand in 1840. ChCh: W & T 1910, 2nd 
enlarged edition. Original blue cloth 
$80 - $100

170 sWaInson, WIllIam 
New Zealand and the War
London: Smith Elder and Co 1862. vii, 199p, 16p [advs]., 21 cms, 
original dark green blindstamped cloth neatly rebacked using original 
spine and endpapers, hinges reinforced. Sprinkle of foxing front and 
back pages, light wear, VG copy. Bagnall 5431
$250 - $300  

mIlItary HIstory

171 andreWs, ted 
“Kiwi Trooper”
The Story of Queen Alexandra’s Own. Published by author 1967. xi, 
273p, illustrated. An inscribed copy by Andrews “I so hope you both 
enjoy this. I put my very all into it for three years....” 22.5cms, DJ, VG.

172 autograPH album 
W.W.1
An autograph album belonging to nurse Edith Hughes during W.W.I. 
She looked after wounded soldiers 1914-1918 from England, Canada, 
Australia and New Zealand, also Royal Flying Corps airmen. She met 
and married a New Zealander in 1918 and came to New Zealand as a 
war bride. 50 leaves inscribed on both sides of pages, some sketches. 
$50

173 burKe, Keast [editor] 
With Horse and Morse in Mesopotamia
The Story of Anzacs in Asia. Sydney: Arthur McQuitty 1927, 1st edition. 
8 pp, 200p, plates, illustrations and maps. 28.5cms, original publishers 
quarter cloth with paper title labels front boards and spine. Light 
foxing, VG.
Contains -
W.W.I. - The histories of the 1st Australian Pack Wireless Signal Troop, 
the NZ Wireless Signal Troop, the Australian and NZ Wireless Signal 
Squadron, the 1st Cavalry Divisional Signal Squadron, the Light Motor 
Wireless Sections, the Australians of ‘Dunsterforce’ [Persia and Russia], 
the Australian nurses in India and the Australian Representative at 
Bombay. There is also included a nominal roll of all Australians who 
served in the Middle East. Scarce
$300 - $400

174 dreW H.t.b., & H.W.l. dIgby [editors] 
The “Moa” [Plus one]
Being the Literary Pickings of a Troopship. XXII Refts, NZEF. T.S.S. 
Aparima. [No 76]. 28p, on the back blank page are autographs of 
the crew including G.S. Doorly [Master] Gerald Doorly had a notable 
career being awarded the Polar Medal as an officer aboard “Morning” 
when she was relief ship for Scott’s first expedition to the Antarctic
approximately 55 signatures.
The Aparima was torpedoed by a German U-boat , the explosion 
causing the Aparima to sink on 19th November 1917. Of the 110 
crew on board 56 were tragically lost, they included men from Britain, 
Australia and New Zealand. 
2. Herbert Scanlon - Digger Stories in a Nut Shell. Auck: Unity Press. 
$200 

175 earl of lIverPool, [compiler] 
The New Zealand Hospital Ship ‘Maheno”
The first voyage July, 1915, to January, 1916. Auck, Well etc: W & T 
1916. 59p, ilustrated from photographs. 19cms, end papars browned, 
bound in white cloth with green titles and red cross. Some light marks 
and discolouration. 
$50 

176 ferguson, caPtaIn davId 
The History of the Canterbury Regiment,
NZEF 1914-19191. Auck etc: W & T 1921. vii, 2 l., 364p, frontis, plates 
and maps. 23cms, original cloth with black titles, light wear, VG.
$50 - $75

177 Hall, d.o.W. 
The New Zealanders in South Africa
1899-1902. Well: War History Branch, DIA 1949. 97p, frontis, plates and 
fldg maps.22cms, red cloth with black titles, near fine. 

178 Halstead, lIeutenant [editor] 
Bab el loock [Military Paper]
24th Battalion periodical brought out on 15 January, 1941, it was 
not continued after the first number. A Digest of events in the Units 
progress, illustrations from photographs. Original colour paper covers, 
corner loss from back cover.
$100

179 HamIlton, sIr Ian 
Gallipoli Diary
London: Edward Arnold 1920, first edition. Two volumes. xvi, 387; vii, 
349p, [1], [8]p [adv]. Complete with plates and maps. 23cms, bound 
in purple cloth spines faded, in DJ, discoloured with short tears and 
chips. 
$50
180 KAY, ROBIN 
27 [Machine Gun] Battalion
Official History of NZ in the Second World War. Well: War History 
Branch, DIA 1958. xvi, 544p, frontis, plates and maps including 5 fldg. 
Presentation label to Cpl R.R. Williams half title. 22cms, red cloth light 
wear, VG. Partial DJ [front] loosely enclosed. 
$100

181 Korero, [bound volume] 
A.E.W.S. Background Bulletin
An interrupted run of 22 issues from Vol. 2. No. 1, to Vol.3. No. 12. 1945. 
Well: Govt Ptr.
Periodical aimed at informing and educating returning New Zealand 
servicemen. 21cms, bound into maroon cloth boards, edges trimmed, 
else VG. 

182 nevInson, H.W. 
The Dardanelles Campaign
London: Nisbet & Co 1918. xx, 411p, frontis and plates, maps including 
four folding maps at end. signature front endpaper, 22.5cms, red cloth 
with blind stamped and gilt titles. VG.
$50

183 offIcIal HIstory, [4 volumes] 
Of New Zealand’s Effort in the Great War [4 vols]
Vol.I. Major Fred Waite - The New Zealanders at Gallipoli. 
Vol. II. Col. H. Stewart - The New Zealanders in France 1916-1919. 
Vol.III. Lieut Col. C.Guy Powles - The New Zealanders in Sinai and 
Palestine. 
Vol. IV. Lieut. H.T.B. Drew - The War Effort of New Zealand. 
All published by W & T 1919 - 1923. All complete with maps and 
illustrations, bound in their original decorative cloth bindings, and VG 
to fine. Vol.II. in DJ
$150 - $200



184 orPen, sIr WIllIam 
An Onlooker in France 1917 - 1919
London: Williams and Norgate 1924. 126p, frontis and numerous 
plates. Some foxing, heavier front and back pages, signature of Major 
E. Puttick on endpaper.25cms, brown publishers cloth, black titles, 
light marks and wear at edges.
2.  Anon - The Story of the Anzacs 
An Historical account of the Part Taken by Australia and New Zealand 

in the Great war. From the outbreak in August 1914 until the 
Evacuation of Gallipoli, in December 1915. Melbourne: James 
Ingram 1917. 153p, illustrated.25cms, illustrated papered boards, 
cloth spine, front inside hinge loose. 

3.  The Anzac Book. Written and Illustrated in Gallipoli by the Men 
of Anzac. Cassell and Company 1916. xv, 170p, plates cartoon 
illustrations.28.5cms, blue cloth with laid on illustrations. Lacking 
front free endpaper, spine ends fraying.

$100

185 Paterson, e.b. ‘scotcH’ 
Cassino to Trieste
As the Infantry Saw it. Waiheke Island: Blanchard Press 2004. xi, 208p, 
viiip, maps and illustrations, illustrated card covers, VG. Scarce.

186 PHIllIPs n. c., & robIn Kay 
Italy - 2 volumes.
Volume 1. The Sangro to Cassino. xvi, 867p. Volume 2. From Cassino 
to Trieste. xx, 639p. Both complete with maps and plates. Official 
Histories of New Zealand in the Second World War 1939-45. Well: DIA 
1957 and 1967. Both in original red cloth with light edge wear, and 
spine ends beginning to fray. G+
$100

187 reId, lt-col H. murray [inscribed] 
The Turning Point: With the New Zealanders
at El Alamein. Auck: Collins nd [ca 1945]. 213p, illus and maps. Signed 
and inscribed by author to Brig R.S. Park C.B.E. with my compliments, 
H.Murray Reid 11/5/45. Bound in brown cloth BG and in a worn DJ. 
Brigadier Park was head of 2 NZEF during W.W.II. 
$40 - $60

188 steevens g.W., [boer War] 
The Ladysmith Lyre
Vol.1. No.1; Vol.1. No.2; Vol. 1. No.4 Broadsheets, split along folds and 
worn with small losses. Four leaves.
G.W. Steevens was the Daily Mail war correspondent to South Africa, 
caught in the siege of Ladysmith he kept up morale during the 
early months with his mordant witticisms appearing in ‘Ladysmith 
Lyre’ [e.g. “a strange sideway out of Ladysmith for death by disease 
or starvation”. He died of enteric fever six weeks before the relief of 
Ladysmith. Wikipedia
Together with a series of photographs taken from the original glass 
plates of the vendors grandfather during the Boer war. 

189 trooPsHIP PaPer 
‘Come Sta’
New Zealand troopship magazines, 14 issues from Thursday 20th 
December 1945 to the final issue No.24, January 1946. The newsheet 
was produced on board the ‘Otranto’ homeward bound to New 
Zealand with troops of the N.Z.E.F. Produced by Pokeno Publications.
$100 - $200

190 WalKer, ronald 
Alam Halfa and Alamein [Plus 2]
All Official Histories of New Zealand in the Second World War 1939-45. 
Well: DIA, War History Branch. Complete with maps and plates. 
1.  Alam Halfa and Alamein. [1967]xiii, 507p, book plate and signature 

on endpaper. In DJ rubbed and small creases at edges. VG.
2.  W.G. McClymont - To Greece. [1959] xii, 538p, 1p. In DJ, chips and 

edge wear, else VG.
3.  J.L. Scoullar - Battle for Egypt The Summer of 1942. xv, 400p, 1p. 

Small neat signature on endpaper. Original red cloth, light edge 
wear, VG.

$100

191 Waters, s.d. 
The Royal New Zealand Navy [PLus 2]
[1956] xvi, 570p, all plates and maps. DJ with chips and short tears 
amnd creases.
2 & 3. H.L. Thompson - New Zealanders with the Royal Air Force [1953 
and 1956] Volume 1. European Theatre September 1939-December 
1942. xxiv, 408p. Vol 2. European Theatre January 1943 - May 1945. xvi, 
483p, both volumes complete with maps and plates. Light wear and a 
few marks.
Official Histories of New Zealand in the Second World War 1939-1945. 
Well: DIA. 
$100 - $150

192 World War 2, ` 
Interlude [and ephemera from Stalag VIIIA]
The Story of British Prisoners of War in Stammlager VIIIA at Gorlitz 
in Lower Silesia, Germany compiled by various amongst those 
incarcerated; published by the Interlude Committee London ca June 
1945 [1st edition]; the story of those allies incarcerated in Stalag VIIIA 
[c 1943-45], and a handwritten account [front fly leaf ] of how the book 
survived and came to be printed; this copy was sent to the’next of kin’ 
for prisoner Sgt Kenneth Pratt, then of Riversdale, Southland and was 
gifted to the Pinckney family of Glenaray Station [Southland largest 
pastoral run], where Sgt Pratt farmed; Sgt Pratt died 8 September 
1944 [see pgs 65-66] while a prisoner. 
Together with:
Hand written letter by Basil [Charles] Borthwick dated 15 Sept 44; 
addressed to Mr and Mrs Pinckney Waikaia, Glenarary Southland New 
Zealand: issued from Stalag VIIIA stamped and dated 6.10.44; contents 
include his description of his friendship with Sgt Pratt, the particulars 
of his passing and some details of life in the camp and the importance 
of Sgt Pratt’s presence to many there.
$600 - $800

193 World War one 
Roll of Honour - Southland Soldiers [Plus]
and their Next of Kin. 31st July 1920 - Reg. No 1128. Southland News 
Print. 98p, includes Terms of Peace; Outstanding dates; Declarations of 
War ; New Zealand Expeditionary Force etc. 27.5cms, original brown 
paper covers, small chips. 
2. World War Two - 
War Trials - Single sheet To: All Officers and other Ranks of B.W.C.E. 
[E.S]. Nurnberg.
A chart showing the order of seating of the Major War Criminals... 
Room 238, Court House, Nurnberg. Includes Goring, Hess, Ribbentrop, 
Keitel and others.   

maorI

194 arcHey, gIlbert 
Whaowhia - Maori Art and its Artists [Plus]
Auck: Collins 1977. 136p, illustrated, signature on endpaper. 30cms, 
cream linen cloth with gilt titles, in DJ, spine faded, VG.
2.  T. Barrow - Maori Wood Sculpture. Reed 1969. 162p, illustrated. 

29.5cms, DJ edges rubbed.
3.  John Bevan Ford - The Story of Maori Art - A Brief Essay. 
Well: Te Waka Toi, nd. 12p, folio [41.5cms] illustrated, Card covers VG. 

195 beattIe, HerrIes [2 titles] 
The Maoris and Fiordland
Dn: ODT & Witness 1949. 104p, plates, 22.5cms, bound in blue cloth, 
near fine copy.
2. Far-Famed Fiordland. Dn: ODT & Witness 1950. 141p, illustrated. 
22.5cms, bound in blue cloth, spine faded, VG.
$60 - $100

196 best, elsdon 
The Maori
Well: The Polynesian Society 1941. Two Volumes. Illustrated, Vol. II 
foxing on endpapers, both with the bookplate of W.P. Clifford. 22cms, 
bound in original red cloth, black titles, VG in DJs with small chips. VG.
$100

186



197 best, elsdon 
Tuhoe; The Children of the Mist.
A sketch of the origin, history, myths and beliefs of the Tuhoe Tribe 
of the Maori of New Zealand; with some account of other early tribes 
of the Bay of Plenty District. New Plymouth: Thomas Avery 1925, 
Memoirs of the Polynesian Society Volume VI. 2 volumes. Vol.1. vii, 5p, 
1211p, Vol. II being the Genealogical Tables and Maps. Complete with 
34 tables and maps and a large fldg map in back pocket.
Both in their original decorative red bindings stained and faded. VG 
reading copy.
$50 - $100

198 coWan, james 
Sketches of Old New Zealand.
Descriptive catalogue of Maori Portraits painted by Herr G. Lindauer. 
Auck: H. E. Partridge 1901. 68p, illustrations, 22cms, original maroon 
cloth with gilt titles. VG. 

199 coWan, james 
The Maori
Yesterday and To-Day. W & T 1930. xi, 266p. illustrated. 22cms, original 
publishers cloth. VG.

200 gIll, rev. WIllIam Wyatt 
Myths and Songs from the South Pacific [Plus]
Ln: Henry S. King 1876. xxiv, 328p, 32p. 19cms, original decorative 
publishers cloth with gilt titles, VG.
2.  James Cowan - Fairy Folk-Tales of the Maori. W & T 1925. Signature 

on title page, 19cms, DJ VG.
3.  A.A. Grace - Folk-Tales of the Maori. Well: Gordon & Gotch 1907. 

257p, some browning and foxing. 22cms, blue cloth with white 
titles. Wear at edges. G+

201 grey, sIr george 
Polynesian Mythology
and Ancient Traditional History of the New Zealand race, as furnished 
by their priests and chiefs. London: John Murray 1855, first edition. 
xiii, [xiv - xvi], 333p., [11] leaves of plates, illus, music. 20cms bound in 
a 19th century HC binding with original title label and gilt rules, cloth 
boards and marbled endpapers and edges. Light wear, very nice copy. 
“Translation of 23 of the 31 legends in Grey’s Ko nga mahinga a nga 
tupuna Maori ...” Bagnall 2348.
$300 - $400

202 gudgeon, tHomas WaytH 
The History and Doings of the Maoris
from the year 1820 to the signing of the Treaty of Waitangi in 1840. 
Auck: H. Brett 1885. 225p, some browning, heavy on endpapers. 
22.3cms, original green cloth with decorative gilt and black titles, 
binding VG.
$60 - $80

203 gudgeon, tHomas WaytH 
The History and Doings of the Maoris,
from the year 1820 to the signing of the Treaty of Waitangi in 1840. 
Auckland: H. Brett 1885, first edition. 225p, 22cms, endpapers, 
browned, security tag to back paste down, in publisher’s cloth with 
decorative black titles and rules some edge wear. Bagnal 2372
$100 - $125 

204 HamIlton, augustus 
Maori Art
The Art Workmanship of the Maori Race in New Zealand: A series 
of illustrations from specially taken photographs, with descriptive 
notes and essays on the Canoes, Habitations, Weapons, Ornaments, 
and Dress of the Maoris... New Zealand Institute, Dunedin: Fergusson 
& Mitchell 1896 - 1900 in V parts. 32cms, bound in quarter calf with 
decorative gilt and pebble cloth boards, fine.
$800 - $1000

205 IZett, james 
Maori Lore [Plus ]
The Traditions of the Maori People with the more important of their 
legends. Well: Govt Ptr 1904. vii, 451p, frontis and plates, 21.5cms, 
rebound in red cloth with gilt titles. VG tidy copy.
2.  Ettie Rout - Maori Symbolism. Being an Account of the Origin, 

Migration, and Culture of the New Zealand Maori as recorded in 
certain sacred legends. Ln: Kegan Paul, Trench etc 1926. xxxii, 322p, 
frontis, plates and illustrations in text. 24cms, original maroon cloth 
with gilt kotiake and title label to spine. Spine, faded else VG.

206 macKay, alexander 
Native Affairs, South Island
A Compendium of Official Documents Relative to Native Affairs in the 
South Island compiled by Alexander Mackay, Native Commissioner. 
Vol 1 & 2 bound as one volume. Wellington 1873 & Nelson 1872. Vol.1. 
3 l., 27, 53, 5p., 2 l., 9-339p, 17 maps [14 fldg] Vol. 2. 1 p.l., 401p, 7 maps 
[5 fldg]. 32.5cms, bound in half calf with green boards, gilt spine titles 
in English and Maori. VG. Rare.

In 1864 Mackay was appointed resident magistrate and commissioner 
of native reserves in the South Island, he earned the approbation of the 
Maori and he used the knowledge in this position to compile in 1871, the 
voluminous “Compendium of Official Documents relative to Native Affairs 
in the South Island”. Mackay was appointed native reserves commissioner 
in 1882 and a judge of the Native Land Court in 1884. Poutini Ngai Tahu 
petitioned for him to be returned to his previous position. He also served 
as trust commissioner for the district of Wellington under the terms of the 
Native Lands Frauds Prevention Act 1870. 
$4,000 - $5000

207 maIr, caPtaIn gIlbert 
Reminiscences and Maori Stories
Auck: Brett Ptg and Pub Co 1923. viii, 120p, frontis and illus. 22cms, 
original decorative green cloth with white titles, VG.
$60 - $80

208 martIn, ann 
Our Maoris
London & Brighton: Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge 
1884. iv, 220p, 4p [advs], 4 l., of plates, illus, fldg map. 19cms, bound 
in original decorative publishers cloth with gilt titles, light wear, a VG 
copy. 
Wife of chief Justice William Martin, a series of warm, personal 
and perceptive sketches of individual Maori, and their resposes to 
European customs, belief, effects of the wars etc..Bagnall 3402
$80 - $120

209 PHIllIPPs, W.j. 
Carved Maori Houses
of Western and Northern Areas. Dominion Museum Monograph. Well: 
Govt Ptr 1955. xiv, 15291p, frontis and plates. 25cms red cloth with gilt 
titles, light edge wear, DJ chips and creases at edges. 
$50 - $75 

210 PolacK, j.s. 
Manners and Customs of the New Zealanders;
with notes corroborative of their habits, usages, etc., and remarks to 
intending emigrants. London, James Madden & Co 1840, first edition. 
Two volumes, xxxiv, 288p; xviii, 304p, illus, map ports. 21cms. Rebound 
in half brown leather, raised bands, gilt rules and titles, marbled 
boards. Three small library stamps through volume II, sporadic wear 
and soiling. A good set.
$800 

211 PoPe, jas 
Health for the Maori [Plus 2 items.]
for use in Native Schools. Well: Govt Ptr 1901, 3rd edition. 152p, 
17cms, exlib, Original red cloth, VG.
2.  Dunedin: Joseph Braithwaite - Maoriland Pictures. Dn: Mills, Dick 

and Co. nd [ca 1900]. Images on 15 leaves by photographers, Iles, 
Muir & Moodie & De Maus, all of Maori subjects, portraits family 
scenes etc.

Oblong original paper covers, VG.
3,  Music - Songs of the Maori People. Waiata O te Iwi Maori. Charles 

Begg and Co Ltd, nd. 28p. Original illustrated card covers, VG.
$50 - $100

212 robley major general 
Moko
London: Chapman and Hall 1896, first edition. xxi, [1] l., 216p, frontis, 
and illustrations, sprinkle of foxing on endpapers. 29.5cms, bound 
in original brown cloth with black moko and gilt titles, light wear at 
extremities, VG.
$1000 - $1200



213 sHortland, edWard 
Traditions and Superstitutions
of the New Zealanders; with illustrations of their manners and 
customs. London: Longman, Brown, Green etc 1854. xii, 300p, 
24p [advs]. 18cms, contents clean, bound in original red cloth, 
blindstamped with gilt spine titles, spine faded, light wear, VG copy. 
Book plate of J. Alexander Pierson front endpaper. Bagnall 5162
$300

214 smItH, s. Percy 
The Lore of the Whare-wananga
or Teachings of the Maori College on Religion, Cosmology, and 
History. Part. I. Te Kauwae-runga, Or ‘Things Celestial’. New Plymouth: 
Thomas Avery 1913. Memoirs of the Polynesian Society, Vol.III. xvii, 2 l., 
193p, vip. Light spinkle of foxing on endpapers, bound in original red 
cloth, spine faded and small chip base of spine.
$100

215 smItH, s. Percy 
The Lore of the Whare-wananga
or Teachings of the Maori College on their History and Migrations, etc. 
Part. II. Te Kauwae-raro, Or ‘Things Terrestrial’. New Plymouth: Thomas 
Avery 1915. Memoirs of the Polynesian Society, Vol.IV The Lore of the 
Whare-wananga. vi, 1 l., 279p, viiip. 22cms, original red cloth, spine 
faded else VG.
$100 - $150

216 steedman, j.a.W. 
Nga Ohaaki o Nga Whanau o Tauranga Moana
Maori History and Genealogy of the Bay of Plenty. No publication 
details, Publicity Print, nd [ca 1980’s]. 285p, a few light marks, original 
paper covers, VG.

217  taylor, rev rIcHard 
Te Ika A Maui;
New Zealand and Its Inhabitants. London: William Macintosh 1870. xv, 
730p, errata, 3pp adverts, colour frontis and illustrations. Browning 
to plates, pencil notations, and one or two tapes repairs. Rebound in 
maroon cloth, gilt titles, tidy reading copy.
$60 - $100

218 taylor, rev. rIcHard 
Te Ika A Maui [Plus]
or New Zealand and its Inhabitants... Reed 1974 facsimile edition of 
the original published in 1855. DJ, spine sunned. VG.
2. James F. Neil - The New Zealand Family Herb Doctor. Capper Press 

reprint 1980 of the original published in 1889. DJ spine sunned, VG.

219 taylor, rIcHard 
Te Ika a Maui
or New Zealand and its Inhabitants, illustrating the origins, manners, 
customs, mythology, religion, rites, songs, proverbs, fables, and 
language of the natives: together with the geology, natural history, 
productions and climate of the country... London: Wertheim and 
Macintosh 1855, first edition. xiv, 490p, 6p [adv] [2], viii leaves of plates 
[some coloured], lacks map. 23cms, bound in original blindstamped 
boards, rebacked using original spine, new endpapers. Light sprinkle 
of foxing, section pulled at dedication page. Good.
$300

220 taylor, rIcHard 
Te Ika a Maui;
or New Zealand and its inhabitants illustrating the origins, manners, 
customs, mythology, religion, rites, songs, proverbs, fables, and 
language of the Maori and Polynesians; together with the geology, 
natural history, productions and climate of the country... London: 
Wertheim and Macintosh; Wanganui: H. Ireson Jones 1870, second 
edition. xv, 730p., [1]p. [errata] [1]p [adv] 10 leaves of plates. [2 col], 
illus. 22cms, light marks on endpapers, clipping laid on, original russet 
cloth with some wear at edges, security tag on rear pastedown. VG. 
$200

221 tregear, edWard [2 titles] 
The Maori-Polynesian Comparative Dictionary
Well: Lyon and Blair 1891. Inscribed by author to ‘Capt H. Morrison 
Permanent Artillery - With best wishes of his affectionate brother, the 
Author Edgar Tregear 20-3-91.’ Some light foxing, 24.5cms, rebound in 
red cloth with gilt titles, VG tidy copy. 
2.  Sir George Grey - Nga Mahi A Nga Tupuna. New Plymouth: Thomas 

Avery 1928, 3rd edition. xx, 211p. 25cms, some browning, original 
brown cloth VG.

$100 - $200

222 Ward, robert 
Life Among the Maories of New Zealand:
being a description of missionary, colonial and military achievments 
by the Rev. Robert Ward. London: G. Lamb 1872. x, 472p, frontis and 
2 plates [stained], 19cms, text has some wear, soiling and foxing. 
Rebacked in green cloth, original spine retained, discoloured and 
rubbed with edge wear.
‘Lengthy survey of Maori-European relations from the first contact to 
the end of the war period...’ Bagnall 5871
$75 - $100

223 WHIte, joHn 
Te Rou; or The Maori at Home.
Exhibiting the social life, manners, habits, and customs of the Maori 
race in New Zealand... London: Sampson, Low, Marston etc 1874. viii, 
343p, map, 19.5cms. Some light browning and foxing, inside gutters 
cracked, some glue residue, security tab back endpaper. Original 
maroon decorative cloth with gilt titles, lightly discoloured and wear. 
Attractive copy.
‘Series of set pieces based on the life of a Maori tribe in the Hokianga 
region. Much on love, war and cannibalism...’ Bagnall 6032
$100

224 WHIte, joHn [& illustrations] 
The Ancient History of the Maori,
His Mythology and Traditions. Well: Govt Ptr 1887 to 1890. A set of 
6 volumes Vol.I. frontis and 3 plates, lacks the genealogical table at 
end; Vol.II. frontis and 5 plates; Vol.III. Fldg frontis and 10 plates; Vol.IV. 
frontis and 12 plates; Vol.V. frontis and 12 plates. Vol. VI. lacks frontis, 
has 12 plates. Books are all heavily browned and have been rebound 
in red cloth with gilt titles.
The illustrations have been similarly bound and the paper is fragile 
and browned.
$400 - $600

225 WHIte, joHn [volume 1] 
The Ancient History of the Maori [Plus]
Volume 1. Ln: Sampson Low etc 1889. xi, 1 l., [errata], 164p, frontis, 3 
plates, 1 fldg genealogy table. Some foxing to table, 21.5cms, original 
red cloth, spine faded, VG.
2.  Edward Shortland - Traditions and Superstitutions of the New 

Zealanders; with illustrations of their customs and manners. Ln: 
Longman Brown, Green etc 1856, 2nd edition. xi, 304p, [should 
be 316p] one fldg genealogy table only and lacks illustrations. 
Rebound in brown cloth. Reading copy.

$80 - $100

226 WIlson, george H. 
Ena, or the Ancient Maori.
London: Smith Elder & Co 1874. viii, 287p, 20cms, sporadic foxing, 
heavier on front and back pages, lacking half title, hinges cracked. 
Security tag back endpaper. Bound in russet publisher’s cloth with 
black rules and gilt titles, spine discoloured.
Bagnall 6136.
$100  
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n.Z documents

227 Heale, tHeoPHIlus [ca 1841] 
Mr Heales Notes upon the Site of Capital N.Z.
August [date indecipherable, ca 1841] Hand written document, 
folded and titled, text on three pages, listing the reasons for making 
the capital city of New Zealand Auckland not Wellington and an 
explanation of his reasons. The writing is faded but mostly legible 
there is one hole in the text of the third page with loss of three words.
“The main points to be looked for in the selection of the site of the Capital 
of a Colony seem to me to be
1st A good harbour easily accessible and safe in all winds.
2ndly A central situation with ready means of communication with all 
parts of the country. Especially with the best agricultural districts. 
3rdly Salubrious situation not exposed to floods or bleak winds, 
abundance of water and timber for house building purposes and fuel. 
Now admitting these to be crucial tests there can be no doubt of the 
superiority of the situation of Auckland over that of Wellington, as it has 
the advantage of it in every one of these respects...’ ‘....The same cause 
which makes Port Nicholson so difficult of access namely the constant 
violent winds, makes that place particularly unsuitable as a residence , no 
parts being habitable save the valleys....”

Theophilus Heale arrived in the Colony in the 1840’s, and was involved 
with the Manukau Land Company, he was a vocal exponent on the 
merits of Auckland over Wellington as a capital 
‘ ... Convinced that I am, of the ruin that would be brought on the 
colony by transferring its metropolis to so irredeemably bad site as Port 
Nicholson, and that were the Company [NZ Company] to be made for the 
agent for the colonization of the island, that transfer would immediately 
follow ....’ ‘....there are other settlements in New Zealand besides those of 
the Company and that some at least think them in every respect superior 
to those of the Company...’ 
Theophilus Heale - New Zealand and the New Zealand Company. 
London 1842
Auckland was officially declared New Zealand’s capital in 1841. The 
passage by the British Parliament of the New Zealand Constitution Act 
1852 led to the convening of the Colony’s first general Assembly in 
May 1854 in Parliament Building in Auckland. The move to Wellington 
as the capital for New Zealand took place in 1865 after much 
controversy.
An extremely rare handwritten document relating to the controversy 
over the siting of the capital city of New Zealand.
$6000 - $8000

228 HIstorIc letter, 26 april 1861 
Newcastle to Gore-Browne
A 7 page hand written letter from Henry Pelham Clinton, 5th Duke 
of Newcastle and and Secretary of State for the Colonies to Thomas 
Gore-Browne Governor of New Zealand. Written on 26th April 1861 
after the Waitara land purchase and the beginning of the outbreak of 
war in Taranaki, the letter gives a view of the feeling in Britain at the 
time for the Colony and the natives, it includes mention of Wiremu 
Kingi, Chief of the Te Ati Awa tribe and leader of the Maori forces in 
the war and the fierce criticism the government faced through William 
Martin’s pamphlet regarding the forced purchase of land.
Quotes from the letter are as follows.
“...Unless they will note some 20,000 [pounds] for the Governor to apply 
at his discretion for native purposes I do not see how future and constant 
insurrection are to be avoided. It may be a vulgar alternative but I believe 
they must either pay the Chiefs or exterminate them, - and I need hardly 
point out what will be the course of action here if ever a suspicion arises 
that the colonists or any considerable portion of them look upon the 
latter as admissible or to be thought of except with horror. The splendid 
courage of the Maoris in their late engagement with our troops has 
naturally created a strong admiration for them in England and unless the 
same consideration for them which I readily admit has been displayed by 
your government and the late assembly is [?] by any new ministry and by 
the new assembly I feel sure that the recall of the troops by a motion in 
the House of Commons is not a thing to be considered impossible, though 
the present time British Public has fully recognized the necessity of putting 
down the insurrection and has not complained of the means taken by us 
for aiding the settlers though the expense is heavy and in itself of course 
unpopular....” 

“... The publication in the Colony of such productions as Sir William 
Martin’s pamphlet and others is most lamentable - I am at a loss to 
conceive how men of such high character and position can reconcile such 
acts with a sense of duty and spirit of patriotism....” 

“...I am not sure that I like your ‘Terms of Peace’. In the first place ought 
you to negotiate with Wiremu Kingi as if he represented the Maori Race 
? In the second ought you to negotiate with rebels at all? The terms 
themselves seem fair; though I doubt the probability of your obtaining 
the surrender of the ‘Murderers’. The fact is - the natives do not look upon 
the deaths of those men as murder and I fear a refusal to give up their 
friends will be a point of honour....”
A rare hand written letter from a very inportant period in New 
Zealand’s colonial history. 
$4000 - $6000

229 maorI PrIntIng 
Te Wananga [3 issues]
September & December 1929 & March 1930. Published by The Board 
of Maori Ethnological Research. Contents include, Maori claims to 
certain North island Lakes; Maori Progress in the East Coast etc. Text in 
English and Maori, original paper covers, VG.
$50 - $100

230 natIve land court nZ 
In the Matter of the Native Land Court 1894
and The Petition of Hone Puru, Copy of Declaration verifying petition. 
Hand written document date 1907 stated
a -  that by Crown Grant Rural allotment No. 47 Hua District was 

granted to Hone Puru [1884]
b -  That he was the person named in the grant... and paid five pounds 

for the block
c -  That by order of the Native Land Court [1905] it was declared that 

Parata Mahu and Pipi Matiu were entitled to succeed Hone Puru 
deceased...

d.  That I had no Notice whatever of the application ....and did not 
hear of the granting until December last...

e -  That the said order was granted in error and on the mistaken 
evidence purporting to show that I was dead. 

The document is signed by R. Clinton Hughes Soliciter and by John 
Henry Walker licensed interpreter

2.  Native Lands and Native Land Tenure [1908] interim report by 
Native Lands Commission on native lands in the counties of 
Wanganui, Waimarino, Rangitikei and Waitotara1908: Presented to 
both Houses of Gneral Assembly. 

3.  Correspondence between the Superintendent of Auckland and his 
Excellency the Governor of NZ [1876]. 

4.  Another handwritten document date 1872 regarding transfer of 
Maori land in Foxton.

231 neW Zealand manuKau comPany 
Copy of Proposal for Certain Lands in New Zealand
Three hand written documents relating to the Manukau Land 
Company.
1. Copy of Proposal for Certain Lands in New Zealand.
Dated London 14th August 1838
Captain Mackay
Original handwritten document setting down 
“Proposal for the occupation of certain lands in New Zealand the 
property of the heirs of the late Mitchell Esq and under the control and 
management of the Rev. W. White ...”. 

The documents lists the conditions of rental including the acreage, 
length of lease, rental cost, the rights of the tenant to cut timber for 
building, fencing and on the expiration of the lease the terms that 
they will be granted land.
In 1833 Thomas Mitchell [ a trader from Sydney] realising the value of 
the kauri forests on the shores of the Manukau Harbour established 
a trading post on the Puponga Peninsula. On January 11th 1836 
Mitchell assisted by the Methodist Missionary Rev. William White 
purchased the whole of the Auckland Isthmus from Apihai Te Kawau, 
a chief of the Ngati Whatua and from other local chiefs, for this he paid 
‘a quantity of merchandise to the value of 160 pounds’. On Mitchells 
death, his wife through a trustee sold the land to the New Zealand 
Manukau and Waitemata Company.



234 colenso, WIllIam 
Class ticket for use by Hawkes Bay Mission
Me penei ano, e koe. Tirohia tau mahi me tau wakahaere, e rite ana 
ranei ki ta te wakapono? ....[11 lines] Tirohia hoki, e koe ta Matiu, 11., 
28,29.
[Beneath]
E ta,kia kite koe, he mea te hapa tapu nei na te Atua... [8 lines] Tirohia, 
e koe, 1 Koriniti, 11., 28,29,30,31. Tukua Tenei Tangata Ki Roto, Na te 
Koreneho. [no imprint. Waitangi, Heretaunga: Printed at the Waitangi 
Mission Station Press. 1847?] 
The texts were printed on one sheet and then folded or cut in half and 
pasted on both side of a card. This sheet has not been cut. The texts 
concern the eucharist and the card was a class ticket for intending 
communicants. BIM 332
$200

235 colenso, WIllIam 
Colenso Papers
Nine papers Delivered to the Hawkes Bay Institute 1887 - 1896. From 
TNZI.They include - Presidential Address; On Waikaremoana District; 
Bush Jottings; Reminiscences of the Ancient Maoris; Status Quo; 
Memorabilia of certain Animal Prodigies; Of a Radiant Phenomenon; 
A Fragment Left by the late W. Colenso’Memorablilia, Ancient and 
Modern. 22.5cms, frontis portrait of William Colenso, bound into a red 
cloth binding with gilt title, fine.
$200

236 colenso, WIllIam 
Extracts from a Diary
Typescript titled Extracts from Diary of William Colenso contained 
in a “Northcrofts Pocket Journal” of 1834 in possession of Mr Martin 
Simcox. 13 pages of typescript from January 1834, short day to day 
entries and balances of accounts from leaving Cornwall to live in 
London until his journey to New Zealand [November]
Also two letters regarding the refusal of the Penzance Institution to 
grant him admission on his return to Penzance for a short time. Also a 
letter of reference dated 1833. All typescripts.
$300 - $400

237 colenso, WIllIam 
Fifty Years Ago in New Zealand
A Commemoration: A Jubilee Paper: A Retrospect: A Plain and True 
Story... Napier: R.C. Harding 1888. 49p, 3 plates with tissue guards, 
grey paper covers with titles, small chips. VG.
Colenso’s own account of the introduction of C.M.S. press the 
technical difficulties, the translation of the new testament.
$100- $150.

238 colenso, WIllIam 
First seven chapters of Daniel and complete
text of Jonah. Ko nga upoko ewitu o te pukapuka a te poropiti a 
Raniera: me te pukapuka ano hoki a te poropiti a Hona... No Paihia: 
He mea ta i te Perehi o nga Mihanere 1840. 32p, 20cms, untrimmed in 
original grey paper covers. BIM 67
$100 - $150

239 colenso, WIllIam 
He Kupu Wakatupato,
Na te Aroha Pono... [No imprint. Paihia, Printed at the Church 
Missionary Society Presss 1842] 
Cover title, 3-7 [1]pp. 20cms edges untrimmed.
A tract describing the service used by the Bishop of London to admit 
three catholic priests as converts to the Church of England. Colenso 
printed 500 copies in July 1842 at the Church Mission Press as one of 
his private projects...
BIM 110
$200 - $300

2. Prospectus 
of the New Zealand Manukau Company
Office 6 1/2 Waterloo Place.
Terms of Purchase for Lands in the Company’s first settlements [1840].
In May 1840 the Company issued its prospectus to encourage 
purchasers to take up land in the prosposed settlements. The land 
being divided into 100 country areas and one town lot for the price of 
101 pounds. The document
describes where and how the land will be allocated and how the 
60,600 pounds paid to the Company by the purchasers will be used. 
The ‘...Purchasers of land orders intending to emigrate with the first colony 
[which it is proposed shall depart as soon as a sufficient number to freight 
a ship shall be prepared] will be entitled to claim from the company out 
of the 45,450 pounds set apart for emigration an expenditure for their 
own passage and that of their families and servants equal to 45% of their 
Purchase money....’

The first settlers arrived on board the Brilliant in 1841, they arrived 
to a sandy beach at Puponga with no housing, or roads on bare 
unsurveyed land. There was dispute as to whether to their right to 
occupy the sections for which they had paid and which they expected 
to take possession. The Company had yet to prove its claim to the 
land purchased back in 1838 and this possession was still in dispute. 
In 1848 the Lands Commission awarded only one tenth of the original 
area to the Manukau Company, however the settlers were granted by 
the government for every 1pound they had invested in their claims at 
Manukau, the treasury issued them with scrip credit of 4 pounds with 
which they could take up land to the equivalent value elsewhere in 
the country. 
3. Papers Relevant to New Zew Zealand
Copy Reply. Emigration, New Zealand
An original hand written letter to Major John Campbell from S. 
Walcott, Colonial Land and Emigration, Park St, 29th March 1841?.
The letter concerns the subject of of the Settlement of claims to land 
associated with the Manukau Land Company and the Commissioners 
response to the Companys request to be treated on the same basis as 
the New Zealand Company.
“Since the contract was made with the NZ Company circumstances have 
occured which will prevent the extension to any other person of the 
advantages granted by the contract to the Company ....”
Early and rare original documents relating to Auckland’s colonial 
history.
$5000 - $6000  

WIllIam colenso & maorI 
PrIntIngs

232 catecHIsm 
Ko te katikihama motumotu:
ara, Ko tona wahi tuatahi. Ko te wakapatungataputanga o I haka. No 
Waitangi, Heretaunga: I taia ki te perehi a te koreheho [ i.e. Waitangi 
Mission Station Press] 1849. Made up of 9 folded sheets, each of 4p. 
with a vignette of Abraham sacrifying Isaac on title page. 
A catechism by Colenso, adapted from the Old Testament....
Printing began on 4 July 1848 and on 14 September Colenso reported 
‘we are now printing a catechetical work ....’ ‘...but we get on very 
slowly, from want of type & being able to print only 2 pages at a time’. 
BIM 373
$200 -$400

233 colenso, WIllIam 
Certain Errors of the Church of Rome
Plainly Shown from Holy Scripture and the Catholic Fathers in a Series 
of Letters [originally published in the Hawkes Bay Herald] Part 1. 
Doctrinal -1864 Part II. Historical -1897. Napier: Dinwiddie Walker and 
Co 1898. 85p, 21.5cms 21.5cms, original grey paper covers, VG. copy. 
$100

96



240 colenso, WIllIam 
In Memoriam
An Account of Visits to, and Crossing over the Ruahine Mountain 
Range, Hawkes Bay, New Zealand; and of the Natural History of that 
Nation; performed in 1845 -1847: cum multis aliis. In two papers read 
before the Hawkes Bay Philosophical institute 1878. Napier: “Daily 
Telegraph” 1884. 3 l., 72p, 1 l., contemporary notations, 23.5cms, 
rebound in modern blue cloth, VG.
Purpose of journeys to visit villages of Te Awarua and Matuku on 
upper Rangitikei. The first [1845] from Waitangi Mission stations 
up Waipawa and Makaroro rivers only to summit ridge, the second 
[1847] round via track to Lake Taupo and south across Tangipo 
Plateau returning to Hawkes Bay over the range. Valuable for detailed 
account of new species and plant habitats discovered as well as for his 
descriptive and ethnological notes. 
$200

241 colenso, WIllIam 
Itineraries for Visits January September 1850
Ki nga kai-wakaako. He korero tenei mo te haere o te korenho e takoto 
ake.... No Waitangi: i taia ki te Perehi. [i.e Waitangi Mission Station 
Press] 1850. 
1 sheet 2p, 23 x 10cms.
Itinerary for Colenso’s pastoral journey 13 January to 9 June, native 
teachers’ visits 13 - 29 September, and annual meeting 2 September. 
BIM 393
$200 - $400

242 colenso, WIllIam 
Ko Te Kitenga a ihikiera a te poropiti i nga iwi
Comprises one folded sheet . 2p text. Caption title, imprint from 
colphon p.2 Printed on inner pages, outer pages blank, wavy rule 
down centre fold mark. 
‘The vision of dry bones from Ezekiel 37: 1-14, translated by Selwyn 
with the assistance of Rota Waitoa, which was the basis of Selwyns 
sermon on 2 July 1843 ...’ BIM 119
$100 - $150

243 colenso, WIllIam 
Ko Te Pukapuka a te hui nui no nga Mihanere
a te Hahi, i huihui ate ki Ranana: Ki o ratou teina, ki o ratou tuahine, 
ara, Ki te hunga wakaponokatoa i ia wahi o ia wahi ot ao Maori nei kua 
mihaneretia. No te Huinga i Tau haringa nui i tuhia ai. No Waitangi, 
Heretaunga: I Taia ki te Perehi a Te Koreneho 1850. 8. [2] p.; pages 3-8 
printed on single sheets. The title page [verso blank] and p.[p-10] 
are on a wrap round leaf, page 9 unnumbered, p [10] blank. Signed 
at end: ‘Na re Perihirenite o te Komiti, na Titeta’. [CMS President Lord 
Chichester] and also by ‘Henere Wene’, ‘Hoani Taki’, :Heketa Tereiti’ 
It is the first publication that does not have the typograpic 
inconsistencies of the earliest items from the Waitangi Mission Press, 
though italics are used for quotations. 
$200 - $400

244 colenso, WIllIam 
Ko Te Tuarua o Nga Pukapuka Waki;
hei wakakite atu I nga henga te Hahi O Roma... Imprint at end reads 
‘Na te Aroha Pono’... Hopataone. He mea ta ite Perehiote Watahaoha 
ratou ko nga teina 1840. 
Caption title, 24p, 18cms. 
Continuation of ‘He pukapuka waki’ being three dialogues dealing 
with a further six errors of the Church of Rome. 
Bagnall 1335
$100 - $150

245 colenso, WIllIam 
Letters to the Church Missionary Society
A bound volume [of typescripts] titled ‘Letters from William Colenso 
to The Church Missionary Society, London. Volume 1. 1834 - 1852. 
The letters begin with several to Dandeson Coates Esq, Secretary C.M. 
Society re his coming to NZ as a Missionary Printer 26cms, bound into 
a19th century HC binding with textured cloth boards and titled in gilt 
on the spine ‘Letters to C.M.S. 
From the library of G.C. Petersen.
$300 - $400

246 colenso, WIllIam 
On the Moa
[Read before the Hawkes Bay Philsophical Institute, 1878 7 1879,] 
TNZI. 63 - 108p, 2 plates. 25cms, bound in black half cloth with green 
cloth boards and gilt titles. Fine.
$100

247 colenso, WIllIam 
Private Diary of William Colenso 1890 to 1896
An early typescript bound in to boards [smoke stained]. Mostly day 
to day diary with short entries describing his commitments and 
activities. Loosely enclosed is a letter from his grandson Selwyn 
Simcox to Mr G.C. Petersen regarding some diaries of Colenso’s that 
his neices in Otaki had and asking George Petersen where he could 
deposit these. Originally from the library of G.C. Petersen.
$200 

248 colenso, WIllIam 
Selection of material relating to Colenso’s
Excursion 1841/42. Includes the typescript of ‘Excursion in the 
Northern Island of New Zealand of 1841/2, used by G.C. Petersen 
when editing his reprint of 1960. A typecript of the reprint, also 
a number of letters and copies of correspondence between G.C. 
Petersen & Hugh Price of Price, Milburn relating to a plan of the cover 
design, structure of the book, publicity etc, ca 1960.
Numerous notations verso by G.C. Petersen and from his library. 
$400 - $600

249 colenso, WIllIam 
Whakawhiwhia ou minita
No heading, date or imprint [1842]. A leaflet printed by Colenso 
for the consideration of the committee in connexion with the use 
of the symbol ‘wh’. It contains, in roman letters and in italics the 
sentences ‘Whakawhiawhia ou minita ki te tikanga,’ with the symbles 
‘w’, ‘wh’, ‘Meinga tou hunga i whiriwhiri ai koe kia hari,’ printed thus, 
and also with the symbols ‘w’, ‘w’ and ‘v’ respectively substituted for 
‘wh’. In a covering letter dated June 13, 1842, Colenso expressed 
his disapproval of the symbol ‘wh’ and his preference for ‘v’. The 
committee ultimately decided upon ‘wh’. Colenso with characteristic 
obstinacy, continued to use the unmodified ‘w’ at his own press at 
Heretaunga, printing a ‘wh’ once or twice, apparently in inadvertence.
Single sheet 14 x 19cms, paper frail and edges chipped with loss, no 
loss of text.
$200

250 colenso, WIllIam [2 parts] 
Ko Te A-Nui A Wi, Hei Ako Maana
Ki Te Reo Ingirihi. Willie’s First English Book. Written for young Maoris 
who can read their own Maori language and wish to learn the English 
language. Parts 1 & 2. Title pages and text in English and Maori. 
Wellington/ Poneke, G. Didsbury 1872. Part 1. xvii, [3], 112; Part 2. 
170p. 17 and 18cms, in their original brown cloth bindings with 
blindstamped and gilt titles, Part 2. lacking front free endpaper, both 
bindings are worn with damage, contents are complete and clean.
An elementary grammar to teach English to Maori children. Part 3 was 
never published. Williams 477 & 478. 
$400 - $600

251 colenso, WIllIam [2 titles] 
Essay On the Botany of the North Island
of New Zealand. New Zealand Exhibition 1865. Printed for the 
Commissioners by Fergusson & Mitchell 1865. Cover title, 58p, 
22.5cms, some foxing, bound in quarter green leather with papered 
boards, gilt spine titles, VG.
2. On the Vegetable Food of the Ancient New Zealanders before 
Cook’s Visit. TNZI 1880. 3 - 38p, Bound into red cloth boards, fine. 
$100 - $150

252 colenso, WIllIam [3 papers] 
On the Vegetable Food of the Ancient
New Zealanders. 1 - 38p, 
2. Traditions of the Maoris - 38 - 57p,
3. On a Better Knowledge of the Maori Race. 57 - 84p. 
All from TNZI, some contemporary notations, bound with a purple 
paper cover with ‘Vegetable Food of Ancient New Zealanders by W 
Colenso’ in ink pen. VG.
$100

253 colenso, WIllIam [Inscribed copy] 
The Florist
Volume First, January to December. Ln: Chapman and Hall 1848. 335p, 
15 hand coloured plates. All edges gilt, some spasmodic foxing, bound 
in original boards rebacked with modern cloth. VG.
Inscribed on notepaper tipped in ‘This little book as a souvenir from 
Rev. W. Colenso to Mrs Somerville in token of her kind and careful 
nursing of him - while helpless - during all April & May 1897’. 
$400



254 colenso, WIllIam [attrib] 
Prayer for those seeking baptism
He Inoinga ma te tangata e wakaaro atu ana ki te Iriiringa.
1 sheet [1]p, 17.5cms. [No imprint - Waitangi, Heretaunga: Waitangi 
Mission Station Press, 1847?] 
A prayer of 28 lines and a list of scripture references, for the use of 
candidates for baptism. 
The typography identifies this as an early printing from the Hawkes 
Bay Mission Press probably written by Colenso. BIM 331
$200 - $300

255 colenso, WIllIam [inscribed] 
Ancient Tide-Lore and Tales of the Sea,
from the two ends of the world. .. Napier: R.C. Harding 1889. Inscribed 
by Colenso on title page. 48p, a few contemporary notations in 
margins. 22cms, bound in modern blue cloth, fine.
$100

256 colenso WIllIam, & Herbert WIllIam 
Te Matenga totika
An unpublished work by Colenso consisting of accounts of the deaths 
of some 25 converts to Christianity. The first part is concerned with 
cases from foreign parts but 11 Maori notices are included from p63 
onwards. Probably published as single leaves from 1847 - 1858. 
This is a complete uncut copy if cut down centre there would be two 
copies of each page. Pagination 1-52; 55-74; 77-96; 99-102; 105-108; 
111-124; 127-132p. 
“Colenso left a large number of these leaves in separate packets, some 
of which were marked ‘He matenga totika’, and some ‘Happy Deaths’ 
...” “... It is probable, therefore that he worked off a leaf from time to time 
and that the work was incomplete when his connexion with the Mission 
terminated abruptly in December 1852... “ Williams 249. Rare
$800 - $1000

257 relIgIous tract 
He Korero Tenei mo Ani Ani Karera
Hi kotiro wakapono, he mea paku, ewitu anake o ona tau.
No Waitangi, Heretaunga Heretaunga: I taia ki te Perehi a te Koreneho. 
[i.e. Waitnagi Mission Station Press 1847.]5, [1]p, caption title 
woodblock illustration at the end of text, captioned Ruka 18.16 and 
Matiu 19.14 Printed on single sheets, this copy the sheets are loose as 
printed.
‘A religious tract about a good little girl, Anne Chandler [also referred 
to as Anne Connor] who died aged seven ...’
BIM 334
S300 - $400  

maPs & Plans, PrInts

258 automobIle assocIatIon 
Road Maps for North and South Islands.
Wellington A.A. Association, 2 maps 1954 and 1959. Folded paper 
maps, splitting alond folds, no losses and complete. 
$40 - $60

259 cassInI, marIa gIovannI 
La Nuova Zelanda
Delineata Sulle Osservazioni del Capitan Cook. Roma 1798
Hand coloured map, with large title vignette, relief shown pictorially. 
In bottom right margin: Gio. Ma. Cassini Som. inc in Italian. Map of 
New Zealand showing Cook’s tracks. Plate no.35 from Nuovo atlante 
geografico universale. 50 x 35cms to plates marks, central horizontal 
fold. Attractively framed. One of the rarest and most sought after 
maps of New Zealand.
$4000 - $6000

260 colour lItHograPH 
Lady Hampton
Ln: J & C. Fuller 1842. Framed hand coloured lithograph featuring the 
record breaking mare. Printed by G.F. Herring, engraved by Charles 
Hunt at the Repository of Arts, London 1842. 
$100 - $200

261 engravIngs 
Norfolk and Pitcairn Islands.
1.  Engraving of Wm Bligh engraved by H Adlard. 14 x 9cms, later hand 

coloured.
2.  Ile Pitcairn - Engraved portrait D’Adams, Fondateur De La Colonie 

by Danvin. Ca 1836. later hand coloured. 18 x 15.5cms
3.  Norfolk Island Petrel. Published Aug 6, 1789 by J Stockdale. 27 x 

20cms.
4.  Norfolk Island from Flagstaff Hill, the New home of the Pitcairn 

Islanders. London Illustrated News, engraving later hand 
coloured24 x 35cms. 

5.  Original plate Araucaria Excelsa by Horto Van Houtteano. Foxing, 
later hand coloured 32 x 25cms.

6. Two engravings London Illustrated News Pitcairns Island - sketched 
from H.M.S. “Amphrite”, 11 x 23cms, later hand coloured. And 
Kingston, Norfolk Island, the residence of the Pitcairn Community 
1857. Later handcoloured. 8.5 x 13.5cms. 

$200 

262 frencH maPs 
Pacific Islands - Assorted Maps.
Six Late 18th and early 19th century French maps of Tonga, Friendly 
Islands, Pitcairn etc, All with foxing and later hand colouring. 
And three French maps of Oceanie . One by D’Urville Paris 1834 
depicts the Pacific ocean and shows the South East Asian area 
including Australia and New Zealand. Engraved by Benard, foxed, later 
hand coloured, 33 x 51cms
$200 - $400

263 gall & InglIs 
Asiatic Islands
Coloured paper map, framed and mounted on board by Gall & Inglis, 
Edinburgh, Map of the Asiatic Islands 1850. Map includes, Indonesia, 
Australia and New Zealand, Pacific Islands etc. 47.5 x 63cms, some 
foxing, centre fold. 
$150

264 gIlfIllan, joHn alexander 
Interior of a Native Village or Pa
in New Zealand situated near the Town of Petre, at Wanganui, one of 
the New Zealand Company’s settlements in Cook’s Straits, Northern 
Island. The figures in the foreground are all portraits and the original 
picture [now in London] was painted on the spot.. E. Walker , lithr. Day 
and Son Liths. to the Queen. [1850’s]. Framed sepia toned litho, with 
restoration, 480 x 635cms. Rare
$1200

265 janvIer, jean 
L’Amerique divifee par Grands Etat
Hand coloured map dated 1783 from ‘Atlas Moderne ou Collection de 
Cartes sur Toutes les Parties du Globe Terrestre. Polynesia is mapped 
with numerous islands, but few are the correct size or situation. New 
Zealand has been updated from earlier editions to reflect Cook’s 
exploration in the region and is presented in two island form.
Original centre fold, mounted and framed. 
$400

266 lloyd, trevor 
The Neglected East Coast Railway
A hand coloured framed cartoon from the Auckland Weekly News , 
June 26, 1913. A Comment of the slowness in building the East Coast 
Railway. 29 x 42 cms. 
$200 - $300

267 malIng, Peter bromley 
Early Charts of New Zealand 1542-1851
Reed 1969. No 202 of 500 numbered copies. 134p, i l., of index, plates 
with descriptive text. 40cms, bound in maroon HC with blue cloth 
boards and gilt map. In original protective cover and slipcase. VG.
Loosely enclosed Map - Grand Ocean plate xxx. Par Arrowsmith et 
Buache. French edition of Arrowsmiths map of the Pacific Ocean.
$250 - $300

268 maP 
Sketch Map of Dusky Bay in New Zealand 1773
London: published Feb’ry 1st. 1777 by Wm Strahan in New Shoe Lane 
in the Strand. 22.5 x 38.5 [to plate marks]. Inset : Pickersgill Harbour 
with Scale of Fathoms. Map of Dusky Bay, N.Z. and Resolutuin Island 
showing track of ‘Resolution’ Lakes, rivers, anchorages... Plate XIII. Map 
is soiled with some spotting.
$50 - $100 
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269 maPs 
Geological Survey and others.
1. Plan of the town of Newcastle. J.A. Connell, surveyor. Newcastle 
[Queenstown Lakes District N.Z.] is now called Albert Town. April 1863. 
36 x 38 cms, mounted on board: Otago Survey Litho Press [1863] 
Some browning , complete.
2.  Town of Cromwell compiled from Official Surveys. Drawn by A.H. 

Saunders, January 1912. Dept of Lands and Survey 1912. 45 x 62 
some loss to one side, laid on board, verso is Skippers Creek Survey 
District. [1921] 

3.  Town of Bannockburn. A.R. Mackay Dist Surveyor May 1878. 23 x 
36cms, mounted on board, complete.

4.  Department of Lands and Survey Maps include:
Bannockburn Survey District. 1927.36 x 23.5cms. 
Teviot Survey District. 1924. 42 x 48cms
Soho and Knuckle Peak Districts Survey District 1922. Verso
Mid Wakatipu Survet District. 1920 37 x 35cms.
Cardrona Survey District. 1925. verso
Skippers Creek, Earnslaw Survey District. 1951. 
Leaning Rock, Survey District. 1928. 36 x 35cms, verso Kawarau & 
Crown Survey Districts. 1922. 41 x 35 cms.
All are mounted on boards some browning and chips. 
$400 - $600

270 marton Plan 
Wilsden Estate
The Property of the late T.R. Cash. The property to be offered at 
auction ‘Saturday 16th July, 1910 at 11.00am. The Property is situated 
3 miles from Marton and half a mile from Bonny Glen Railway station...’ 
A Framed paper plan showing the lots to be sold outlined in red, the 
prices for lots have been neatly penned in. 53 x 75cms. 
$100 - $150 

271 nauru 
Sketch Map
Framed map of the island in black ink showing the the various 
provinces, the map is surounded by the Islands various postage 
stamps and is inscribed verso ‘Presented to the Honourable C.F. 
Skinner, MC, MP, Deputy Prime Minister of New Zealand. On the 
occasion of his visit to Mauru March 1960’. 24.5 x 20cms.
Tiny island country in Micronesia North east of Australia, in recent 
years the subject of much controversy over the Australian run asylum 
seeker detention camp centres. 
$50

272 ortelIus, abraHam [map maker] 
Persici Sive Sophorum Regni Typus
Hand coloured map of Persia from Ortelius’ Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 
the first modern atlas of the world, first published in 1570. The map is 
drawn from Gastaldi’s map of Asia Minor of 1564 and Ortelius’ map of 
Asia published in 1567. 36.5 x 31.5cms. Antwerp ca 1600, framed and 
mounted, vertical fold down centre. 
$400 - $600

273 Plans 
Plan of the Durie Estate [Plus]
1.  to be known as the Durietown Extension. Wanganui: 
Willis Lithographers. Paper map on cloth Freeman R. Jackson and Co 

auctioneers, 1907. With Lots to be sold in blue. 52 x 67cms, creases 
and soiling.

2.  Subdivisional Plan of Plimmerton Extension [Karehana Bay]. Well: 
Ferguson and Osborn Litho, nd ca 1910. Paper map with section to 
be sold in red. 62 x 86cms.

3.  Paper map of Pastoral Runs, Mackenzie Country. Canturbury Land 
District No. 416. Tears & trimmed down L/hand side. 

4.  Large Street Map of Greater Wellington with Postal Area Divisions 
and street index at the bottom.

5.  Map showing the boundaries of the Wellington Electoral Districts. 
[1911]. Torn with creases and small losses.

274 Poster 
Auckland Festival Poster
26th May - 12th June [1954] First state poster without the year. 
Designed by Arthur Alfred Thompson it shows an arrangement based 
around a paintbrush standing with the tip pointing upwards, a french 
horn and red drapery on a grey ground. Small piece cut from across 
the base of the poster, no loss of publication details, and 2 short 
closed tears. Scarce.
$500

275 russell 
Town of Raurangi
Paper plan showing sections to be sold by auction by T. Mandeno 
Jackson 13th May 1910. 59 x 90 cms, plan complete but tearing along 
fold lines, Includes plan of the town with sections for sale, a locality 
map, a panoramic and four photographic images of the area. 
$200 - $300

276 WanganuI Plan 
Flemington Lodge and Green Lea, Wanganui.
Subdivisional Sale of Mr John Meyer’s Properties “Flemington Lodge” 
Aramoho, and “Green Lea” St Johns Hill. To be sold by Public Auction 
on Wednesday 9th June 1920 in the Assembly Rooms, Wanganui. 
A framed paper plan with the lots to be sold in the two areas outlined 
in colour. 77 x 53cms. 
$100 - $150  

PHotograPHy

277 album 
Christhcurch 1852 - 1921
An album containing 48 photographs each 10 x 15.3cms and a 
frontis photograph 8 x 27.5cms [Skeleton of Whale - Ch.Ch. Museum - 
washed ashore at Okarito. NZ.] The photographs are laid out 4 to each 
page with an image from 1850s to 1870s on the L/Hand side of the 
pages and an image of the same area in 1919 on the opposing side, 
each image is neatly titled in white ink. They include ‘Looking S.E. from 
Provincial Buildings 1852’ and on the right in 1919; ‘Cashel St. looking 
West 1862’ and in 1919; Photographs of Dr Barker, Bishop Harper, 
Bishop Selwyn and Mrs Fitzgerald and Rolleston; ‘Lyttelton 1860’ 
and 1919; ‘First Volunteer Encampment 1868’ and ‘Parade of Cadets 
through Cathedral Square on Peace Day 1919. etc.
The whole is bound in its original sheepskin binding with gilt titles, 
the leather is worn and abraided, lacking its spine strip. The contents 
are clean, neatly laid out and beautifully inscribed. An important 
album of early Christchurch history. 
$1500 - $2000

278 bartlett, r.H. [photographer] 
The Album of Auckland Views.
Concertina album of 12 l., which includes one panorama and 15 
smaller views of Auckaland taken from photographs by R.H. Bartlett, 
nd [ca 1890] 19cms, bound into red papered boards with gilt titles. 
$40 - $50

279 carte de vIsItes 
Portraits - Otago Photographers & Unknown
13 images, one of children, one of two women and a man and one 
humerous of a sailor, the remainder, men, mostly head and shoulders. 
All with photographers verso, Burton Bros; Caledonian Portrait Gallery; 
London Portrait Rooms; Coxhead Brothers; J.W. Allen; Coxhead & 
LeSueur; Hart Campbell & Co, Invercargill; Clifford and Morris. Five 
with pencilled names verso.
Also five other photographers unknown with no inscriptions verso.
$300

280 carte de vIsIte 
Horomona Te Atua
Was one of the New Zealand Chiefs who visited England in the 1860’s 
for the purpose of illustrating the manners and customs of the Maori 
People. Photographer unknown, image of him sitting in European 
attire wrapped in a korowai cloak. 
$300- $400

281 carte de vIsIte 
Tauroa - ex Hardwicke Knight Collection
Image of Chief Tauroa in European dress, sitting on a chair. Photo by 
J.W. Allen, contemporary name Tauroa inscribed in ink verso and in 
later pencil ‘Prisoner in Dunedin Gaol 1869’.
For what one parliamentary critic called mere trespass: NZPD Vol. 
31 [9 August 1879] p156. ‘In the 1870’s Chief Tauroa and others from 
the Waitara area of the North Island were sent to Dunedin where 
they suffered grievously due to the climate and the appalling prison 
conditions.’
$300 - $400



282 carte de vIsIte 
Tohi Te Urarangi - ex Hardwicke Knight Collection
Image of Maori chief in European clothing holding a Taiaha. 
Photographer unknown, original photograph with contemporary 
inscription verso in ink ‘Wynyard Beckham Tohi te Ururangi Chief of 
the Arawa of Maketu, Bay of Plenty. Killed April 30 1864 at the Awa o 
te Atua fighting against the rebel natives from the Eastward’. Short, 
one cm tear at the base [no loss]. Image clean and clear. 
$200 - $300

283 carte de vIsItes 
Military & Unknown
3 portraits by G.H. Swan, Napier of men, one in military uniform; 1 by 
S. Carnell, Napier a portrait of a man standing in military uniform and 
four other portraits of men in unifom, photographers unknown.
7 other portraits, two with women, photographers unknown.
$200 

284 carte de vIsItes, [9 x Photographs] 
Street scenes, some unknown
Five early carte de visites of Dunedin they include early street scene 
of Princes St, a church - unknown; Dunedin hospital with Exhibition 
building; Street scene showing Walsh Brothers, Shoe Importers; 
another from the hills; another early Street scene ? Rattray St.
An early 1860’s street scene showing Jone’s Flat Hotel and Camp 
Hotel in background; Another ? Goldmining scene of cottages and 
excavations along a river back; Unknown 1860’s street scene.
$400 - $500

285 martIn, josIaH 
Te Paea Hinerangi [Guide Sophie]
19th century albumin print 21.5 x 15cms, mounted on card. Head 
and shoulders portrait image of her in a korowai cloak and holding a 
taiaha. 
‘Guide Sophia’ was the principal tourist guide of the famous pink and 
white terraces at Lake Rotomahana before their destruction in 1886.
Two images verso one of the Simmelhag’s Delta Hotel, Ngaruawahia, 
showing the railway lines in the foreground.
$200 - $400

286 mercer, e. b. s. [1888 - 89] 
The New Zealand Native Football Team
Before playing Queensland in July 1889.
An original black and white photograph by Edward Beauchamp 
Singleton Mercer of the 1888-89 team during their fourteen month 
tour of the British Isles, Australia and New Zealand, the tour was the 
longest in history and the first by a NZ team to Europe. 
12.5 x 19cms Mounted on board some scuffing and small faults, image 
clear.
$200 - $400

287 mInIature PHotograPH album 
Sunny Memories in Wakatipu [1899]
An original photograph album [11 x 15cms, covers]inscribed inside 
the front cover ‘To Mr and Mrs Oliver, In memory of a pleasant holiday 
spent with them. [Initials] Dunedin NZ 20/5/99. The album consists 
of 40 card leaves, each side with an image [40 images, each 8 x 
6.5cms approx], the image neatly titled in black pen, They include, 
Queenstown, Wakatipu from Mt Alfred, Glenorchy, Lake Hayes, 
Shotover River, Several of a climb up Ben Lomond etc. Some of the 
photographs include the subjects on the holiday. Bound in full leather 
with gilt titles on front cover.
$1000 - $1200

288 ParIHaKa, 2 images 
Cemetary at Parihaka
1. Original photograph 15.2 x 20cms showing whares and cottages 
with palisade posts and raised area in the foreground.
2. Image from an album 15 x 20cms, of the thatched Maori whares 
with Mount Taranaki in the background, also a wooden colonial 
homestead, titled on the base of the image Parihaka. Verso is an 
image of Maori children ‘Cooking Breakfast at Whakarewarewa’. 
On 5 November armed constabulary surrounded the township and 
arrested passive resistance leaders Te Whiti and Tohu. Over the next 
weeks many of the resdients were evicted and their houses destroyed. 
The two chiefs were given an enforced tour of the South Island, 
designed to demonstrate the power of Pakeha society. They were 
returned to Parihaka in 1883.
$150 - $200

289 PHotograPH album 
Josiah Martin ; Burton Brothers etc.
An original album of 69 photographic images they include 6 
images of Capetown, photographer’s signature G.W.W. they include 
Capetown and Table Mountain from Fish Jetty; Street, Cape town 
looking S. from G.P.O. etc ; 12 images of Melbourne and surrounds 
they include ‘Teamsters’ , Healesville, The Pier Brighton, Heidleberg 
etc; 24 images by Josiah Martin including Jerusalem, Wanganui 
River, several images of Maori life in Rotorua, Mens Haka, several of 
Whakarewarewa; Sophies Whare, children swimming in the hot pools, 
and others. Also 21 images by the Burton brothers, mostly scenic 
including Queenstown, Milford Sounds. Bound into a half calf album 
rebacked in modern leather with original cloth boards.
$600 - $800

290 PHotograPH album 
Mangaone Wanganui
Original family photograh album titled inside front cover 1900 - 1980 
Whangara Mangaone, Hawkes Bay. The album appears to be from 
the Seymour family and consists of approximately 140 snap shots all 
are titled with names and places. Images include family, the original 
homestead Whangara, loading wool onto coaster by lifeboat, the 
Whangara beach, the homestead built in 1912, farm scenes, wartime 
scenes in Maadi, Egypt etc. 
$100 - $200

291 PHotograPHer, unKnoWn 
Photographic Views Queensland
A large oblong folio abum of photographs, includes an index of titles 
with numbers to the 38 plates they include Brisbane from Wickham 
Terrace; Inghams boats Herbert River; Terracottas and fountains Bown 
Park; Macnade sugar plantation, Lower Herbert; Bridges No.59 and 60 
Goganjo Range [2 images]; Walton Bridge, Comet Bridge. A total of 38 
plates each 22 x 28.5cms. On the opposing pages are smaller images 
[32x] mostly of outback Australia, showing sheep and cattle runs, 
shearers with wool and bales 13.5 x 22cms; Also 13 images of Egypt, 
the pyramids, Suez canal scenes etc. A total of 70 images.
The album 40 x 50cms is bound in full leather with decorative, gilt 
rules, corners and titles, leather is complete but splitting along hinges, 
scuff marks.
$1500 - $2000

292 PHotograPHs 
Guide Sophia
Original photograph titled on the base ‘Sophia’s Whare, 
Whakarewarewa’ with Sophie and children in the front of the whare. 
15 x 20.5cms.
2.  Original 19th century photograph of Maori in korowai, in front of a 

whare.
3.  Three postcards - two portrait of Sophia and the other titled 

‘Remains Sophia’s Whare, Wairoa. Guide Warbrick and Maggie 
Papakura in foreground. J. Beattie and Co.

4.  R.G. Marsh - Photograph titled Guide Sophia, Whakarewarewa. 
Image of her in front of carved house. 19.5 x 15.5cms. and another 
by Marsh of her smoking a pipe.

5.  Hand coloured portrait of Sophia as an old lady with a scarf round 
her hair, sitting in front of a carved Maori figure. 

$200 - $300

293 rugby, PHotograPHs 
Portraits and Ephemera
1.  Portraits photograph of the 1903 All Blacks George William 

Nicholson, and George Alfred Tyler. Silver gelatin print. d. 7.3 cms. 
Silver gelatin print Mora Studio, Sydney. 

2.  Portrait photograph of W. Tyler member of the “All Golds” Rugby 
League team to Great Britain 1907-08. Tyler along with a number 
of members of the 1905 Originals toured as the first professional 
rugby team to Gt Britain. Silver gelatin print, photographers name 
R. Scott & Co, 5 Rumford St Manchester to base. d. 10.3cms

3.  Portrait photograph of the 1903 All Blacks William Cunningham, 
Billy Wallace and George Tyler. Billy Wallace was one ot the greatest 
of the Originals era All Blacks, playing some 51 matches, for New 
Zealand from 1903 - 1908. His record of 379 points stood for 50 
years until surpassed by Don Clarke. Silver gelatin print, Edwards 
studio Auckland. 

4.  Original single leaf ‘flyer’ for El Alamein Rugby Club. New Zealand 
versus South Africa on Wednesday 14th March 1946. With lists of 
both teams and the Referee: Sqd Leader Stevenson. 20.2 x 12.5 
cms.



5.  T.A. Fletcher - School Football. NZ Rugby Football Union 1939.133p, 
illustrated original covers. 

5.  Original single leaf ‘flyer’ for El Alamein Rugby Club. New Zealand 
versus South Africa on Wednesday 14th March 1946. With lists of 
both teams and the Referee: Sqd Leader Stevenson. 

$300 - $400

294 rugby, [PanoramIc PHotograPH] 
1937 All Blacks V Spring Boks
at Eden Park. Image of the All Blacks walking onto the field, crowds in 
the background and a brass band playing. Photographer unknown 
160 x 19cms, one or two light abrasions. 
$300 - $400

295 tourIsm booKlets, [4 x] 
Muir & Moodie - New Zealand Scenery
No.4. Album. The West Coast Sounds. Dn: January 1904. 26 images 
from photographs.Original card covers, some fixng and small loss 
from one corner.
2.  Souvenir New Zealand & South Seas International Exhibition, 

Dunedin, 1925-26. Coulls Somerville. Oblong original paper covers, 
VG.

3. Fiordland, A pictorial Souvenir of the Eglington Hollyford Road... 
Coulls Somerville Wilkie. Oblong original card covers, fine.

4.  New Zealand Paradise of the Pacific. NZ Govt Tourism & Publicity 
1931. Colour and B/W plates.29cms, original paper covers, VG.

$50 - $75

296 vanIman, melvIn [1866-1912] 
Panoramic photograph of Auckland City, 9 Feb 1903
Panoramic photograph of Auckland city including the waterfront, 
taken 9 February, 1903. Looks over the city buildings and streets and 
the edge of Waitamata Harbour from opposite Queens Wharf and 
Queen Street [running vertically up the centre. Quay Street runs along 
the waters edge. A range of shipping vessels, including a paddle 
steamer, are berthed at the wharves, advertising signs can be seen 
along the waterfront. 
Original platinum photoprint 36.5 x 116.5cms, photographers title at 
base of image. In original oak frame. 
Melvin Vaniman arrived in New Zealand in 1903 on the Ventura, and 
took a series of large panorama photographs whilst here. Known as 
the ‘The Trapeze Photoman” he died with his brother Calvin during an 
attempt to cross the Atlantic by airship in 1912.
$700

297 WHItes avIatIon ltd 
Lake Hayes
Lengthening Autumn Shadows in Central Otao. Original colour 
photograph by Whites showing the lake with autumn colours, 
mountains and sheep on the hillside. 55 x 100cms, original labels 
verso. 
$300 - $500

298 WInKlemann, H 
Ariki
Original photograph of A Class yacht ‘Ariki’ built by the Logan Brothers 
and launched in 1904. This keel cutter was built for Charles Horton 
and dominated Auckland yacht racing for the next 35 years. 41 x 
55cms in the original oak frame with the photographers signature H. 
Winkelmann in 
the left hand side of the photograph.
$800

299 World War one 
Camel Corps - Photograph albums [4]
Four albums all featuring images of the war in and around Egypt and 
Turkey 
1.  including one of the camel corps. 195 approximately, snap shot 

images some with descriptions they include two with images of 
Lawrence of Arabia; some with soldiers on camel back; desert 
scenes; group photgraphs of of soldiers; horses and soldiers on the 
march; A ? German plane landed in the desert; camp scenes etc

2.  Album of 49 snapshots in Egypt and Turkey, they include group 
scenes of soldiers, street scenes, soldiers with machine guns, ships, 
recreation.

3.  Another similar album of 46 images, features Field Marshall 
Allenby meeting the New Zealand Commanders, Lt.Col. Findlay, Lt. 
Col. Whyte and Brig General Meldrum.

4.  Another album approximately 250 snapshots. In which the images 
are all described they feature “The Landing GabaTepe [Gallipoli] 
ten minutes before going into action”. “A rest from trenches Parson 
holding small service before leaving from trenches”, as well as 
portraits, group photos, shipping etc.

All are in original albums, some images faded.
Also a facsimile album titled “Pages from the World War I photograph 
album of Lieutenant E.H. Blomfield, M.C. 1915-1917. Images of NZ 
Camel Corps etc.
$600 - $800  

Polar & subantarctIc 
Islands

300 aucKland uslands 
Gazettes and Papers etc.
1.  Two copies of the New Zealand Gazette dated January and April 

1869, they both contain reference to the Auckland Islands. 
2.  The Illustrated London News dated Oct 14, 1848. Single page 

headed the Auckland Islands with two engravings and an article 
on its desirability as a settlemet and a chance to revive the British 
Whaling industry under Mr Enderby.

3.  James Hector - Notes on the Geology of the Outlying
Islands of New Zealand; with extracts from official reports. 
read before the Wellington Philosophical Society 1869. Includes The 

Snares, Campbell Island, The Antipodes, Bounty and The Auckland 
Islands. 176 - 186p. Sewn into cards covers the verso of which 
advertises ‘Picturesque Atlas of Australasia’. 

4.  Hand coloured engraving titled ‘The only House on the Auckland 
Islands’ from the London Illustrated News 1888. 8.5 x 11.5cms. 

5.  ‘The Leisure Hour’ April 21, 1866. single issue, includes an article 
titled ‘Modern Crusoes: Wrecked on the Auckland Islands. 

$200 - $300

301 amundsen, roald 
Sydpolen: Den Norske Sydpolsfaerd
Med Fram 1910 - 1912. Med Portraetter, Illustrationer og Karter. 
Kristiania : J. Dybwads Forlag 1912. 
first Danish edition published simultaneously with the Norwegian 
first edition. 2 Volumes, frontis, numerous plates and illustrations 
mostly photographic, maps [including 3 fldg], and facsimiles. 23cms, 
uniformly bound in contemporary half calf, gilt titles with attractive 
decorative papered boards. Scuffing to extremities, and signature 
on title page and endpaper, closed tear to one map. A very good 
attractive set.
$400 - $600

302 amundsen, roald 
The South Pole
An Account of the Norwegian Antarctic Expedition in the ‘Fram’ 1910-
1912. Translated from the Norwegian by A.G. Chater. In two volumes. 
London: John Murray 1912. Vol.1. xxxv, 392p, Vol. 2. x, 449p, both with 
frontis, illustrations, charts, lacking one of the fldng maps [Vol.1] at the 
end else complete. 23.5cms, both bound in original maroon cloth with 
the Norwegian flag and gilt titles, the inside gutter of Vol.1. cracked 
and front board intact but loose, edges worn and rubbing to boards. A 
serviceable copy of the first edition.
$600 - $800

303 antarctIc, [3 items] 
Postcards & Antarctic Treaty Airmail Stamp
1.  Original photo postcard by Hillsden, ‘Arrival Terra Nova Lyttelton 

28.10.10.’ Message verso.
2.  Postcard from a photograph titled on base ‘4 7 Gun on Captain 

Scotts carriage’. The Wrench Series, No 2543. Message verso with 
stamp and postmark.

3.  Antarctic Treaty cover. 50 cent Antarctic Treaty air mail stamp and 
eight cent first day cancellations celebrating both the 10th and 
30th anniversary with two cancellations on a single envelope. This 
FDC has tow cancellations 1971 and 1991. 

$100 - $150



304 antarctIca 
4 Items
1.  Map - Ross Sea Region, Antarctica. Drawn and published by the 

Lands and Survey Dept., R.G. Dick, Surveyor General, Wellington. 
Map NZ.M.S. 135, Ross Sea Region. 1st edition June 1957. Folded 
paper map inside card cover.

2.  John Bechervaise - Antarctica, Australian Explorers. Oxford Univ 
Press 1959. 32p, illustrated paper covered booklet. 18.5cms., 

3.  L.B. Quartermain - The Ross Dependency in Pictures. Well: Antarctic 
Division, Dept of Scientific & Industrial Research 1965. 34p, 
illustrated, map. 24 cms, card covers, VG.

4.  Anon - Antarctic Achievements 1957-1981. New Zealands roll in 
the Antarctic. Antarctic Division, Dept of Scientific & Industrial 
Research. 28p, illustrated, 24.5cms, card covers, VG.

$80 - $100

305 bernaccHI, louIs 
To the South Polar Regions
Expedition of 1898-1900. London: Hurst and Blackett Limited 1901, 
first edition first issue. xvi, 348p, 4p publishers catalogue at end. 
Complete with plates and 2 folding maps [one with a short closed 
tear]. Many of the pages are unopened, bound in blue/green ribbed 
cloth with gilt titles, near fine copy.
Bernacchi’s scarce account of the Southern Cross expedition of 1898-
1900, the first to include a planned overwintering in Antarctica. The 
rather frail nature of this first issue binding led the publishers to issue 
a more hard-wearing red cloth version the same year ‘with the result 
that few copies survive in truly fine condition’ [Tauris Collection] 
$1500

306 borcHgrevInK, c.e. 
First on the Antarctic Continent [Plus]
Being and Account of the British Antarctic Expedition 1898-1900. 
London: George Newnes 1901, first edition. xvi, 334, 32 [adv], frontis, 
plates complete, 3 fldg maps, light sprinkle of foxing, top spine cap 
fraying and small amount of old damp damage . 22cms, original red 
cloth with gilt titles spine and front board, top spine cap fraying and 
small amount of old damp damage. Rare.
2. David L. Harrowfield - Archaeology of Borchgrevink’s Stores Hut, 

Cape Adare, Antarctica. From NZ Journal of Archeology 1991, 177 - 
197p, illus, maps, tables. Bound at spine with white cloth tape.

$1000

307 brItIsH antarctIc exPedItIon, [W.W. boyes] 
Souvenir ‘Nimrod Expedition’ & ephemera
Souvenir pamphlet of the ‘Nimrod’ Expedition, 1908-1909. Four page 
pamphlet printed by the NZ Times Co Ltd and sold as a souvenir 
to help raise funds for the expedition. p1 [cover] in colour and b/w 
portraits and illustrations and poem ‘The ‘Nimrods’ Return. On the 
back of the pamphlet listed are the Shore Party and the Officers and 
crew of the Nimrod. Light soiling. 
2.  Single leaf advertising ‘flyer’ ca 1901 headed ‘New Zealand 

Provisions. Striking Testimony to their excellence.’
With an extract from The Voyage of Discovery to the Antarctic Regions 
1901-1904 extolling the quality of the provisions provided in New 
Zealand. 
3.  Together with a sailors hat band with Nimrod printed in gilt. 
$600 - $800

308 bull, H.j. 
The Cruise of the ‘Antarctic’
to the South Polar Regions. London, NY: Edward Arnold 1896. 
Inscribed on endpaper by author to Captain Greenstreet of R.M.S. 
Rimutaka and dated 1907 and H.J Bull’s visiting card tipped in. pp[xii], 
244p, 4 [adv], 32 [adv], complete with plates, original blue pictorial 
publishers cloth with silver and black illustration and silver titles, 
boards a little loose, bottom spine cap worn, and small stains lower 
front board. 
$800

309 byrd, cmdr rIcHard evelyn 
Skyward
Foreword by William A. Moffett. New York: G.P. Putnam’s Sons 1928. No 
25 of 500 numbered copies with additional photogravure illustrations. 
Signed for the publisher’s ‘G.P. Putnam’s Sons’ and by the author. 
Mounted to the front paste down are two pieces of fabric from the 
plane ‘Josephine Ford’ in which Cmdr. Byrd flew over the North Pole on 
9 May 1926. xv, 348p, complete with plates, fldg map at end. 25cms, 
bound in publishers half dark blue cloth with blue papered boards, 
gilt lines and titles to spine. With the bookplate of Field Marshall the 
Viscount Montgomery of Alamein, KG. VG.
$800

310 carrIcK, ro 
New Zealand’s Lone Lands:
being Brief Notes of a Visit to the Outlying Islands of the Colony. Well: 
Govt Ptr 1892. 71p, illustrations and 2 maps. 22cms, original paper 
covers, rebacked with cloth spine, small chips, VG. 
$100 - $150

311 cHIlton, cHas 
The Subantarctic Islands of New Zealand
Reports on the Geo-Physics, Geology, Zoology and Botany... 
Wellington Govt Ptr 1909. Two volumes, xxxv, 388p, 848p, illustrations. 
Vol. II. 389p - 848p Index at end of both volumes, illustrations, fldg 
map in back pocket paper cracked at inside gutters and some 
marginal adhesion damage as usual with this book.28.5cms, original 
publishers cloth with gilt titles and penguins. VG
$400 - $600

312 cumPston, j.s. 
Macquarie Island
Antarctic Division, Department External Affairs Australia 1968. xii, 
380p, illustrated 25.5cms, DJ, VG.
$40 - $60

313 davIs, joHn KIng 
With the ‘Aurora’ in the Antarctic 1911-1914
London: Andrew Melrose [1919]. xi, 183p, frontis, complete with plates 
and illustrations, fldg map at end. Sprinkle of foxing and spasmodic 
browning, new endpapers, rebound in modern half leather [dark blue] 
with title labels, grey boards. 
$600 - $800

314 doorly, caPtaIn gerald s. 
The Songs of the “Morning”
Melbourne: Bread and Cheese Club 1945. 18p, 14p [music]. 26cms, 
original pale blue/grey card covers, with black titles, VG.
$60 - $80

315 doorly, caPtaIn gerald s. 
The Voyages of the ‘Morning’.
London: Johm Murray 1916. xx, 224p, complete with plates, music and 
fldg map at end. Contemporary signature front endpaper. 20.5cms, 
original publishers pictorial cloth with penguin and yellow titles, spine 
faded. VG.
$1000

316 escott-Inman, rev. H. 
The Castaways of Disappointment Island
Being an account of their sufferings. Ln: S.W. Partridge and Co, nd 
[Prize label front endpaper dated 1921] 319p, 32p [adv], frontis, plates. 
Moderate foxing, heavier on endpapers, 19cms, original maroon cloth 
with gilt titles, VG.
The story of the Dundonald on the Auckland Islands in 1907. Fifteen 
survivors spent eight months on Disappointment Island before rescue.
$50

317 ford, c. regInald 
Antarctica
Leaves from a diary kept on board an exploring vessel. Christchurch: 
W & T [1906]. 31p, 13 illustrations, original grey wrappers, deckle 
edges, with white title and bound with cord. Sprinkle of foxing and 
light marks.
Ford was a Steward on the ‘Discovery’ born in London, he later settled 
in New Zealand. Fords account of his time on Scott’s Discovery 
Expedition is one of a very few publications by Expedition members
$600 - $800
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318 fraser, conan 
The Enderby Settlement
Britain’s Whaling Venture on the Subantarctic Auckland Islands 1849-
52. Otago Univ Press 2014. 256p, illustrated, maps, 25cms, illustrated 
card covers, Fine. 
$40

319 fraser, conon 
Beyond the Roaring Forties
New Zealand’s Subantarctic Islands. Well: Govt Ptr 1986. x, 214p, 
illustrated throughout, maps. 30.5cms, DJ fine copy. 
$80 - $100

320 HaHn, lcdr james s, [editor] 
Operation Deep Freeze 61: [Plus]
Task Force 43. 1956-1957. Boston: Burdette & Company 1961. Naval 
operations in Antarctica. 225p, profusely illustrated . folding plates. 
28.5cms, bound in silver cloth with Operation Deep Freeze logo front 
board. VG.
2.  Roland Huntford - Shackleton. Atheneum New York 1986. DJ, fine 

copy.
3.  Chris Furse - Elephant Island. An Antarctic Expedition. England: 

Anthony Nelson 1979. Exlib in DJ.
4.  Henry Worsley - In Shackleton’s Footsteps. Virgin Books 2011. 

Signed by author. Fine copy in DJ.

321 Hayes, j. gordon 
Antarctia: A Treatise on the Southern Continent
London: The Richards Press 1928. xv, 448p, complete with plates and 
maps including 4 fldg in back pocket. [paper pocket torn down one 
side], a few light marks, mostly front and back pages. 25cms, bound in 
dark blue cloth with gilt spine titles and publisher. Light crease across 
back board. 
$200 - $400

322 Hayes, j. gordon 
The Conquest of the South Pole
Antarctic Exploration 1906-1931. London: Thornton Butterworth 
1932, first edition. 318p, 2p [adv], complete with plates, charts and 
diagrams. 23.5cms, original green publishers cloth. blind stamped 
with gilt titles spine and front board. Spine lightly faded and a little 
mottling. VG. 
$80 - $120

323 House of commons 
Correspondence Relating to the Auckland
Islands. The Dispute at the Auckland Islands. ‘Copies of 
Correspondence [if any] relating to the Absence of Mr Enderby from 
the Auckland Islands ‘: ‘And of the Lease or Charter granted in respect 
of the Auckland Islands by the British Government’. Ordered by The 
House of Commons 14 February 1853. 1 l.,24p.
Correspondence Relating to the Late Lieutenant Governor of the 
Auckland Islands. 
Copies of Correspondence relating to Mr Enderby the late Lieutenant 
Governor ...[in continuation of session dated The House of Commons 
1855. 1 l., 34p, 3-69p.
Bound into blue papered boards with cloth spine. Fine.
$200 - $300

324 Hurley, caPtaIn franK 
Argonauts of the South
Being a Narrative of Voyagings and Polar Seas and Adventures in the 
Antarctic with Sir Douglas Mawson and Sir Ernest Shackleton. New 
York and London: G.P. Putnam’s Sopns 1925, first edition. xv, 290p, 
complete with frontis, plates and maps. A few light spots of browning, 
24cms top edges gilt, original dark green cloth with gilt titles, a VG 
near fine copy. 
$400 - $600

325 joyce, ernest e. mIlls 
The South Polar Trail
The Log of the Imperial Trans-Antarctic Expedition. London: 
Duckworth 1929. 220p, fronti and plates, 22cms, blue publishers cloth, 
light damp stain lower boards, no affect on the content. G+
Loosely enclosed a photograph [portrait] of two men 19.5 x 22cms, 
verso inscribed Captain Joyce.
$600 - $800

326 KIdson, edWard 
Meteorology; British Antarctic Expedition,
1909-1909. Under the Command of Sir E.H. Shackleton. Melbourne: 
H,J. Green [1910]. 188p, graphs, maps and tables. Browning on 
endpapers, 27cms, bound in green papered boards with leather spine, 
black titles VG.
$100 - $200

327 levIcK, dr g. murray 
Antarctic Penguins.
A Study of their social habits. Ln: Heinemann 1914. x, 140p,frontis and 
plates, sprinkle of foxing throughout, small tape marks on corners of 
endpapers. 20.5cms, original illustrated green cloth with penguins 
and white and black titles front board and gilt spine titles, light wear 
at edges. 
$600 - $800

328 luKIns, e 
Round Southern Isles.
Nelson: Bond, Finney, and Co 1896. 28p, double columns. Original 
paper covers, VG. 21.6cms. Includes the Snares and the Auckland Isles. 
Rare
An account of a voyage travelled around the Southern Isles of New 
Zealand aboard the Hinemoa from 16 April to 29 May 1896. Compiled 
from articles in the Colonist, 22 October 1896 - November 1896.
$200

329 macKWortH W.m., W.j. munce 
Enderby Settlement Diaries
Records of a British Colony at the Auckland Islands 1849-1852. Well, 
Auck: Wild Press & Wordsell Press 1999. No. 428 of 1,000 numbered 
copies, card wrappers, rubber stamps front and back endpapers else 
fine.
$50 - $75

330 maP 
Auckland and Campbells Islands
Paper map of Auckland Island, Enderby’s Island and Campbells Island 
by J.W. Norie & Co at the Navigation Warehouse and Naval Academy 
London July 1st 
1828. 7.7 x 8cms.
$100

331 maWson, douglas 
The B.A.N.Z. Antarctic Research Expedition,
1929-1931. Paper read at the Evening Meeting of the Society on 7 
March 1932 by Professor Debenham on behalf of Sir Douglas Mawson. 
101 - 132p, plates on six leaves, large folding map at end. 24.5cms, 
The paper has been bound into blue paper covers with a title label on 
front cover. Fine
$80

332 maWson, sIr douglas 
The Home of the Blizzard
London William Heinemann 1915, first edition. In 2 Volumes, both 
volumes complete with plates, lacking one map from the back pocket 
of Vol.II. [Regional Map showing area covered by the Australasian 
Expedition 1910-1914]. 25cms, in original publisher’s cloth with silver 
illustration and gilt titles, neat contemporary signature on endpaper 
of both volumes, an ex library copy [Canterbury University college] 
with two small rubber stamps in each volumes and on fore edges. 
Very light wear to binding, and internally clean. Very tidy set.
$600 - $800

333 maWson, sIr douglas 
The Home of the Blizzard [Plus]
Being the story of the Australasian Antarctic Expedition 1911-1914. 
Ln: H & S 1930. First Popular Edition 1930. 438p, frontis and plates, 
diagrams and three fldg maps. 24cms, original blue cloth, VG.
2. Herbert G. Ponting - The Great White South. Ln: Duckworth, third 
[cheap] edition 1923. 306p, frontis and plates. 22cms, blue cloth with 
red titles, wear at edges.
$50 - $75

334 mIlls, leIf 
Frank Wild
England: Caedmon of Whitby 1999, first edition. xiv, 343p, illustrated, 
25.5cms, red cloth with gilt spine titles, in DJ, fine. Scarce first edition.
$100 - $150



335 musgrave, caPtaIn tHomas 
Castaway on the Auckland Isles
A narrative of the wreck of the ‘Grafton’ and of the rescue of the crew 
after twenty months suffering, together with some account of the 
Aucklands. Ln: Lockwood and Co 1866. x, 174p, 16p [adv], frontis 
[port], fldg map. Spotting, fingermarks, front inside, gutter cracked. 
19cms, original blue cloth with gilt ship and titles, complete but worn.
$100 - $200

336 mclaren, fergus b. 
The Auckland Islands: Their Eventful History
Well: Reed 1948. 109p, map and plates. 22cms, neat signature on 
endpaper. DJ, light marks, VG.
$60 - $80

337 mcnab, robert 
The Old Whaling Days.
A History of Southern New Zealand from 1830-1840. ChCh etc: W & T 
1913. xiii, 3p, 508p. lacking front free endpaper. 22cms, green cloth, 
gilt titles, VG.
2. A.G. Bennett - Whaling in the Antarctic. Edin, Ln: Wm Blackwood 

& Sons 1931. x, 222p, plates. 2.5cms cut from top of title. 20.5cms, 
blue cloth, gilt titles, light wear at edges.

3.  Alan Villiers - Whalers of the Midnight Sun. Sydney: Angus & 
Robertson 1949. DJ, chipped head of spine.

3.  Robert Cushman Murphy - Logbook for Grace. NY: The Macmillan 
Company 1949. Inscribed and dated by author. 

$100

338 natIonal antarctIc exPedItIon, 1901 - 1904 
Natural History Vols I., III., IV., V
Vol.I. Geology [Field-Geology: Petrography]. xii, 160p, illustrated 
from photographs, 10 plates including 6 fldg panoramas and 1 fldg 
geological section. Two fldg maps in back pocket.
Vol. III. Zoology and Botany [Invertebrata: Marine Algae, Musci] iv, 1l., 
pagination varies, many plates. Old damp damage to back boards and 
last few pages. 
Vol. IV. Zoology [various inverebrata]. iv, 1 l., many plates [some 
colour].
Vol.V. Zoology and Botany. Pagination varies, plates, some colour. 
London: Trustees of the British Museum 1907 -1910. All are uniformly 
bound in qtr maroon cloth with gilt titles. Some spotting and light 
marks.
$200 - $400

339 norman capt. W.H., & tHomas musgrave 
Journals of the Voyage and Proceedings of H.M.C.S. Victoria 
in Search of the shipwrecked people at the Auckland and other 
islands, with an outline sketch of the islands. Melbourne: John Ferres, 
Govt Ptr [1865?]. 45p, one folded map. 21 cms, front of paper cover 
only with chips and some losses top edge and corners. Signature of 
Wm Vance [historian & author] on title page. Rare
$600 - $800

340 PontIng, Herbert 
The Discovery
Mid 20th century reproduction photograph titled on mount 
‘Captain F. Scott’s ship ‘Discovery’ in the Antarctic - 1910. Photograph 
Herbert Ponting.’ Framed, 39 x 50cms. Image of the ship in full mast 
surrounded by ice. 
$400 - $600

341 PrIestley, raymond e. 
Antarctic Adventure
Scott’s Northern Party. Foreword by Sir Viviean Fuchs. Ln: Hurst & 
Company 1974 reprint of the original 1914 edition. x, 382p, plates and 
maps. Signature front endpaper, 22 cms, fine copy in DJ.
$50 - $100

342 raynal, f.e. 
Les Naufrages ou Vingt Mois Sur Un Recif
des Iles Auckland. Paris: Librairie Hachette 1870. 374p, frontis and 
plates.27cms, bound in full leather with decorative gilt, titles and 
monogram front board. VG.
$50 - $100

343 raynal, f.e. 
Wrecked on a Reef;
or Twenty Months Among the Auckland Isles. London: T. Nelson 
1874, text in English. 350p, frontis and title page vignette, illustrated. 
Recased in original blue cloth with decorative black and gilt 
illustrations and titles, using original spine strip. New endpapers, VG.
$100 - $200

344 rosove, mIcHael H. [with supplement] 
Antarctica, 1772 - 1922
Freestanding Publications through 1999. California: Adelie Books 
2001. No. 470 of limited edition of 500 copies signed by the author. 
xxx, 537p, colour frontis and plates, bound in quarter leather with 
linen cloth boards, fine. 
2.  Additions and Corrections Supplement to the Rosove Antarctic 

Bibliography. California: Adelie Books 2008, signed by the author. 
49p, 2 colour plates. Bound in quarter leather with linen cloth 
boards, fine. 

$200 - $300

345 ross, james clarK 
A Voyage of Discovery and Research
in the Southern and Antarctic Regions, during the years 1839 - 43, In 
two volumes. London: John Murray 1847. Vol.I. lii, 2 l., 366p, 5 tinted 
lithographs [folding litho split down the folds, no losses] 6 maps 
[folding map at end split along fold, no loss. Vol.II x, 3 l., 447p, 3 tinted 
lithographs, 2 maps, [one folding]. Paper is fragile with a few chips 
at margins, mostly in Volume.I. where the title page is detached and 
frayed at margins, next two pages with chips. 
In original full leather boards with later rebacking, gilt tooled and with 
title labels. 
$1000 - $1500

346 scott, caPtaIn r. f. 
Scott’s Last Expedition
in two volumes. Vol.1. Being the Journals of Captain Scott. Vol.2. Being 
the reports of the journeys & the scientific work undertaken by Dr E.A. 
Wilson and the surviving members of the expedition. Ln: Smith Elder 
and Co 1913, second edition. 
Vol.1. xxxvi, 633p, Vol.2. xiv, 534p. Illustrated with photogravure 
frontispieces, plates including colour, maps including fldg maps 
at end of both volumes. 25cms, a light sprinkle of foxing, bound in 
original blue ribbed cloth with gilt titles, inscribed front endpapers to 
Arthur E. Wrigley and dated 1913. Light wear along edges, overall a 
VG copy.
$200 - $300

347 scott, caPtaIn robert f 
The Voyage of the ‘Discovery’
London: Smith Elder and Co 1905, 2 volumes, first edition. 
Vol.1. xix, 556p, Vol.2. xii, 508p, two frontis, plates, panoramas, maps 
[ including 2 folding maps in back pockets.] and illustrations. Volume 
one complete, Volume two lacking five plates and with a double up of 
one plate, contents clean. Sprinkle of foxing mostly on fore edges and 
and light tide marks on both frontis’s, bound in original ribbed blue 
cloth with gilt medallions on front boards, both are worn along edges 
and the spine ends are frayed and have been repaired. 
$300 

348 sHacKleton, e.H. 
South
The Story of Shackleton’s Last Expedition 1914-1917: London: 
Heinemann 1919 new impression xxi, 375p, colour frontis, complete 
with plates and folding map at end. light sprinkle of spasmodic foxing, 
inside gutter cracked at half title. 25.5cms, bound in publishers cloth 
with silver ship and titles, light wear at hinges and spine ends, top 
corners knocked, one causing a light crease in back board. VG.
$800 

349 sHacKleton, e.H. 
The Heart of the Antarctic
Being the Story of the British Antarctic Expedition 1907-1909. London: 
William Heinemann 1909, first edition. Two volumes. Vol.1. xlviii, 372p, 
Vol.2. xv, 419p, complete with all plates and maps including those in 
back pocket. 25.5cms, original dark blue cloth with silver vignette and 
titles, cloth faded and short splits in spine caps. 
$500 - $700



350 sHacKleton, ernest H 
Aurora Australis
Auckland : Seto Publishing Co 1988, no 112 of 375 copies. Facsimile 
copy of the original ‘Julienne Soup’ copy held at the Alexander 
Turnbull library, bound with twine into leather backed wooden 
boards, replicating those used from soup packing cases. Introduction 
by Mary P. Goodwin in separate booklet, housed together in replica 
wooden box with leather labels. VG. 
$400 - $600

351 sHacKleton, ernest sIr 
South
The Story of Shackleton’s Last Expedition 1914-1917: New York: 
Macmillan 1920, 1st American edition. xvi, 3 l., 374p, complete with 
colour frontis, plates and folding map. 23cms, bound in original green 
ribbed cloth with gilt titles, light wear spine ends, VG copy.
$600 - $800

352 smItH, d. murray 
Arctic Expeditions from British and Foreign Shores
From the Earliest Times to The Expedition of 1875-76. 
McCready, Thomson & Niven 1877. 824p, frontis and plates, 32cms, in 
original full leather binding with bevelled edges and decorative gilt. 
Split lower front hinge [6cms].
2.  Dr G. Hartwig - Heroes of the Polar World. Ln: Longmans, Green 

and Co 1888. 128p, frontis and illustrations, 18.5cms, bound in HC 
with marbled boards, VG.

$200 - $300

353 subantarctIc Islands 
Campbell Island
1.  George M. Fowlds - The Mystery Lady of Campbell Island. Who was 

she - Princess or Prisoner. Auckland 1964 Inscribed by author. 16p, 
card covered pamphlet. VG. 

2.  T. Kirk - On Plants from Campbell Island. Wellington Philosophical 
Society 1892.387-400pp.

3.  Mark F. Thomas - The Grim Harbour. Published by author 1995, 89 
of 100 copies. 37p, paper covers.

4.  Kerr & Judd - Marlborough Whalers at Campbell Island 1909-1916. 
Well: Lands and Survey 1978.

5.  P.R. Wilson - The Sheep Population of Campbell Island. Dept pf 
Scientific and Industrial Research 1964. 460-490p, fldg maps. N.Z. 
Journal of Science.

$80 - $100

354 taylor, grIffItH 
With Scott the Silver Lining
London: Smith Elder & Co 1916, first edition, second issue. ppiv*-
iv**, v - [xvi], 464p, complete with plates and maps including fldg 
map at end, contains Taylor’s two page preface. Spotting, mostly on 
fore edges, 24cms bound in original pictorial publishers cloth with 
penguin and yellow titles. Two owners signatures, dated 1924 on front 
endpapers and small light name stamp. Light wear at edges, VG copy 
of a rare item.
$1500

355 tHomson, joHn 
Elephant Island and Beyond
The Life and Diaries of Thomas Orde Lees. Bluntisham Books & Erskine 
Press 2003. 339p, illustrated, publishers adverts at end. 25.5cms, DJ 
fine.

356 ussHer, jane [photography] 
Still Life; Inside the Antarctic Huts
of Scott and Shackleton. Essays by Nigel Watson. N.S.W: Murdoch 
Books 2010. 224p, photographs with descriptive text and essays. 
22cms, bound in heavy cloth with black and white titles. Fine.

357 Worsley, franK artHur 
Endurance
An Epic of Polar Adventure. London: Philip Allan & Co 1931, first 
edition. xii, 316p, 32 plates, map on front free endpaper, a few spots of 
foxing mostly front and back pages 22.5cms, original blue cloth, spine 
faded else VG.
Commander of the Endurance which was crushed and sank on 
Shackleton’s Imperial Trans Antarctic Expedition, Worsley navigated 
the life boat James Caird with Shackleton and four other men from 
Elephant Island to South Georgia to arrange the rescue of the rest of 
the Endurance crew.
$600 - $800

358 WylIe, WIllIam lIonel 
Scott Memorial Print
Published by Explorer Books/Patrick Walcot a limited edition facsimile 
copy of the original published in 1914. 100 copies were produced, 
50 x 38cms. Includes extracts from Captain Scott’s diary and his last 
message to the nation. 
$40 - $60

359 yaldWyn, j.c. 
Preliminary Results of the Auckland Islands
Expedition 1972-1973. Well: Dept Lands and Survey 1975. 477p, 
Illustrations from photographs, maps, figs. 29.5cms, original red paper 
covers, light marks, VG.
The 1972-73 expediton was one of the largest scientific expeditions, if 
not the largest to go to the Auckland Islands. The expedition lasted for 
99 days, seven people were engaged in birdlife studies, four in insect 
studies, four in botanical studies and one in the study of soils. 
$50 - $100  

marItIme HIstory

360 lloyds, [bookplate of john seabrook] 
Lloyds Register of Yachts 1950
London: May 1950. 534p, adverts at end. Hilda Wiseman book plate of 
John Seabrook. Oblong 19 x 23cms, green cloth with gilt,light wear, 
VG.
$50 - $80

361 souvenIr, [1881] 
Dreadful Wreck of the S.S. Tararua
On the 29th April, 1881, When One Hundred and Thirty Souls 
Perished. Dunedin: Jolly Connor & Co, Printers, Octagon [1881]. With 
double column poem by George Scott, Mornington, May 26, 1881. 
Real photograph of the S.S. Tararua, Single laid on. Single card leaf 30 
x 23cms, chips at corners with short tears and small losses. Rare.
$200  

HIstory

362 brooKe, t.H. 
History of the Island of St. Helena [Plus]
from its Discovery by the Portuguese to the year 1823. Ln: Kingsbury, 
Parbury and Allen 1824, 2nd ed. xvi, 495p, frontis. 22cms, bound in 
original papered publishers boards, spine worn and split through 
centre, cords still intact. 
2.  E. F. Hatfield - St Helena and The Cape of Good Hope, or Incidents 

in the Missionary Life of the Rev. James McGregor Bertram, of St 
Helena. NY: Edward H. Fletcher 1853, 2nd edition. 220p, publishers 
catalogue at end, Frontis [port] and two other portratis, title page 
vignette of St Helena. 19cms, bound in original blindstamped 
brown cloth with gilt spine titles, a VG copy.

3.  Barry E. O’Meara - Napoleon in Exile or a Voice from St Helena.... Ln: 
W. Simpkin and R. Marshall 1822, fifth edition. 

$100 - $150

363 HarPer, cHarles g. 
The Old Inns of Old England
A Picturesque Account of the Ancient and Storied Hostelries of Our 
Own Country. Ln: Chapman and Hall 1906. 2 volumes. Vol.I. xv, 327p, 
& xi, 316p, both volumes, illustrated, signatures on front endpapers, 
23cms, original maroon pictorial publishers cloth with gilt and black 
titles, a few light marks, VG set.
$80 - $100  



364 stuart, james, and nIcHolas revett 
The Antiquities of Athens
Measured and delineated by... Four folios, London: Priestley and Weale 
1825- 1830. With engraved titles, 2 portraits, frontis, vignettes and 
190 plates [lacking Plan of the Temple, Plate.I. Vol. IV]. Contemporary 
half calf and marbled boards, two vols rebacked the other two with 
weak hinges, boards nearly detached, spasmodic foxing throughout, 
heavier in some parts, some on all plates, mostly marginal. 
$2000 - $4000  

lIterature,

365 arden, jane 
Vagina Rex and the Gas Oven
Ln: Calder and Boyars Ltd 1971, 1st ed. Illustrated heavy card 
wrappers, some wear to covers.
Jane Arden’s major play Vagina Rex and the Gas Oven was the first 
theatre work to come out of the Woman’s Liberation Movement in 
Britain when it was staged at the Drury Lane Art Lab in 1969
$50

366 atWood, margaret 
The Year of the Flood
Ln: Bloomsbury Publishing 2009. Limited and numbered [249/1000] 
edition signed by the author In original binding with silk book marks 
and in publishers slipcase, fine copy. 
$50 - $80. 

367 baxter, james K 
10 Volumes Poetry
1.  Jerusalem Blues 2. Bottle Press 1971. Single A4 card with single 

vertical fold. Cover by Robin White.
2.  Jerusalem Sonnets - Dn: Univ of Otago 1970, 1st ed. Card covers, 

VG.
3.  Jerusalem Daybook. Well: Price Milburn and Co 1971, 1st ed. Card 

covers , light marks, VG.
4.  Letter to Peter Olds. Dn: Caveman Press 1972, 1st ed. No 117 of 400 

copies. Printed card wrappers, light fading.
5.  Autumn Testament. Well: Price Milburn and Co 1973 [1st ed, 2nd 

ptg] Card covers, near fine.
6.  Autumn Testament [second copy A/A]
7.  Two Plays: The Wide Open Cage and Jack Winter’s Dream. 
Hastings: Capricorm Press 1959. [1st ed] Card covers, signature of Peter 

Hooper with date on title page, light wear, VG.
$80 - $100
8.  Chosen Poems 1958. Bombay: Saxon Press 1959, 1st ed. For private 

circulation only, card wrappers, light wear, VG.
9.  Selected Poems - selected by J.E. Weir. Oxford Univ Press 1982. 

Card covers, worn copy.
10. The Rock Woman Selected Poems. Oxford Univ Press 1969. Proof 

copy, included OUP ‘Confidential’ press release about pending 
issue. VG.

$200 - $300

368 baxter, james K 
The Man in the Garden
A poem, hand written and signed by James K. Baxter and inscribed 
by him. The poem consists of 10 lines and appears to be written for 
children. 
“The man in the garden worked with a spade and a fork
Day after day, sifting out the couch grass

And piling the long white roots beside the hedge, -
But the roots sprouted again when the rain came down,

And the ones he had chopped in half sent new green blades
Up through the flesh of the kumaras he planted

His neighbour said, ‘Man, why dont you try clover?
Clover is a strong plant, it drives the couch grass out ?

He planted clover, and his garden was clean.
The couch grass roots are our faults, and the clover is love”.

Written on a plain sheet of paper and laid into the front of ‘The 
Flowering Cross’.
$1000 - $1500

369 camPbell, alIstaIr te arIKI 
Death and the Tagua [2 by Wai-te-ata]
Wellington: Wai-te-ata Press 1995. 24pp, hand printed and hand 
bound with wrapper and slip title.
New and old poems celebrating Campbells 70th birthday. Limited 
edition of 150 copies. 
2. Roma Potiki - Poems. nzpoetcardz. Wellington: Wai-te-ata press 
1995. Six hand printed broadsheets, with printed signed wrapper. 
Limited edition of 100 copies. Poems on love, life and the land. 
$60 - $80

370 camPbell, alIstaIr [4 titles] 
Odysseus Rex [signed]
Auckland Univ Press 1986, 1st ed. Signed by author. Illus by Nigel 
Brown, card covers, VG.
2.  When the Bough Breaks [a play] 1970, written in 1969 and debuted 

in 1970 at Downstage as part of the Gulbenkian series which 
produced plays by NZ writers new to the stage.

3.  Drinking Horn. The Bottle Press nd [1970] Single folded card front 
illustrated by Robin White. VG.

4.  Kapiti - selected Poems 1947-1971. Pegasus Press 1971, 1st ed. 
Card wrappers, light edgewear.

$40 - $60

371 curnoW, allen 
Jack Without Magic
The Caxton Press 1946, 200 copies printed. Unpaginated, endpapers 
discoloured19cms, original black card covers with paper title label, 
small superficial losses to the black card. G+
$150

372 ensIng, rIemKe 
Poem for Baxter
Untitled broadsheet with an image of J.K. Baxter and a poem by 
Riemke Ensing. Signed in pencil by author and by 
Tara Mcleod. 54 x 30.5cms. Light crease at the top and two short 
closed tears at the base.

373 frame, janet 
The Lagoon & Other Stories.
ChCh: The Caxton Press 1951, first edition. 130p, 18.5cms, original grey 
and blue patterned boards backed in blue cloth spine, light wear at 
spine ends. In the original DJ which is shelf toned, with one or two 
light marks a short tear at the top front hinge with no loss. A VG copy 
of the rare first edition.
$2000

374 frame, janet [inscribed by author] 
A State of Seige
Angus & Robertson, Sirius Quality paperback edition. Inscribed 
‘Debbie, happy birthday with love Janet. Aug 24, 1982, Wanganui. 
19cms, original card covers, very light discolouration to spine and 
small amount of edge wear, VG copy. 
$150 - $200

375 glover, denIs [5 titles] 
Sharp Edge Up: Verses and Satires [Plus 1]
Blackwood and Janet Paul 1968, 1st ed. Card covers, lightly sunned. 
VG.
2.  Dancing to my Tune. Well: Catspaw Press 1974, 1st ed. Card wraps 

VG.
3.  Clutha River Poems. Dn: John McIndoe 1977, 1st ed. Card covers, 

VG.
4.  Or Hawk of Basilisk Verses. Well: Catspaw Press 1978, 1st ed. Card 

wraps VG.
5.  Towards Banks Peninsula. Pegasus Press 1979. White boards with 

pictorial DJ. Near fine.
$60 - $80
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376 gregory, o’brIen 
Painter’s Journey [for Colin McCahon]
Printed by Tara McLeod at the Pear Tree Press [2011]. Single sheet 52 x 
30cms, signed and dated by Gregory O’Brien.
$40 - $50

377 HugHes, ted 
Crows: From the Life and Songs of the Crow.
Ln: Faber and Faber 1970 [uncorrected proof copy]. Bound in heavy 
paper wrappers with light sunning to spine. VG.
$50 - $75

378 Huxley, aldous 
Brave New World
Ln: Chatto and Windus 1932, first edition. 306p, sprinkle of foxing on 
endpapers and small neat name on front endpaper. 19.5cms, original 
blue cloth with gilt titles, light edgewear. 
$200 

379 Ireland, KevIn 
A Letter From Amsterdam [Plus]
Ln: Amphedesma Press 1972, 1st ed. Limited edition of 400 copies, 
signed by author on title page. 
2. Anton Vogt - Love Poems. ChCh: The Caxton Press 1952. Bookplate 
on endpaper, underlining on final poem. Card wraps. 
3. Kenneth Gregory On Ravens Wings. Nelson: R.W. Stiles nd, ca 1974. 
signed and inscribed by author, light wear, card wrappers.
$50

380 laWlor, Pat [and ephemera] 
More Wellington Days [PROOF]
Final Page Proofs of Pat Lawlors “More Wellington Days”. The whole 
text printed on unbound separate sheets [one side only] lacking last 
page. Some corrections by Pat Lawlor in the text and his signature on 
the the covering piece of board. 
2. Original hand written letter to Pat Lawlor from Johannes Andersen, 
congratulating him for being elected President of PEN and, discussing 
book plates and also the pointlessness of sending copies of his books 
for review to newspapers. Together with a copy of Whites Ancient 
History of the Maori by Johannes C. Andersen. Well: Beltane Book 
Bureau.
$80 - $100

381 lIterature 
Miscellaneous
1. John Lehmann - Edith Sitwell. Supplement to British Book News: 

No. 25. Paper covers.
2.  12 Fables of Aesop. Linoleum Blocks by Antonio Frasconi to 

illustrate twelve Fable of Aesop. Museum of Modern Art, New York, 
1954. Paper covers.

3.  Sacheverell Sitwell - Morning, Noon and Night in London. Ln: 
Macmillan 1948. DJ.

4.  Christopher Fry - The Dark is Light Enough. Oxford Univ Press 1954. 
DJ.

5.  Jean Cocteau - The Eagle has Two Heads. Vision 1953. DJ.
6.  Edith Sitwell - English Women. William Collins 1942. DJ worn.
7.  Sister Nivedita - Myths of the Hindus & Buddhists. George Harrap 

1932. Green cloth.
8.  A.L. Haskell - Ballet Panorama. Ln: Batsford 1942-43. DJ.
9.  A.A. Milne. - When We were Very Young. Methuen 1934. DJ.
10. Edward Lear - Nonsense Songs. Ln: Chatto & Windus 1960. DJ.
11. Hilaire Belloc - Matilda who told lies and was burnt to death. Ln: 

Frederick Warne [1977].DJ. 
12. Arthur Rackham [illustrator] - A.C. Swinburne - The Springtide of 

Life. Ln: Heinemann 1918. 8 colour plates by Rackham. 25.5cms, 
original cloth, edge wear.

13. Richard Runciman Terry - Still More Old Rhymes with New Tunes. 
Longman Green and Co 1927. Illus papered boards, near fine. 

14. Bryan James - E. Mervyn Taylor. Artist: Craftsman. Steele Roberts 
2006. DJ, fine.

382 lye, len 
Body English: Text & Images by Len Lye
Auckland: The Holloway Press nd. No 22 of 150 copies signed by Roger 
Horrocks. Designed and printed by Tara McLeod, frontis is a tipped in 
photograph by John Phillips of Len Lye ca 1938. 28.5cms, bound in 
cream papered boards with black cloth spine paper title label to spine 
and black titles on front board. fine copy.
$100 - $150 

383 manHIre, bIll 
The Elaboration: Poems and Drawings [Plus]
Poems by Bill Manhire, Drawings by Ralph Hotere. Well: Square & 
Circle 1972, 1st ed. Heavy card wrappers, VG.
2. Ruth Dallas - Steps of the Sun. ChCh: The Caxton Press 1979, 1st ed. 

DJ, near fine.
3.  Ralph Hotere: A Survey 1963-1973. A price list of painting available 

for purchase during a mid 1970’s exhibition tour Feb March 1975. 
Several of the works with poetry by Bill Manhire.

Together with three by Barry Mitcalfe:
4.  Country Road. 1980, 1st ed. Card wrappers, wear.
5.  Beach. nd [1982] card wrappers, light wear.
6.  Harvestman. 1979. oversize format, card wraps.
All published by Coromandel Press. and G to VG.
$100

384 marsH, ngaIo [5 titles] 
Dead Water
Published for The Crime Club 1964, first edition. Signed by Ngaio 
Marsh on title page. New front endpaper, in original red binding with 
gilt spine titles, DJ repaired verso with paper tape, Crime Club Choice 
penned in at the spine base.
2.  Colour Scheme - Boston: Little, Brown and Company 1943, first 

American edition. original brown cloth with dark brown and gilt 
titles. DJ, chips at edges.

3.  Death and the Dancing Footman - Ln: The Crime Club 1942, first 
edition. 19cms, orange publishers cloth stained. In photocopied 
DJ.

4.  Swing Brother, Swing. Ln: The Crime Club 1949. Some foxing, 
19cms, orange cloth with black titles, DJ, browning verso.

5.  The Nursing Home Murder. Ln: Geoffrey Bles 1935. Browning 
throughout. 19cms, Original pink-red cloth with white titles, worn 
at spine ends. 

$100 - $200

385 neW Zealand 
Poetry - box
Box of poetry includes Louis Johnson - New Zealand Poetry Yearbooks 
1951, 1954, 1958/59, 1964 [2 copies]. Also - Bread and a Pension. 
Pegasus 1964.
Allen Curnow - A Book of New Zealand Verse [2 copies] 1923-50 and 
1923-45.
Allen Curnow - The best of Whim Wham and Whim Wham Land 1959 
and 1967
Elizabeth Smither - Red Shoes. Godwit 2003.
Also a number of early literary periodicals, Frontier; Salient; Image; 
Review; F.W.G. Miller’s Front Page Verse;
New Triad; Arena; The New Zeland Mercury. etc.

386 neW Zealand lIterature 
Poetry
1.  J.K. Baxter [3 titles] - Poetry. Poetry Magazine 1964; Runes. Oxford 

Univ Press 1973; Ode to Auckland. Caveman Press 
2.  J.T. Allen - Face Values, Caricatures. Caxton Press. 
3.  Helen Shaw - On a Dark Mirror. Holloway Press 1996.
4.  Two by Caxton Press - The Ballad of Sir Patrick Spen [1947] and The 

Demon Lover, a ballad. [1948]
5.  Anton Vogt - Love Poems. Caxton Press 1952. 
6.  P.A. Lawlor - The Caxton Press. Beltane Book Bureau 1951. 
7.  Frank Sargeson - Conversation With My Uncle. Alexander Turnbull 

Library Endowment Trust. [1982].
8.  M. Orbell & R. Killeen - The Presence of the Dew. Workshop Press 

1996.
$60 - $80

387 ranKIn, Ian 
Knots & Crosses
Ln: The Bodley Head 1987, first edition. Original red cloth with gilt 
spine titles, paper lightly tanned apart from the endpapers which are 
white, VG. In a near fine unclipped DJ.
$300 - $500 

388 tHomas, dylan 
Under Milkwood:
A Play for Voices. With preface and musical settings by Daniel Jones. 
Ln: Dent & Sons 1954 [1st edition/3rd printing]. Original tan cloth 
binding, book plate front endpaper. 
$50 - $80



389 tuWHare, Hone [3 titles] 
No Ordinary Sun
Auck: Longman Paul Ltd 1973 rep. Owners signature on flyleaf, 
papered boards with printed DJ. VG near fine.
2.  No Ordinary Sun Auck: Longman Paul 1977 [3rd ed] Inscription on 

endpaper, printed card wrappers, light wear to edges.
3.  Sap-wood and Milk - Dn: Caveman Press 1973, 2nd ed rep. Owners 

signature, card wrapes near fine.
$100

390 tuWHare, Hone [inscribed copy] 
Was wirklicher ist als Sterben
12p broadsheet of 31 poems in English and German. 
During the 1970s Hone became involved in Maori cultural and 
political initiatives, his international reputation grew and there 
were invitations to visit China and Germany, leading among other 
opportunities to the publication of this broadsheet in 1985. 42cms, 
light browning and fingermrks. Inscribed ‘ For Jan and Elespie and 
warmest regards and aroha, Hone. Dunedin 14th March 1987. Still in 
the original card envelope addressed to Mr Hone Tuwhare as posted 
from Germany.
$200

391 WIlde, oscar 
The Ballad of Reading Gaol.
ChCh: The Caxton Press 1958, limited to 75 copies. 4op, book plate 
front endpaper. 27.5cms. DJ small nick and disoloured, a fine copy in 
VG dust jacket.
$80- $100   

art

392 aKIyama, aIsaburo 
Shinto and its Architecture
Tokyo New Services Ltd 1955, 2nd edition. Multi coloured printed 
paper over heavy card covers, light speckling to spine and cover. 
Beautifully illustrated throughout with full colour tipped in prints, 
drawings and photographs. Overall VG.
$60 - $80

393 art 
Box of Art books and Catalogues.
Approximately 35 items. they include Anxious Images. Auckland 
City Art Gallery 1984; Gregory Burke - Art and Organised Labour. 
Wellington City Art Gallery 1990; Aspects of NZ Art 1890-1940. 
Wellington National Art Gallery; Face Value A Study in Maori 
Portraiture. Dunedin Public Art Gallery; E. Eastmond -Women and 
the Arts in NZ. Penguin books 1986; S.G. Shetler - Portraits of Nature 
paintings by Robert Bateman; M. Orbell - Maori Myth and Legend. 
Canty Univ Press 1995; Hockney’s Photographs. NZ Art Gallery 
Directors Council 1986; Two centuries of NZ Landscape Art. Auck City 
Art Gallery 1990; Pavilioned in Splendour. [George O’Brian] Dunedin 
Art Gallery 1986; Black & White. Dealing with Differences. Artspace 
Auckland 1994. etc.
All VG.
$200 - $300

394 art 
Four Catalogues
1. New Zealand Home & Building Souvenir Edition. Auckland City art 

Gallery. November to March 1992-1993,
2. Gordon Walters - Parallel Lines. Auckland City Art Gallery 1994.
3.  Korurangi: New Maori Art 1996. Auckland art Gallery. 
4.  Dick Frizzell Portraits of a serious Artist. GP Publications, signed 

and dated by Dick Frizzell 18/3/97
All VG.
5.  New Zealand Prints 1977. Auckland City Art Gallery. 
6.  Constructed Intimacies. New Zealand art Foundation. 1989-1990.
7.  A Very Peculiar Practice. Wellington City Gallery 1995.
$50 - $80

395 art catalogues 
Rutland Group etc.
Bunble of catalogues ca 1950’s they include ‘Rutland Group, 1950 
[wood block]; Auckland Art Society Exhibition 1950 and Citizens 
Art Exhbition 1950; Rutland Group Annual Exhbition 195s; Souvenir 
poster produced by Auckland exlibris Society to commemorate the 
Auckland War Memorial Exhibition; The NZ Fellowship of Artists 
Annual Exhibition 1950; Auckland Society of Arts Exhibition 1941 and 
1951 [2x].

396 autograPH album 
S.L. Thompson and others
Small album containing numerous signatures and sketches they 
include a pencil, portrait sketch by S.L. Thompson [Sydney Lough] 
signed and inscribed, “Ruahine” and dated 8/5/11. Other signatures 
include Charles Kingsford Smith who made the first trans Tasman 
flight on the Southern Cross and Jack Percival a journalist on the 
flight; Jean Batten 1934; R.E. Byrd and Capt. G.L. Brown, Captain 
of the S/s Eleanor Boling from the 1st Byrd expedition 1928-30; 
Francis Chichester; Ian Donnelly at the “Sun” office for the last time, 
Christchurch 29/vi/35. Bound in a full calf binding with gilt title front 
cover. $400

397 baIgent, gary 
The Unseen City
123 Photographs of Auckland. Auckland: Blackwood and Janel 
Paul 1967. Oblong 21.5 x 27.5 white cloth binding, some foxing. DJ 
edgeworn. Scarce.  80 - $100

398 bloxHam, m. H. 
The Principles of Gothic Ecclesiastical
Architecture... Ln: David Bogue 1846. xii, 329p, illustrated, 17.5cms, 
bound in full leather with gilt monogram and titles. VG.
399 COWAN, JAMES 
Pictures of Old New Zealand
The Partridge Collection of Maori Painting by Gottfried Lindauer. Auck 
etc: W & T 1930. 215p, publishers adverts at end, frontis and plates. 
Light spasmodic foxing. Recased in brown half cloth with original card 
covers, small abrasions to cover illustration. G+
$50 - $75

400 dyer, rona 
The Legend of Io
engravings on wood. Dn: W & T/ John McIndoe 1956. 23p, 
Bookplate on endpaper. Card wrappers, near fine. $50

401 eluard,Paul, man ray 
Les Main Libres [The Hands Free]
The Hands Free. Drawings illustrated by poems by Paul Eluard] Dessins 
Illustres par les poemes de Paul Eluard by Man Ray. Paris Editions 
Jeanne Bucher 1937, first edition. 
text in French. No 85 of a limited edition of 675 No’d copies. 
Complete with 66 illustrations by Man Ray, a few light spots mostly 
on fore edges, bound in its original heavy card wrappers, short splits 
at spine ends, with tissue wrap over card covers, tears to tissue . 
Bookplate tipped onto half title page. A rare first edition of one of Man 
Ray most famous books.
$1500 - $2000

402 gordon b, & Peter stuPPles 
Gottfried Lindauer
His Life and Maori Art. Photography Arne Loot. Auck: McGregor 1989, 
52p, full page colour plates. Folio [45cms] laminated card covers, fine.
$50 

403 grIbben trIsH [text], mIcHael smItHer [paintings] 
With My Little Eye.
Pyjamas Press [2004]. Signed and dated by Michael Smither. 
Unpaginated colour plates throughout, 22.5cms, laminated illustrated 
boards, spine lightly discoloured, VG.
$40 - $60

404 Westra, ans 
Washday at the Pa
A Bulletin for Schools. School Publications Branch, Wellington Govt 
Ptr 1964, first edition. 32p, images from photographs by Ans Westra. 
Original illustrated card covers. VG.
Following a campaign by the Maori Women’s Welfare league that 
the living conditions portrayed were atypical all 38,000 copies were 
withdrawn and all copies in schools were recalled and shredded. 
Scarce.
$50 - $75



405 WIllIamson, george c. 
Bryans Dictionary of Painters and Engravers.
Ln: George Bell and Sons 1909. Complete in five volumes with 
numerous illustrations. 27.5cms each, bound in qtr brown buckram 
with tan boards. Light wear, VG.
$50 - $100  

cHIldren’s

406 acres, avIs 
Opo: The Gay Dolphin.
Well: Reed 1956. Unpaginated, colour and b/w illustrations. browning, 
24cms, original card covers, wear at edges.
$20 - $40

407 graHame, KennetH 
The Wind in the Willows
Illustrations by Arthur Rackham. London Methuen & Co 1951, No 416 
of 500 copies printed on hand made paper. xii, 178p, twelve mounted 
colour plates, twelve black and white vignette chapter headings and 
three other b/w drawings. 30.5cms, bound in original white full calf 
with gilt spine titles, small amount of light wear to spine, in original 
publishers slipcase with printed paper label, light wear, VG copy.
$1500

408 joHns, W.e. 
Biggles Books - 5 early reprints
1.  Biggles Hunts Big Game. H & S 1951.
2.  Biggles Fails to Return. H & S 1951.
3.  Biggles Cuts it Fine. H & S 1955.
4.  Biggles Second Case. H & S 1950.
All in original boards and DJ’s and VG.
Biggles Hunts Big Game. H & S 1948, first edition. Cloth mottled and 
worn spine ends, lacks DJ.
$80 - $100

409 joHns, W.e. 
Biggles Books - 5 first edition.
1.  Biggles Presses on. Brockhampton 1958.
2.  Biggles Follows On. H & S 1952.
3.  Biggles Buries a Hatchet. Brockhampton 1958.
4.  Biggles Works it Out. H & S 1951.
5.  Biggles in Mexico. Brockhampton 1959.
All are in original boards and with original DJs, some light foxing 
and light edge rubbing, one or two small nicks. VG copies in VG dust 
jackets.
$100 - $150

410 joHns, W.e. 
Biggles Books - 5 first editions.
1. Biggles Sets a Trap. H & S 1962, Owners details on endpaper.
2.  Biggles Takes Charge. Brockhampton 1956.
3.  Biggles Learns to Fly. Brockhampton 1955.
4.  Biggles and the Missing Millionaire. Brockhampton 1961. Owners 

details on endpaper. 
5.  Biggles of the Interpol. Brockhampton 1957. 
All are in original boards and with original DJs, some light foxing 
and light edge rubbing, one or two small nicks. VG copies in VG dust 
jackets.
$100 - $150

411 leWIs, c. s. 
The Lion the Witch and the Wardrobe
Ln: Geoffrey Bles 1956 rep. 173p, illustrations by Pauline Baynes. 
20cms, blue papered boards, a near fine copy in a VG unclipped DJ. 
$100 - $150

412 mIlne, a.a. [PoP uP booK] 
Winnie the Pooh and the Bees
Ln: Methuen and Co nd [1953]. 18p including four pop-ups, all in 
colour and in VG condition. 24cms, metal spiral ring binding, boards 
bumped at spiral corners, overall VG copy.
$50 - $100 

413 Potter, beatrIx 
Peter Rabbits Almanac for 1929
London: Frederick Warne & Co [1928]. First and only edition, 12.6cms, 
buff coloured papered boards, with colour pictorial images showing 
front and rear views of Peter Rabbit as postman, and dark brown 
lettering. Unpaginated, [44p] , 14 colour illustrations including title 
vignette. Very light sprinkle of foxing, and slight darkening of the 
spine. Part of the original glassine wrapper loosely enclosed. A VG 
near fine copy.
$500 - $700

414 Potter, beatrIx [2 titles] 
The Tale of Pigling Bland
London: Frederick Warne and Co 1913. 1st edition [the first two 
editions are identical]. 15 colour plates and monochrome illustrations, 
pictorial endpapers, original green papered boards, ruled and lettered 
in burgundy, colour pictorial onlay. Lacking its spine strip, and boards 
loose, a few fingermarks and some edge rubbing. Good copy of the 
1st ed for restoration.
2.  The Tailor of Gloucester - London: Frederick Warne and Co 1903, 

[contemporary inscription on front endpaper], first printing with 
the single page endpapers, lacking the back free endpaper. Frontis 
and 25 colour plates, Hinges broken, and glue marks, original dark 
green boards with colour onlay of the Tailor, spine strip replaced, 
rubbed.

$50 - $100  

antIQuarIan booKs & 
bIndIngs

415 antIQuarIan bIndIngs 
10 Volumes.
1.  The Sporting Mirror. Edited by Diomed. Vol.1. Jan. to June. 1881. 

London Harry Etherington 1881. Portraits. 21.5cms, HC binding
2. Sir Henry Ellis - The Elgin and Phigalein Marbles. Ln: 1846. Vol. II. HC 

binding.
3.  Popes Poetical Works - Ln: 1819. 13.5cms, Full leather.
4.  Sir Walter Scott - Old Mortality. Edin: Cadell & Co 1830. HC binding.
5.  Dr Goldsmith - The Vicar of Wakefield. Ln: nd, ca 1870. Full leather.
6.  Versailles and its Historical Museum. Paris nd, ca 1880. HC binding.
Plus 3 other similar. 

416 antIQuarIan bIndIngs 
13 Volumes.
1.  J.G. Zimmerman - Solitude. or the Effect of Occasional Retirement. 

Ln: 1798.Frontis, title page vignette. 22cms, bound in black 
crushed morooco with decorative gilt.

2.  The Choice Works of Thomas Hood. Ln: Chatto & Windus 1897. HC 
binding.

3.  A. Dyce - British Poetesses. Ln: 1825. Full leather binding.
4.  Poems of Eliza Cook. Ln: Routledge 1861. 23cms, bound in 

elaborate calf binding with gilt tooling.
Plus nine bound volumes of English periodicals - Chambers Journal; 
The Leisure Hour and The Edinburgh Journal 1836 to 1893. 

417 antIQuarIan bIndIngs 
History
1.  Bertrand de Moleville - Private Memoirs Relative to the Last Year of 

the Reign of Lewis the Sixteenth, Late King of France. Ln: A. Strahan 
and T. Cadell 1797. 3 Volumes. 21.5cms, bound in contemporary HC 
bindings, marbled boards original title labels. 

2.  The History of Modern Europe. Ln: Longman Brown and Co 1859. 2 
Volumes only.Full leather with decorative gilt.

3.  Thomas Carlyle - The French Revolution. Minerva Library, Ln: Ward 
Lock nd, ca 1880. HC binding.

4.  The History of the Helvetic Confederacy in two Volumes. Ln: John 
Stockdale 1800. 29cms, Original full leather, hinges loose, worn.

5.  Lord Wharncliffe - The Letters and Works of Lady Mary Wortley 
Montagu. Ln: Richard Bentley 1837. Voilumes II and III only. Original 
HC bindings with title labels.

6.  Edmund Ollier - Cassells History of the Inited States.Vol. III. Cassell, 
Peter and Galpin.HC binding, worn.



418 burrougHs, jeremIaH 
Gospel Converfation:
Wherein is fhewed, How the Converfation of Believers muft be above 
what could be by the Light of Nature... Ln: Peter Cole 1648. 372p, 
18.5cms, bound in 19th century HC binding, worn but overall VG.
$100 - $200

419 day, tHomas 
The History of Sandford and Merton.
A Work Intended for the Use of Children. London: John Stockdale 
1798. 2 volumes, 8th edition. lacking the title page to volume one, 2 
frontis, 17cms, bound in 19th century HC bindings. 
Best selling childrens book,
2.  John Ferriar - Illustrations of Sterne: with other Essays and Verses. 

2 volumes bound in 1. Ln: Cadell and Davies 1812. 193p, 222p. 
20cms, rebound in modern HC binding with marbled boards, VG.

$50 - $100

420 decoratIve 
25 Miniature Books
a collection of 25 small books mostly bound in suede and leather a 
few in cloth. They include Tennyson, Shakespeare, Ingoldsby Legends, 
Poetry, etc. Dating from around 1900 these little books were often 
given as friendship and love tokens. 100 - $150

421 HoWItt, samuel 
A New Work of Animals, [Plus one]
principally Designed From The Fables of Aesop, Gay and Phaderus: 
containing fifty six plates. Ln: Edward Orme 1811. Browning mostly 
marginal, 28.5cms, HC binding front board intact but loose. 
2.  M. Horace Hayes - Veterinary Notes for Horse Owners. Ln: W. 

Thacker and Co 1877. Frontis, 296p, 18.5cms, bound in full leather 
with Canterbury Agricultural & Pastoral Assoc gilt monogram on 
front cover. VG.

422 macfarlane, cHarles 
The Cabinet History of England:
26 volumes bound into 13 books [complete]. Ln Charles Knight and 
Co 1845. All 15cms, bound in half leather binding with marbled 
boards, gilt to spine and original title labels. All VG. $100 - $200

423 smIles, samuel 
Self - Help
with Illustrations of Conduct and Perseverance. Ln: John Murray 1874. 
415p, bound in original full calf binding with decorative gilt to spine 
and original title label. VG.

424 sPratt, george 
Obstetric Tables:
Comprising Graphic Illustrations, with Descriptions and Practical 
Remarks; Exhibiting on Dissected Plates many important subject in 
Midwifery. London: Samuel Highly nd [ca 185?]. 4th ed, considerable 
enlarged and improved. Unpaginated, [55p of descriptions of plates] 
19 plates, of which 15 are coloured most with multi layered movable 
flaps, they appear to be complete. One colour plate is detached and 
edges furred and frayed, fingermarks and some foxing throughout. 
28cms, original cloth boards with gilt titles almost detached and spine 
abraided. 
Spratt was a member of the Royal College of Surgeons, a male 
midwife and an active printmaker, his first major project was the 
Botanical Flora Medica in 1929. Completed Four years later the 
Obstetric Tables found a wide audience with many later editions. 
$400 - $500

425 sWItZer, stePHen 
Ichnographia Rustica
or, the Nobleman, Gentleman, and Gardener’s Recreations. Containing 
Directions for the Surveying and Distributing of a Country-Seat into 
Rural and Extensive Gardens... The second edition with large additions. 
Volume II. only of III. London: Ptd for J. and J. Fox, B. and B. Barker, D. 
Browne and F. Gosling 1742. 271p, 5pp [index at end].includes copper 
engraved plates of various garden plans and designs including 10 
folding plans as well as single page plates and figs. 20.5cms, bound in 
contemporary calf with title label. VG. 
$200 - $400

426 WIlson joHn, & cHambers robert 
The Land of Burns
a series of landscapes and portraits illustrative of the life and writings 
of the Scottish Poet. Illustrated by D.O. Hill. Blackie & Son 1840. 2 
volumes. Some foxing and tide marks internally, 28cms, bound in full 
green morocco with decortive gilt and titles, light scuffing.  $100   

Illustrated & PrIvate Press

427 bensemann, leo 
A Second Book of Leo Bensemann’s Work
Exemplified in Twenty drawiings, in pen and pencil together with six 
engravings...by Leo Bensemann. ChCh: The Caxton Press 1952, first 
edition. Book plate to front endpaper, pink papered boards, fine copt 
and in a VG DJ.
$200 - $300

428 bensemann, leo 
Fantastica
thirteen drawings by Leo Bensemann with titled tissue guards. ChCh: 
The Caxton Press 1937, first edition. 
Limited edition of 125 copies, this copy not numbered. Book plate on 
front endpaper, bound in original black cloth boards, with paper title 
label laid on, light wear and rubbing. Rare
$800 - $1000

429 egan, beresford, brIan de sHane 
De Sade
Being a series of wounds inflicted with Brush and Pen upon Sadistic 
Wolves garbed in Masochists’ Wool. London: The Fortune Press [1929] 
edition of 1600 copies. Unpaginated, all plates present. 30cms, 
original plum coloured cloth with gilt titles, shelf faded. Book plate 
front endpaper, VG copy. 
$150 - $200 

430 Poe, edgar allan 
Tales of Mystery and Imagination.
Illustrated by Harry Clarke. ChCh: The Caxton Press 1972. 382p, full 
page black & white plates. Book plate front endpaper, 27.5cms, dark 
blue cloth binding illustrated and titled in gilt. Near fine copy.
$150 - $200

431 stevenson, robert louIs 
Prayers Written at Vailima
As designed written out and illuminated by Alberto Sangorski; 
reproduced by the Graphic Engraving Co for Chatto and Windus 1910. 
Unpaginated, 12 double leaves, each elaborately printed in colour 
with red decorative text. contemporary Inscription on front endpaper. 
Bound with cream Japanese papered boards and red titles, some light 
soiling.
$80 - $100

432 sWIft, jonatHon 
A Letter to a Very Young Lady on her Marriage.
ChCh: The Caxton Press 1954. Edition limited to 125 copies, the 
drawings and lettering by Leo Bensemann. 25p, illustrated. 23.5cms, 
bound textured green cloth with paper title label, VG. 
A hand-crafted book printed on fine paper, bound individually, limited 
in issue number and containing fine illustrative matter.
$200

433 WIllIamson, HugH ross 
Gods and Mortals in Love
Illustrated by Edmund Dulac. London: Country Life ca1935, first 
edition. 82p, [1]pp, 9 colour plates by Dulac depicting gods and 
heroes of Greek legends. Bookplate on front endpaper, original 
blue/grey cloth, dark blue titles, in art deco inspired DJ spine lightly 
discoloured and small chips. VG.
$400  

382



bIblIograPHy

434 bIblIograPHy 
Annals of New Zealand Literature
Being a preliminary List of New Zealand Authors and their works 
with introductory essays and verses. Issued by NZ Author’s Week 
Committee 1936. 117p, portraits and 8 individual notable New 
Zealand bookplates tipped on to light card and pages. 24cms, original 
paper covers, a few light marks, VG. $80

435 booK Plates 
E. Mervyn Taylor etc
8 bookplates they include four by Mervyn Taylor - Desmond Buckley; 
Edelweiss [2x]; and R.B. Castle. E.C. Simpson [2x]and one plate for John 
Alexander Algie. Peter R. Butler [2x] 
Also 2 bookmarks titled ‘rimu’. 

436 ePHemera 
Book plates, Bookmarks etc.
A bundle of items which include book plates for Jane Mander; Alex 
H. Turnbull; Samuel Marsden School [C.S. Watson]; P. Laurence [JGL]; 
Desmond Buckley; CNS McLachlan; also several advertising vintage 
bookmarks including one from Hodder & Stoughton advertising 
Biggles Books; 1903 poster advertising the Christmas Number of the 
New Zealand Mail; Original library DJ for the Northcote Library and 
Stationers; Signed photographic image of A.H. Reed on his ‘Friendly 
Road’ walk signed and dated 1974.
Also a group of generic book plates, and two photographs. 

437 grey, sIr george 
Address
Delivered by.... Auckland Free Public Library. At the Theatre Royal 
Auckland June 5th 1883. Auck: Wilson and Horton 1883. 29p, 
pamphlet, bound with its original blue paper covers into quarter calf 
binding. VG.
$60 - $100

438 mcKay, r [editor] 
A History of Printing in New Zealand
1830 - 1940, No. 542 of 600 no’d copies. 249p, 3p [index], frontis, plates 
and illustrations. some light browning on endpapers and a few spots, 
29cms bound in half black leatherette with blue papered boards. 
$100 - $200

439 PrIntIng 
Coulls Somerville and Wilkie
Two Speciman books featuring examples of Half-tone Colour Printing. 
Ca 1940 both volumes contain colour examples of advertising of the 
time. Each 42cms and with numerous examples of advertisements 
and of Government colour printing for tourist brochures etc.
$300 - $500

440 WIseman, HIlda 
Bookplates and Ephemera.
A collection of window envelopes, some with advertisements, 
originally used by Hilda Wiseman for the bookplates she produced, 
each with a name of the person whose bookplates they were and the 
date and type of plate [33 envelopes]. 
Also seven envelopes, each named and containing a bookplate they 
are Reginald Gibson; Cecily Russell; Mavis Peat; E.K, Goulding; B.P. 
Stevenson; N.Z. Occupational Therapists Assn; Enid O’Halloran [Blue 
plate]; George Perrottet two colour plates [1934]. 
Also five loose bookplates of Selwyn Woods, Iris Hughes Sparrow, 
John McLean,Harold Baxter Collection and Cecily Russell. 
An important archive of envelopes and plates with names, dates and 
types of bookplates produced by Hilda Wiseman
$600 - $800  

Program, souvenIrs, 
PerIodIcal

441 anon 
New Zealand Tours [Plus]
Including Maps of New Zealand showing Routes and Railways. ChCh: 
Andrews, Baty & Co Ltd 1925. 383p, illustrations, maps and adverts. 
22cms, bound in full black leather with gilt titles, Hole in the leather 
spine, contents VG.
2. Rotorua, Wonderland of the World. Letterpress by James Cowan. 
Rotorua Morning Post ca 1950. Oblong with paper covers.
3. Map - North Island Main Trunk Railway. New Zealand 1903. Govt Ptr 
John Mackay.

442 bound PerIodIcals 
The Illustrated Sporting & Dramatic News
Three bound volumes Jan - Dec 1886; Jan - June 1889; January - June 
1889 and January - June 1894. Folio’s bound in HC bindings and 
original titles labels, some scuffing overall VG.
The paper covered as the title indicates, both sporting and theatrical 
events, including news and criticism as well as serialised fiction. 
$150 - $200

443 cunard daIly bulletIn 
fashion and Pleasure Resort Supplement. 
ND, ca 1900. 88p, illustrated. Includes, fashion, travel, adverts etc. 
Original paper covers, chips to spine.
2.  International Navigation Company. American Line, Red Star Line. 

Saloon Passenger List 1896. 8p pamphlet with original paper 
covers, VG. 

444 Here and noW 
Independent Monthly Review
was issued form Auckland, 26 reviews from No.1. 1949 to December 
1955, with a few doubleups. Editorial panel included A.R.D. Fairburn, 
M.K. Joseph and Bob Lowry.
$50

445 HIllary e.P, franK g. scott 
Christmas Card
with the monongram of the Royal Geographical Society on the front. 
Signed with the signatures of Frank G. Scott FRGS and E.P.Hillary. The 
card has an image of Mount Everest showing the route over the Ice 
Fall to the Summit. The owners name is blindstamped into the corner. 
$150 - $200

446 neW Zealand 
Bundle of Booklets
1.  Farmers of the Empire - The Empire Trek Book 1930. Edited by 

Arthur Canham. Includes New Zealand, Australia & Canada. 
2.  Empire Farmer’s Tour, 1930 New Zealand. 32p, Illustrated. Issued by 

NZ Railways. Folding map at end. 27.5cms, original card covers.
3.  The Midland Traveller - Published by Midland Motorways [1946]. 

20p, illustrated, paper covers. 
4.  Whitcombes Pictorial Story of New Zealand. No. 436. [1974] For 

ages 8 - 10 years.
5.  New Zealand. Paradise of the Pacific. NZ. Govt Publicity 1928. 

Illustrated tourism souvenir, soiling and chips. 
6.  The Sketcher. Dunedin: Mills Dick and Co [1914] No.4. War 

Cartoons, Elections sketches, Caricatures etc. 32p, illustrated, 
original paper covers.

Plus two others.

447 Passenger lIst 
New Zealand Shipping Company Limited
Royal Mail Steamers Between New Zealand and London. “R.M.S. 
Tongariro” to leave Wellington, N.Z., 25th October 1906. Folding card 
brochure includes a list of the Saloon and the Steerage passengers, 
also, log, map on back cover showing the route. Some notations. 
$30 - $40



448 PerIodIcals 
Auckland Weekly News [15 copies]
Christmas Numbers 1901 and an uninterrupted run from 1929 to 1941 
also a copy of Coronation Number June 1902. All with their original 
full pictorial colour paper wrappers, some have had the staples 
replaced. All are VG.
Also bundle of papers which include:
Auckland Weekly News for February 14, 1934 [Waitangi Day] ; 
February 7, 1934 featuring Tamati Waaka Nene; plus similar.
$250 - $300

449 souvenIr 
Views of Wellington. [2 booklets]
Published by George & Kersley, The Economic, Lambton Quay, 
Wellington. Images on 15 leaves, including several views of ‘The 
Economic’ [Department Store] Oblong booklet original covers with 
chips and losses at edges.
2.  Report of the Victoria University College Council Concerning the 

Case of Professor von Zedlitz, November 1915. 
New Zealand professor of modern languages. After the outbreak of 
W.W.I. the university rebuffed the Governments request to dismiss 
him, leading to the passing of the ‘Alien Enemy Teachers Act 1915’ 
which removed him from his post. In 1936 he was made Professor 
Emeritus, and elected to the senate of the University of New Zealand.
$50 - $75  

scIence & tecHnology

450 beeton 
Beeton’s Book of Needlework.
Consisting of Descriptions and Instructions,knitting, netting, 
embroidery... London: Ward Lock and Tyler [1870]vi, 584p, 8p [adv], 
5 folding colour patterns [short tears where badly opened], colour 
frontis. Light foxing and lacking front free endpaper, 18.5cms, in 
original publishers green cloth with elaborate, purple and gilt. VG.
$100 

451 cooKery booKs 
4 Items.
1.  War Economy Recipe Books. Simple Guide Series No.15. W & T. Card 

covers, VG.
2.  Mildred Trent [compiler] - Stevens Cookery Book, Cathedral brand 

Essences. Ch: H.F. Stevens [1935]47p, illus. card covers, VG.
3.  Creamoata Recipes. Gore Fleming and Co, nd, [ca 1920’s]. 32p, 

illustrated, soiling and chips.
4.  Enquire Within. - W.J. Crawford Printer ca 1940’s. Card covers, VG.

452 day, KennetH 
Alvis: The Story of the Red Triangle
Ln: Foulis 1989. 375p, illustrations and diagrams.27.5cms, DJ, VG.

453 fraser, Hon W. [minister of mines] 
New Zealand Mines Statement
for the Year 1913. Reports relating to metalliferous mines and stone 
quarries, state aid to mining, roads on goldfields, prospecting drills, 
water races, schools of mines, inspection of mines ... Well: Govt Ptr 
1913. xviii, 158p, illustrations and plates, plans and folding maps. 
Includes fldg plans of Blackwater Goldfield 1913; Fldg maps of North 
& South Islands; State coalmines Greymouth.
33cms, bound in papered boards with cloth spine, black titles. light 
marks, VG.
$100 - $150

454 fraZer, mrs 
The Practice of Cookery, Pastry,
and Confectionary. In Three Parts:.. The Fourth Edition, Edinburgh: Ptd 
for Peter Hill 1804. 304p, 2 engraved plates, short tears to endpapers, 
browning and fingermarks,18.5cms, bound in contemporary full calf 
with original title label, small chip head of spine.
$200

455 mrs beeton
Book of Household Management.
A Guide to Cookery in all Branches... London: Ward Lock and Co 1909. 
viii, 2056p, colour and black and white plates, adverts. 22cms, original 
quarter red leather, gilt titles and cloth boards. leather scuffed, light 
soiling. 
$100 - $150
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1. 
Registration: Only registered bidders may bid at auction. You are required to 
complete a bidding card or absentee bidding form prior to the auction giving your 
correct name, address and telephone contact + supplementary information such as 
email addresses that you may wish to supply to ART+OBJECT

2. 
Bidding: The highest bidder will be the purchaser subject to the auctioneer 
accepting the winning bid and any vendor’s reserve having been reached. The 
auctioneer has the right to refuse any bid. If this takes place or in the event of a 
dispute the auctioneer may call for bids at the previous lowest bid and proceed 
from this point. Bids advance at sums decreed by the auctioneer unless signaled 
otherwise by the auctioneer. No bids may be retracted. The auctioneer retains the 
right to bid on behalf of the vendor up to the reserve figure.

3. 
Reserve: Lots are offered and sold subject to the vendor’s reserve price being met.

4. 
Lots offered and sold as described and viewed: ART+OBJECT makes all 
attempts to accurately describe and catalogue lots offered for sale. Notwithstanding 
this neither the vendor nor ART+OBJECT accepts any liability for errors of 
description or faults and imperfections whether described in writing or verbally. This 
applies to questions of authenticity and quality of the item. Buyers are deemed to 
have inspected the item thoroughly and proceed on their own judgment. The act of 
bidding is agreed by the buyer to be an indication that they are satisfied on all counts 
regarding condition and authenticity.

5. 
Buyers premium: The purchaser by bidding acknowledges their acceptance of a 
buyers premium of 18.5% plus GST on the premium to be added to the hammer 
price in the event of a successful sale at auction. Please consult the relevant auction 
catalogue to confirm the premium for each sale. 

6. 
ART+OBJECT is an agent for a vendor: A+O has the right to conduct the sale of 
an item on behalf of a vendor. This may include withdrawing an item from sale for 
any reason.

7. 
Payment: Successful bidders are required to make full payment immediately post 
sale – being either the day of the sale or the following day. If for any reason payment 
is delayed then a 20% deposit is required immediately and the balance to 100% 
required within 3 working days of the sale date. Payment can be made by Eftpos, 
bank cheque or cash. Cheques must be cleared before items are available for 
collection. Credit cards are not accepted.

8. 
Failure to make payment: If a purchaser fails to make payment as outlined in point 
7 above ART+OBJECT may without any advice to the purchaser exercise its right to: 
a) rescind or stop the sale, b) re offer the lot for sale to an underbidder or at auction. 
ART+OBJECT reserves the right to pursue the purchaser for any difference in sale 
proceeds if this course of action is chosen, c) to pursue legal remedy for breach of 
contract. 

9. 
Collection of goods: Purchased items are to be removed from ART+OBJECT 
premises immediately after payment or clearance of cheques. Absentee bidders 
must make provision for the uplifting of purchased items (see instructions on the 
facing page) 

10. 
Bidders obligations: The act of bidding means all bidders acknowledge that 
they are personally responsible for payment if they are the successful bidder. This 
includes all registered absentee or telephone bidders. Bidders acting as an agent for 
a third party must obtain written authority from ART+OBJECT and provide written 
instructions from any represented party and their express commitment to pay all 
funds relating to a successful bid by their nominated agent.

11. 
Bids under reserve & highest subject bids: When the highest bid is below the 
vendor’s reserve this work may be announced by the auctioneer as sold ‘ subject to 
vendor’s authority’ or some similar phrase. The effect of this announcement is 
to signify that the highest bidder will be the purchaser at the bid price if the vendor 
accepts this price. If this highest bid is accepted then the purchaser has entered a 
contract to purchase the item at the bid price plus any relevant buyers premium.

Important advice for buyers
The following information does not form part of the conditions of sale, however 
buyers, particularly first time bidders are recommended to read these notes.

A. 
Bidding at auction: Please ensure your instructions to the auctioneer are clear 
and easily understood. It is well to understand that during a busy sale with multiple 
bidders the auctioneer may not be able to see all bids at all times. It is recommended 
that you raise your bidding number clearly and without hesitation. If your bid is made 
in error or you have misunderstood the bidding level please advise the auctioneer 
immediately of your error – prior to the hammer falling. Please note that if you have 
made a bid and the hammer has fallen and you are the highest bidder you have 
entered a binding contract to purchase an item at the bid price. New bidders in 
particular are advised to make themselves known to the sale auctioneer who will 
assist you with any questions about the conduct of the auction.

B.
Absentee bidding: ART+OBJECT welcomes absentee bids once the necessary 
authority has been completed and lodged with ART+OBJECT. A+O will do all it can 
to ensure bids are lodged on your behalf but accepts no liability for failure to carry 
out these bids. See the Absentee bidding form in this catalogue for information on 
lodging absentee bids. These are accepted up to 2 hours prior to the published 
auction commencement.

C.
Telephone bids: The same conditions apply to telephone bids. It is highly preferable 
to bid over a landline as the vagaries of cellphone connections may result in 
disappointment. You will be telephoned prior to your indicated lot arising in the 
catalogue order. If the phone is engaged or connection impossible the sale will 
proceed without your bidding. At times during an auction the bidding can be frenetic 
so you need to be sure you give clear instructions to the person executing your bids. 
The auctioneer will endeavour to cater to the requirements of phone bidders but 
cannot wait for a phone bid so your prompt participation is requested.

D.
New Zealand dollars: All estimates in this catalogue are in New Zealand dollars. 
The amount to be paid by successful bidders on the payment date is the New 
Zealand dollar amount stated on the purchaser invoice. Exchange rate variations are 
at the risk of the purchaser.

Conditions of sale
Please note: it is assumed that all bidders at auction have read and agreed to the conditions described on this page.  
ART+OBJECT directors are available during the auction viewing to clarify any questions you may have.
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